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Abstract
The ongoing design and standardization of the fifth generation (5G) new
radio (NR) will enable new use cases and applications, imposing more chal-
lenging requirements in terms of mobility performance. As an example, 5G
mobile networks should support seamless mobility with zero data interrup-
tion at each handover, even at high speeds.
A prerequisite for research towards new 5G mobility solutions is to first
understand what current procedures can achieve. The initial work of this
thesis is therefore focused on the analysis of field-measurements of an op-
erational Long Term Evolution (LTE) network in both slow- and high-speed
scenarios, observing rate of radio-link failures, handover failures, data inter-
ruption times, etc. It is found that the macro-cellular mobility performance is
good with a low rate of failures. However, the measurements also reveal that
the handover data interruption time can sometimes be hundreds of millisec-
onds and, therefore, presenting the first challenge to be addressed in order to
fulfill the demanding 5G requirements. The field measurements are further-
more used to calibrate and validate system-level simulation models presented
in the remainder of the thesis for benchmarking more sophisticated mobility
solutions that are not yet implemented in the field.
Secondly, studies of the mobility performance and the data interruption
time for the more evolved LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) versions with dual con-
nectivity are addressed. These studies are conducted for a variety of envi-
ronments, including generic scenarios with hexagonal network topologies,
non-uniform site-specific scenarios, pedestrian mobility and high-speeds up
to 130 km/h. The impact of using different network architectures for im-
plementing dual connectivity are assessed as well. Simulations results of a
site-specific high-speed scenario shows that when adopting dual connectiv-
ity with secondary cell group (SCG) architecture, the overall data interruption
time increases by 42 % compared to single-node connectivity. While, if dual
connectivity is realized with the split-bearer architecture, the interruption
time is reduced by 83 %.
Furthermore, novel candidate solutions such as synchronous handover
without random access (a.k.a. RA-less handover) and innovations with make-
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before-break are explored. Complete elimination of the handover data inter-
ruption time is achieved by integrating both solutions, including new meth-
ods for synchronization and flow control between the data buffers at the
source and target cells.
Additionally, the dissertation proposes further mobility enhancements for
the next generation of mobile networks, including partly user-autonomous
controlled mobility for reducing the control signaling overhead, and a user-
association algorithm that selects the most suitable target cell based on through-
put estimates (i.e. offering enhanced traffic steering capabilities). The con-
cept of partly user-autonomous mobility is found to be particularly attractive
for multi-connectivity scenarios where the device follows a predictable path,
passing many cell sites with small to medium coverage. An example of the
latter is the use case of highway vehicular devices, where it is found that
the air interface Radio Resource Control (RRC) backhaul signaling can be
reduced up to 92 % and 39 %, respectively.
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Resumé
Den igangværende design og standardisering at den femte generation (5G)
nye radio (NR) vil gøre det muligt af nye applikationer med mere udfor-
drende requirements med hensyn til mobilitet ydeevne. Som et eksempel,
bør 5G mobilnet understøtter problemfri mobilitet med nul data afbrydelse
ved hver overdragelse, selv ved høje hastigheder.
En forudsætning for forskning i retning af nye 5G mobile løsninger er
først at forstå, hvad de nuværende løsninger kan opnå. Det indledende arbe-
jde med denne afhandling er derfor fokuseret på analysen af field-målinger
af en operationel Long Term Evolution (LTE) netværk i både langsom og
høj hastighed scenarier, observere på radio-link fiaskoer, overdragelsen fi-
askoer, data afbrydelse gange osv det er fundet, at makro-cellulære mobilitet
præstation er god med en lav fiaskoer. Men målingerne viser også, at over-
dragelsen af data afbrydelse tid til tider kan være hundredvis af millisekun-
der, og derfor præsentere den første udfordring, der skal løses for at opfylde
de krævende 5G krav. Målingerne felt er desuden bruges til at kalibrere og
validere systemniveau simuleringsmodeller præsenteret i resten af afhandlin-
gen for benchmarking mere avancerede mobilitetsløsninger, der endnu ikke
er gennemført på området.
For det andet er studier af mobilitet ydeevne og data afbrydelse tid til
mere udviklet LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) versioner med dobbelt konnektivitet
rettet. Disse undersøgelser er gennemført for en række forskellige miljøer,
herunder generiske scenarier med sekskantede netværkstopologier, uensart-
ede stedsspecifikke scenarier, fodgænger mobilitet og høje hastigheder på
op til 130 km/t. Virkningen af at anvende forskellige netværksarkitekturer
for gennemførelse dobbelt tilslutningsmuligheder vurderes som godt. Simu-
leringer resultaterne af en stedsspecifik højhastigheds-scenariet viser, at når
det vedtager dobbelt tilslutning med sekundær celle gruppe (SCG) arkitek-
tur, de samlede data afbrydelse tid stiger med 42 % i forhold til single-node-
forbindelse. Mens, hvis dobbelt-forbindelse er realiseret med split banner-
fører arkitektur, er afbrydelsen tid reduceret med 83 %.
Desuden er nye kandidat løsninger såsom synkron overdragelse uden
random access (a.k.a RA-mindre overdragelsen) og innovationer med make-
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før-break udforsket. Fuldstændig fjernelse af overdragelsen data afbrydelse
tid opnås ved at integrere de to løsninger, herunder nye metoder til synkro-
nisering og flowkontrol mellem data buffere på kilde- og target-cellerne.
Derudover afhandlingen foreslår yderligere mobilitet forbedringer til den
næste generation af mobile netværk, herunder dels bruger-autonome kon-
trolleret mobilitet for at reducere kontrol signaleringsomkostninger, og en
bruger-forening algoritme, der vælger den mest egnede målcellen baseret
på throughput skøn (dvs. udbud forbedret trafik styreegenskaber). Begre-
bet delvis user-selvstændige mobilitet har vist sig at være særligt attrak-
tive for multi-tilslutningsmuligheder scenarier, hvor indretningen følger en
forudsigelig sti, passerer mange celle steder med små til mellemstore dækn-
ing. Et eksempel implementering af sidstnævnte er brugen tilfælde af mo-
torvej køreveje enheder, hvor det er fundet, at luften grænsefladen Radio
Resource Kontrol (RRC) signalering og netværk backhaul signalering kan re-
duceres op til 92 % og 39 %, henholdsvis.
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Introduction
In 1947 Douglas H. Ring and William R. Young described in a company mem-
orandum the idea of providing wireless service to a metropolitan area by di-
viding it into a set of smaller regions covered by land transmitters [1]. These
two engineers from Bell Laboratories gave birth to the now well-known con-
cept of cellular networks. Unfortunately, the technology at that time was
not mature enough and such visions had to remain on paper. It was some
decades before these visions became a reality. Moreover, one important ques-
tion remained unanswered:
"How to maintain a continuous connection if a moving user crosses the boundaries
between cells?"
Twenty years later, in 1969, Bell Labs partially answered this question
by implementing the first commercial cellular radio system, and materializ-
ing the ideas of Ring and Young. In this first cellular system, passengers
of the Metroliner (illustrated in Figure 1.1) were able to make phone calls
while traveling at 160 km/h [2]. The train line was divided into nine radio-
zones with one base station each. As the train entered into a new radio-zone,
any ongoing call was automatically transfered to the next base station. With
this, the very first idea of providing service continuity for moving users was
finally implemented and the concepts of handover and mobility management
were born. However, the call transfer was only possible providing the same
channel in the next radio-zone was available. Otherwise, the ongoing call
was terminated.
The idea of transferring a call between cells for a moving mobile was
further discussed in the articles published by Richard H. Frenkiel and Philip
T. Porter in 1970 and 1971, respectively. Nonetheless, the procedures to carry
out such mechanism did not come to light until Amos E. Joel Jr published
the very first patent on handovers in 1972 [3].
Ideas regarding cells and handovers between cells were so revolutionary
that following the Metroliner trial, and during the subsequent years, these
concepts were implemented in all the generations of cellular networks. From
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Fig. 1.1: Scheme of the first commercial cellular radio system deployed in January 1969 to pro-
vide service to the Metroliner train line. Image extracted from the Bell Laboratories record
Telephones Aboard the "Metroliner" [2].
the first generation (1G) launched in Europe in 1981 [4], to the most recent
forth generation (4G) or Long Term Evolution (LTE).
This dissertation will closely analyze these well-known paradigms of cells,
handover between cells, and the mobility management techniques imple-
mented in current cellular networks and beyond: from the third genera-
tion (3G) of mobile networks –or Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tems (UMTS)–, the latest releases of LTE –LTE Advanced (LTE-A) and LTE-
Advanced Professional (LTE-A Pro)–, towards the upcoming fifth generation
(5G) of mobile networks. As a starting point, the following sections will pro-
vide a brief background of how the mobility management functionality is
implemented in current mobile networks.
1 Architecture of a Cellular System
In order to understand the mobility management functionalities, it is first
necessary to understand the architecture of a cellular system and the different
implementations that can be found across the generations of our focus:
The architecture of a generic cellular system can be divided into three
main parts:
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• User Equipment (UE): Device that allows the end-user to access the
services offered by the cellular network.
• Radio Access Network (RAN): Part of the cellular system in charge of
the mobility management and of sustaining the connectivity between
the UE and the core network. Moreover, the RAN is also in charge of
guaranteeing an efficient utilization of the available radio resources.
• Core network (CN): Part of the system in charge of the access control,
session control, and routing connections to external networks.
1.1 System Architecture of a 3G Network
The RAN in a 3G network is denominated UMTS Terrestrial RAN or UTRAN,
whereas the CN is called Packet Core [5]. As can be seen in Figure 1.2(a), the
3G UTRAN consists of two main elements:
• The base station or Node-B, which performs the air interface Layer-1
processing, and implements some of the radio resource management
(RRM) functionalities, like the inner-loop power control.
• The radio network controller (RNC) is the entity that manages the radio
resources in the Node(s)-B that are connected to it. It is also responsi-
ble of controlling the load congestion and managing the buffer of the
Nodes-B. It is also the entity that serves as the interface between the CN
and the UTRAN. Generally speaking, a 3G network is based on a cen-
tralized architecture where the RNC orchestrates and hosts the majority
of the functionalities, including the mobility management decisions.
1.2 System Architecture of a 4G Network
Whereas 3G supports circuit switching for voice and packet switching for
data, LTE only supports packet switching. To this end, LTE defines a new
RAN called evolved UTRAN (E-UTRAN) and a new packet-domain CN de-
nominated evolved packet system core network (EPC) [6].
As illustrated in Figure 1.2(b), the LTE architecture was generally de-
signed to be more flexible, simpler and flatter than the 3G architecture. As a
result, the RNC is eliminated, and the RAN consists of a unique entity named
evolved Node-B (eNB).
The eNB, therefore, integrates all the functionalities and protocols for pro-
viding the connectivity between the UE and the CN. These functionalities
include those that were allocated in the RNC for 3G such as the mobility
management and the efficient allocation of radio resources among the UEs.
Unlike 3G, LTE implements a distributed architecture where the eNBs can
be connected to each other by means of the X2 interface.
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2 Mobility management in Cellular Networks
Among the different RRM functionalities, the mobility management is in
charge of guaranteeing the continuation of the service as a user moves along
the different cells. In general, the mobility of the UEs between the cells are
managed by handovers or by cell re-selections, depending whether the UE is
in connected- or idle-mode, respectively. The work compiled in this disserta-
tion is mainly focused on connected-mode mobility.
The handovers can be typically classified into: Intra-frequency (between
cells that share the same frequency band), inter-frequency (between cells
which belong to different frequency bands), intra-site (between cells that be-
long to the same base station site) or inter-site (between cells that belong to
different base station site). There are other types of classification, but they
are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Handovers are normally based on a certain signal measured by the UE
that is reported to the network with a certain periodicity, or when specific
conditions are fulfilled. These measurements are commonly the received
power or the signal quality perceived by the UE coming from the differ-
ent cells. These observations are encapsulated in a measurement report and
sent to the network. Afterwards, the network decides whether the handover
should take place and which one is the best cell where the UE should connect
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to. Thus, handovers are a network-controlled and UE-assisted functionality.
In order to measure the signals coming from cells that belong to differ-
ent frequency bands, the UE should tune its filters. Due to the additional
power consumptions that this operation entails, these measurements (called
inter-frequency measurements) are not constantly performed and some cells
operating in a different frequency bands may not be discovered by the UE.
This is a common challenge in heterogeneous network (HetNet) scenarios,
where a dense number of cells sizes coexist, operating at different frequency
bands [7].
In general, the handover is a complex procedure that requires the follow-
ing steps:
1. Radio measurements of the source and discovered neighboring cells at
the UE side
2. Based on the measurements, the network takes the handover decision
and determines the new target cell that will allocate the UE.
3. The network performs the admission control, by checking whether
there are sufficient available resources for the target cell to accept the
connection to the UE.
4. To guarantee a successful continuation of the service, the buffers at the
target cell should be effectively managed. Thus, the target cell is ready
to send data to the UE as soon as the handover process is complete.
This step is critical in packet switched connections.
5. The radio bearers at the CN should be re-routed towards the new cell.
2.1 Mobility management in 3G networks
Connected mode mobility in 3G networks is based on the so-called soft han-
dovers, where a UE is capable of maintaining several active connections to
two or more adjacent cells simultaneously. The different cells a UE is con-
nected to, constitute a list called active set (AS). As the UE approaches the
boundaries of the current serving cell, a neighboring one becomes part of
the AS, and the data transmission between the UE and the network follow
different streams.
In the downlink, the signals from different cells are combined by the UE.
In the uplink, if the cells in the AS belong to the same base station site,
the data streams are received and combined by the Node-B. This situation
is called softer handover. However, if the cells belong to different sites, the
data streams must be combined at the RNC.
Due to the soft handover and the capabilities of having several simulta-
neous active links, the service continuity is guaranteed. Nevertheless, this
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functionally can be only applied to intra-frequency handovers. In the cases
of inter-frequency or inter-system handovers, the link with the previous cell
must be terminated before establishing the connection towards a new cell.
This process is called hard handover and because of its nature, the UE is
unable to exchange any data with the network for the period of time this
process lasts.
In all the cases, the RNC is the entity that decides what cells should serve
each of the radio links, when the links should be terminated, executes the
admission control, and decides when the handover should be performed.
The RNC also terminates the radio resource control (RRC) protocol which
is the one that defines the messages and procedures between the UE and
the UTRAN. Moreover, the RNC is in charge of the buffer management to
efficiently move the radio bearers between cells during a handover.
2.2 Mobility management in LTE
Due to the distributed nature of the network, LTE only implements hard han-
dover procedures. In this type of handovers, the connection towards the serv-
ing cell should be "broken" before "making" the connection towards the new
cell. Therefore, they also receive the name of break-before-make handovers.
As will be further analyzed in this thesis, the hard handover functionality
constitutes one of the most critical issues in the mobility performance for
LTE, as during the handover process the UE is unable to exchange any data
with the network.
The entity of the RNC does not exist in LTE. Therefore, the eNBs are
in charge of performing the handover decisions and the admission control.
Moreover, for continuous data transmission during handovers, the eNBs should
support fast and efficient data forwarding mechanisms. To this end, the eNBs
involved in the handover process can exchange signaling messages and user
data during the handover via the X2 interface.
2.3 Mobility management in LTE-A
New features and mobility enhancements have appeared since the first ver-
sion of LTE came to light with the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
Release 8. The standardization of LTE Release 10 (under the branding name
of LTE-A) included carrier aggregation (CA). With this feature, the UEs have
the possibility of aggregating different component carriers within the same
base station site, benefiting from additional allocated resources, hence in-
creasing the end-user throughput.
This functionality was later extended to the aggregation of different car-
riers belonging to different sites. This enhancement appeared in LTE Release
12 under the name of dual connectivity (DC). DC was specifically design for
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HetNet scenarios, where the UE can simultaneously consume radio resources
from a macro-cell acting as the mobility anchor, and a small cell acting as a
secondary cell that provides additional resources.
With these features, the UEs benefit from an increased throughput and
enhanced mobility robustnesses [8]. Nevertheless, dual connectivity comes
with the price of a large number of mobility events. Besides regular han-
dovers, new events are defined for the aggregation, substitution, and release
of the cells that serve the additional radio-links.
As will be described in the following parts of this thesis, the increased
number of events becomes a challenging issue in high-speed HetNet scenar-
ios. Additionally, the selected user-plane architecture for implementing DC
has an impact on the mobility performance and on the data interruption time
perceived by the UEs.
3 Towards the fifth generation of mobile networks
The LTE standard continues evolving: from the new features and enhance-
ments included in LTE-A, to the most recent Release 13 under the commer-
cial name of LTE-A Pro. However, the continuous demand for higher data
rates and the appearance of new use cases (ranging from ultra-high defini-
tion media content to safety and ultra low-latency applications), calls for new
capabilities that current mobile networks are unable to provide.
Therefore, a new generation of wireless networks is currently under de-
velopment. The 5G new radio (NR) promises a completely new design that
will meet more stringent and challenging requirements, allowing the imple-
mentation of the envisioned use cases. The design of new 5G NR includes
the following mobility performance requirements:
- Seamless handovers between cells with zero data interruption time.
- Support for users moving at ultra-high speeds up to 500 km/h.
- Good mobility performance everywhere. The same good performance
should be guaranteed for users in urban scenarios moving at pedestrian
speeds and for users in high-speed scenarios such us highways or high-
speed trains.
Table 1 shows a comparison between the the current design recommen-
dations for LTE-A [9] and the new target specifications for 5G [10]. These
new stringent requirements are nowadays gaining momentum with the ap-
pearance of the new use cases. Consequently, these specifications are already
being considered for the design of mobility enhancements in future releases
of LTE. Therefore, LTE-A Pro is much more than a simple evolution of LTE-A.
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Table 1: Comparison between the mobility requirements for LTE and 5G
Parameter LTE [9] 5G [10]
HO interruption time
Intra-freq HO: 27.5 ms
0 ms
Inter-freq HO: [40-60] ms
Max. UE speed supported 350 km/h 500 km/h
In fact, it can be considered as the standard that leads the way towards the
design of mobility solutions for the 5G NR.
4 Scope of the Thesis
Inspired by the new and challenging mobility requirements, the main objec-
tives of this thesis are:
a) Understand what current mobility solutions can achieve by analyzing
the mobility performance of current LTE networks.
b) Based on the performance of the existing solutions, identify the critical
issues that arise when considering the new mobility requirements.
c) Propose new solutions that allows meeting the upcoming mobility re-
quirements and user applications.
c) Study and evaluate additional solutions that complement the proposed
mobility enhancements for meeting the new design specifications.
5 Research Methodology
As depicted in Figure 1.3, the studies are carried out by an adopted research
methodology that combines both, empirical and theoretical approaches. The
overall working methodology can be summarized as follows:
• Identify the main mobility problems in real scenarios: The main prob-
lems and research questions have been identified by analyzing field-
measurements of the mobility performance in operational 3G and 4G
networks.
• Identify the main hypothesis and possible solutions: A more classical
scientific approach was adopted for this task. First, the open literature
was reviewed in search of additional research questions, any existing
10
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Fig. 1.3: Adopted research methodology during the course of these studies.
solutions, and new research directions. Then, the hypothesis were for-
mulated followed by a proposal of new solutions to address the identi-
fied problems. During this process, the possible achievable benefits the
proposed solutions could bring were also considered.
• Calibration of simulation tools: The outcome results of the measure-
ments were utilized for calibrating, parameterizing, and validating the
results provided by the simulation tools used for testing the hypothesis
and the proposed solutions. Additionally, it was necessary to imple-
ment new capabilities in the simulation tools in order to import, repli-
cate and simulate the scenarios analyzed during the field-measurements.
• Identify the main key performance indicators (KPI): In order to eval-
uate the performance of the proposed solutions, the main KPIs were
identified. These included commonly accepted mobility performance
KPIs and new ones that allowed us to fully understand the benefits of
the proposals.
• Validation and analysis of the solutions: The majority of the hypothe-
sis and proposed solutions were tested by means of Monte Carlo system-
level simulations [11]. In order to create results of high degree of real-
ism, the simulations were performed under commonly accepted 3GPP
scenarios, or site-specific scenarios that model operational networks.
With this methodology it was possible to work with quantities of data
that are statistically significant, obtained by simulation campaigns with
numerous users in the system. The time-based system-level simula-
tor is developed in MATLAB and has been used for generating results
for numerous 3GPP contributions and research projects, confirming is
capable of producing trustful results [12–15]. The simulator also con-
tributed on testing the latest state-of-the-art standardized features and
mobility enhancements that are not yet available in the field.
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• Analysis of the results: The postulated benefits of the proposed solu-
tions were confirmed by an exhaustive analysis of the results. Moreover,
the analysis of the results allow us to identify additional mobility prob-
lems that are not visible in the measurements.
• Presentation of the results: At the end of the entire process, the pro-
posed solutions and their associated results were presented in the form
of a scientific publication.
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Communications. July 2014, num. 3, vol. 78, pp. 1719-
1738.
Collaboration 2 Mads Lauridsen, Ignacio Rodriguez Larrad, Lars Møller
Mikkelsen, Lucas Chavarría Giménez, Preben E. Mo-
gensen. "Verification of 3G and 4G Received Power Mea-
surements in a Crowdsourcing Android App". Wireless
Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC). April
2016, pp. 1-6.
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Collaboration 3 Mads Lauridsen, Lucas Chavarría Giménez, Ignacio Ro-
dríguez Larrad, Troels B. Sørensen, Preben E. Mogensen.
"From LTE to 5G Connected Mobility", IEEE Communica-
tions Magazine. Accepted for publication. March 2017.
Collaboration 4 Ignacio Rodríguez Larrad, Erika P. L. Almeida, Mads
Lauridsen, Dereje A. Wassie, Lucas Chavarría Giménez,
Huan C. Nguyen, Troels B. Sørensen, Preben E. Mo-
gensen. "Measurement-based Evaluation of the Impact of
Large Vehicle Shadowing on V2X Communications", 22th
European Wireless Conference. May 2016, pp. 1-8.
Collaboration 5 Huan C. Nguyen, Lucas Chavarría Giménez, Istvan Z.
Kovács, Ignacio Rodríguez Larrad, Troels B. Sørensen,
Preben E. Mogensen. "A Simple Statistical Signal Loss
Model for Deep Underground Garage", IEEE 84th Vehicu-
lar Technology Conference (VTC Fall). September 2016, pp.
1-5.
Furthermore, three patent applications have been filled:
Patent application 1 "Optimized synchronous RA-less handover without
explicit handover confirmation message."
Patent application 2 "Optimized Synchronous Handover in Radio Net-
works incl. Multi-Layer Cloud RAN by means of
Early Admission."
Patent application 3 "Buffer Management for Synchronous Cell Changes."
An overview of all the produced contributions and their classification into
research topics is depicted in Figure 1.4.
The work developed during this PhD study also required executing addi-
tional activities that are not directly reflected in the aforementioned publica-
tions:
• To carry out the field-measurements, it was necessary to become ac-
quainted with the use of the equipment, as well as to develop the neces-
sary scripts and tools for exporting the collected samples and analyzing
the results.
• The real-scenario information (such as terrain maps, base station loca-
tions, antenna patterns, tilts and orientations) were input into a ray-
tracing tool for predicting and generating the path loss maps that were
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Fig. 1.4: Overview of all the contributions produced during the studies.
posteriorly used for the evaluation and the analysis of the solutions.
• The analyzed real-scenarios were also replicated into a system-level
simulator. To this end, it was necessary to provide to the simulator
new interfaces and capabilities for integrating and managing real net-
work information, buildings and street layouts, terrain maps and the
predicted path loss maps.
Finally, the PhD student participated in the supervision of student projects
within the Wireless Communication Systems master of Aalborg University,
for a total of 97 hours.
7 Thesis Outline
This dissertation is synthesized as a collection of publications. Therefore, the
main contributions and findings of these studies are included in the articles
that constitute the main core of the thesis. The dissertation is structured into
six parts. Each of them include a short overview of the necessary background
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and a summary of the main findings to help the reader in understanding
how the different articles are related to each other. The thesis is outlined as
follows:
• Part I: Introduction – Introductory chapter that presents the framework
and the motivation for the study, explains the pursued goals, and de-
scribes the structure of this dissertation.
• Part II: Mobility Performance of Current Cellular Networks – This
part is dedicated to identifying the main problems addressed in this the-
sis by analyzing field-measurements of the mobility performance under
operational 3G and 4G networks. The measurements results identified
one of the most critical limitations in LTE: the handover data interrup-
tion time. The outcome of the measurements is also used for calibrating
a system-level simulator that replicates the studied real-scenarios. This
step is relevant as the methodology of simulating real scenarios will be
adopted throughout these studies. The main contributions of this part
are collected in Paper A and Paper B.
• Part III: Mobility Performance of LTE-A with Dual Connectivity –
This part presents the differences between the DC mobility performance
results produced by the simulation of commonly adopted 3GPP scenar-
ios, and the DC performance obtained by simulating a real-network. It
also identifies the critical issues of the DC mobility performance of the
highway scenario studied in Part I. Essentially, this part addresses the
following questions: Does the DC user-plane architecture have an impact
in the experienced handover data interruption time? Can the signaling over-
head produced by DC mobility events in a highway scenario be reduced?. The
outcome of these studies is presented in Paper C, Paper D, and Paper
E.
• Part IV: Mobility Performance Towards 5G – This part presents an
overview of the mobility enhancements that are currently under inves-
tigation for future LTE releases (from LTE-A Pro and onwards), leading
the way to fulfilling the mobility performance requirements for 5G. So-
lutions for reducing and eliminating the handover data interruption
time are presented. Moreover, is also proposes new handover deci-
sion algorithms that base their decisions on estimations of the user-
throughput in the target cell. This part is composed by Paper F and
Paper G.
• Part V: Additional Mobility Challenges for Future Applications – Ba-
sed on the collaborative work with other research groups performed
during the course of the PhD studies, this part summarizes additional
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mobility challenges that may arise when considering the upcoming use-
cases and applications. The articles that refer to this part are not in the
main core of the thesis and are placed in an appendix at the end of this
dissertation.
• Part VI: Conclusions – The dissertation is concluded by a summary of
the main findings and recommendations for future research paths on
the studied topics.
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Mobility Performance of
Current Cellular Networks
Before starting the analysis and design of new mobility solutions, it is necessary to
understand what existing cellular networks can achieve. This part focuses on ana-
lyzing the experienced mobility performance of current 3G and 4G networks. The
analysis is conducted by means of field-measurements under operational networks
deployed by a major Danish operator. The outcome of the measurements is utilized
for validating the simulation results provided by a system-level simulator that repli-
cates the analyzed drive-test routes. This part identifies the main mobility issues that
will be later addressed in the thesis.
1 Motivation
Conventionally, the performance of cellular networks and the evaluation of new fea-
tures is carried out by means of link- and system-level simulations of specific scenar-
ios, and network layouts. To this end, the 3GPP has standardized what nowadays
constitutes the most commonly accepted scenarios and mathematical models for pa-
rameterizing the simulations of a mobile network [1].
This methodology is also typically adopted for analyzing the mobility perfor-
mance of cellular networks and to evaluate possible enhancements [2]. Standard
simulations provide a good understanding of the general behavior of the network
and of the achievable gains and benefits that a feature can bring. Nonetheless, the
standardized scenarios cannot always replicate all the conditions and phenomena
that are present in the field. Consequently, there is growing tendency of modeling
real scenarios in simulators to understand the behavior of operational networks. In-
stead of analyzing hexagonal network layouts, real base stations parameters, building
databases, and terrain maps are imported into the simulators in order to evaluate the
performance in, for instance, urban scenarios or specific hot-spot areas.
These advanced simulations not only require an exhaustive preparation to com-
prehensively replicate real environments, but also, depending on the complexity of
the scenario, require a tremendous amount of computational resources. Therefore,
the simulation models are designed based on a compromise between simulation time,
processing power, and desired level of replicated details. Due to the limitations of the
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simulation tools, the utilized models are commonly simplified, leaving behind spe-
cific dynamics which inclusion would consume an astronomic amount of resources.
Thus, it is important to properly calibrate, parametrize, and posteriorly validate the
simulation models to minimize the inaccuracies in the results.
In this part of the thesis, measurements of the mobility performance of operational
3G and 4G networks in the city of Aalborg, Denmark, are discussed. The main goal
of this activity was to understand what current mobile networks can achieve, and to
identify the mobility issues that should be addressed during the studies.
The outcome of the drive-tests was also utilized for calibrating and parameteriz-
ing a dynamic system-level simulator that was used in later studies of this PhD. To
this end, it was necessary to provide new capabilities to the tool for importing, repli-
cating and simulating real-network deployments that included not only the network
configuration provided by the operator, but also building and street layouts, terrain
information and path loss maps generated by a ray tracing tool.
A one-to-one comparison between the measurements and simulation results was
performed in order to validate the simulation models and to evaluate whether the
methodology of replicating a real-scenario in a system-level simulator was able to
produce trustful mobility performance results, comparable to what can be experi-
enced in the field.
2 Objectives
The aims of this part of the thesis are summarized as follows:
• Discover the most critical issues in the mobility performance of operational
mobile networks by means of field drive-tests.
• Replicate the exact measured scenarios and the drive-test routes in a system-
level simulator.
• Use the outcome of the measurements for validating the simulation models and
evaluate whether the simulator is able to produce trustful and realistic results.
Thereby, allowing the simulator to be used in later studies of the PhD.
• Analyze whether system level simulations of site-specific scenarios is a suitable
methodology for analyzing the mobility performance of real networks.
Due to the pragmatical nature of the activities conducted in this part, additional
secondary objectives are included:
- Learn who to operate the equipment required for conducting and analyzing
field-measurements in an operational network.
- Provide the dynamic system-level simulator with the capability of importing
and simulating real scenarios.
3 Included Articles
The articles that form the main body of this part of the thesis are:
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Paper A. Validation of Mobility Simulations via Measurements Drive Tests
in an Operational Network
This article analyzes measurements of the mobility performance of an operational
3G network deployed in the city center of Aalborg, Denmark. Measurements are
performed using a commercial UE with a proprietary software that allows to collect
different statistics, including the RRC messages exchanged with the network. The
exact drive-test routes and scenario are afterwards imported in a system-level sim-
ulator including the network configuration provided by the operator, building and
streets layout and propagation maps predicted by a ray-tracing tool. The measure-
ments results are also utilized for configuring and parameterizing the simulator. The
main observed KPIs are the number and location of handovers and radio-link-failures
(RLFs), as well as, received signal strength and interference levels. Simulations and
measurements results are then compared to each other, to validate the outcome of the
simulator and evaluate whether the methodology of simulating site-specific scenar-
ios is suitable for producing realistic mobility performance results of an operational
cellular network.
Paper B. Mobility Performance in Slow- and High-Speed LTE Real Scenar-
ios
This article extends the studies conducted in Paper A to LTE networks. In this case,
the evaluation of the scenario of the city center is complemented with measurements
of the highway stretch that encloses the city. The same methodology followed in
Paper A is adopted. The analyzed scenarios are replicated in the simulator, and the
mobility performance results are compared with the measurements to validate the
outcome of the tool for further studies. Besides the KPIs analyzed in Paper A, this
article also observes the number of handovers split into intra- and inter-site events,
and pays particular attention to the handover data interruption time. The article also
presents an exhaustive investigation of the mobility parametrization of the network
by analyzing the Layer-3 signaling recorded during the measurements. The goal of
this paper is to discover the most critical limitations present in current LTE networks.
4 Main Findings
Measurements of the mobility performance in operational networks
The post processing of the 3G measurements performed in Paper A shows that in the
city center the majority of the handovers occur at street intersections, while turning
a corner. Some problematic areas where RLFs are experienced are also identified in
the 3G network. Further analysis of the measurements revealed that these RLFs were
mainly due to low signal strength or high interference conditions. From the anal-
ysis of the results it was also observed the so-called corner effect. An UE turning a
corner experiences a rapid decline of the received signal strength from the serving
cell while the signal from another (interfering) cell increases, resulting in a decrease
of the experienced signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR). This effect is partic-
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ularly perceptible while turning a corner due to a change from line-of-sight (LOS)
to non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. If the handover from the serving to the new
stronger cell is not processed fast enough, the interference levels make it impossible to
exchange the handover messages, ending up in a RLF or handover failure. In some of
the drive-tests it was found that the UE was able to successfully perform the handover
whereas in others, RLFs were experienced before the handover could finalize.
The studies conducted in Paper B shows better performance for the LTE macro-
mobility with no handover and radio-link failures. A more sophisticated post pro-
cessing of the measurements revealed that no intra-site handovers are experienced in
the city center. The analysis suggested that this effect is due to the street canyon effect
that makes the signal from farther sites to dominate over the signal received from
closer ones. A close investigation of the recorded RRC messages exchanged between
the UE and the network during the drive-tests, shows that the operator uses the same
offset and hysteresis for configuring the handovers at the UE. Nevertheless, different
values of time-to-trigger (TTT) are identified at each cell, indicating the use of mobil-
ity robustness optimization (MRO) at the network. In general, the operator use large
values of TTT, being 1024 ms the most recurrent value. The timer T310 for detecting
RLFs is measured generally large, parametrized with a value of 2 s, ensuring that the
UE has enough time to recover after experiencing bad radio conditions. Analysis of
the measurement results also identified one of the most critical issues in the mobility
performance of current LTE networks: the data interruption time at each handover.
The measurement results showed an average interruption time of 24-29 ms. However,
extreme delays of more than 100 ms can be also experienced.
Additionally measurements of the handover interruption time were performed in
Collaboration 3, extending the analysis to other scenarios and networks that cover ru-
ral, suburban and urban areas. In these cases, the measured median interruption time
was observed within the range of 37-40 ms, with extreme cases up to several seconds.
Additional details on these complementary results can be found in Part V. These find-
ings of the measured handover interruption time clearly illustrates that current LTE
networks are far away from fulfilling the 0 ms of handover data interruption time that
is required by the upcoming applications for 5G [3].
Importing and Simulating a Real Scenario
The simulation of a real network and the drive-test routes requires a specific method-
ology for replicating the analyzed scenario. The base stations locations and configu-
rations provided by the mobile operator, street and building layouts, and topographic
maps are required for modeling the real environment. Furthermore, in order to pro-
duce similar radio-conditions compared to what can be experienced in the field, ray-
tracing techniques are recommended for predicting the path loss map of each of the
cells that provides coverage to the studied area.
To this end, a 3D version of the analyzed scenario was first modeled in a ray-
tracing tool. During this process, it was identified that the resolution of the maps is
a parameter that must be set carefully, as it has an impact on the simulations. A fine
resolution increases the amount of time required for the path loss prediction. Addi-
tionally, it increases exponentially the amount of necessary computational resources
for running the system-level simulations. However, if a course resolution is adopted,
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the buildings footprint may penetrate the surrounding streets. In some cases, it was
found that the buildings footprint may block completely the street, making impossi-
ble the simulation of a specific drive-test route. In other cases, due to the proximity
of the buildings, a user moving along the simulated streets experienced an increase
in the path loss due to the outdoors to indoors penetration loss, hence increasing the
probability of experiencing a RLF. This effect was encountered while modeling the
city center scenario due to the presence of narrow streets. A resolution of 5x5 m for
each propagation map was found to be manageable by the computational resources,
without excessively increasing the simulation time. The suitability of this resolution
was later validated by the simulation results.
After creating the propagation maps, the real data was imported into the tool for
performing the system-level simulations. Before initiating the studies collected in pa-
pers A and B, the tool was unable to run simulations of real-scenarios. Therefore, it
was necessary to develop all the scripts and interfaces in order to provide the capabil-
ities of importing and simulating the exact drive-test routes, including the predicted
propagation maps, the network configuration and the building layouts. Several chal-
lenges were faced during this process, as the simulator must not only understand the
imported data, but also efficiently manage the computational resources to avoid out of
memory situations or long simulation times. This was identified as critical to simulate
dense networks with large amount of cells because one cell generates one propagation
map that covers the entire observed area. In some cases, the whole simulated area
extends up to several kilometers, increasing the amount of computational resources
and the simulation time.
Furthermore, the mobility parameterization (RRM measurements configuration
and UE timers) should be in accordance to the values set by the operator that deployed
the network, in order to obtain mobility statistics similar to what can be measured in
the field. This network configuration was not provided in all the cases. Therefore, to
obtain the mobility parametrization, it was necessary to analyze the Layer-3 messages
collected during the drive-tests. Due to the limitations of the measurements software,
it was not possible to automatize the process and all the signaling exchanged between
the network and the equipment was manually inspected. This was found to be partic-
ularly beneficial for understanding the different RRC procedures apart from the ones
related to mobility management.
Field Measurements VS. Simulations of a Real Scenario
A one-to-one comparison between the measurement results and the outcome of the
simulations revealed that the high level of details replicated in the simulator generally
produced only minor discrepancies in the results. The findings presented in Paper A
demonstrated that the critical areas in terms of coverage and interference identified
in the simulations were consistent with the ones identified in the measurements. The
locations where the RLFs took place in the field matched relatively well with the
simulation results, as the simulator was able to predict 6 out of 7 problematic areas in
the city center scenario. Additionally, Paper A also concluded that the simulator was
able to reproduce the corner effect found in the measurements.
In both papers A and B, the number of handovers in the simulations was discov-
ered to be slightly different compared to the measurement results. This is explained
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by the adopted 5x5 m resolution of the propagation maps and by the lack of specific
dynamic effects in the simulator such us vehicles that may temporary block dominant
radio-paths to some cells, specific traffic conditions, and changes in the driving speed
during the measurements. Nevertheless, no major differences in the comparison of
the results were found, indicating that the resolution of 5x5 m for the propagation
maps provides an acceptable balance between discrepancies in the results and com-
putational cost.
Paper B also demonstrated that the simulator was able to predict the particu-
lar effect of not experiencing intra-site handovers in the city center. In the highway
scenario, some intra-site handovers were found due to the presence of wider areas.
However, as predicted by the simulator and extracted from the measurements, the
inter-site handovers still dominated.
Essentially, the simulated handover rate, location of handovers, RLFs and sig-
nal/interference level statistics matched well with the measurements. Consequently,
it can be concluded that the presented methodology for simulating site-specific sce-
narios is suitable for replicating trustful mobility results that are comparable with the
ones observed in the field.
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Abstract
Simulations play a key role in validating new concepts in cellular networks, since most of the
features proposed and introduced into the standards are typically studied by means of sim-
ulations. In order to increase the trustworthiness of the simulation results, proper models
and settings must be provided as inputs to the simulators. It is therefore crucial to perform
a thorough validation of the models used for generating results. The objective of this paper
is to compare measured and simulated mobility performance results with the purpose of un-
derstanding whether simulation models are close to reality. The presented study is based on
drive tests measurements and explicit simulations of an operator network in the city of Aal-
borg (Denmark) – modelling a real 3D environment and using a commonly accepted dynamic
system level simulation methodology. In short, the presented results show that the simulated
handover rate, location of handovers, radio link failures, and signal/interference level statis-
tics match well with measurements, giving confidence that the simulations produce realistic
performance results.
1 Introduction
Mobility performance and related enhancements are important topics for mobile wire-
less systems. In research, mobility improvements are typically first assessed by simple
analytical considerations, followed by more complex dynamic simulation campaigns,
before implementing and testing in the field. As an example, mobility performance
and handover parameters optimization have been extensively analyzed by means of
simulations for different Radio Access Technologies (RATs) in different studies. Op-
timized soft and softer handovers parameters for a realistic 3G network have been
studied in [1]. Handover performance simulations on a realistic 3G scenario have
been conducted in [2]. Examples of theoretical studies of 4G intra-frequency han-
dover performance appears in [3], while [4] presents an algorithm to self-optimize
handover parameters in a realistic 4G network. Field measurements of various han-
dover statistics are presented in [5], while a comparison between the measured data
interruption time in 3G and 4G is reported in [6]. Needless to say, the mobility perfor-
mance results and conclusions from theoretical and simulation-based studies depend
heavily on the underlying modeling assumptions. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there are no studies available that present a one-to-one comparison of mobility
performance observed in the field versus mobility performance simulation results for
the exact same area. Such a study is needed in order to verify how accurate cur-
rent simulation-based models reproduce mobility performance results, as simulation
tools are a fundamental pillar in producing performance results for radio research
and standardization purposes. The study is conducted for a 3G network, given the
maturity and the widespread deployment of this technology. However the findings
and working methodology can be extrapolated to other RATs, as the basic simula-
tion methodology and underlying assumptions are to a large extend the same for 3G,
4G, and likely also the upcoming 5G. The experimental part of the study is based on
drive tests in the city of Aalborg, Denmark, on the Telenor 3G network. The exact
same network and drive tests are reproduced in a dynamic system level simulator by
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importing the site positions, 3D building map, and using state-of-the-art ray tracing
techniques to model the radio propagation effects. Hence, as the simulations and
experimental data are from the same exact area, we are able to make a true one-to-
one comparison to validate how accurately our simulations reproduce real-life effects.
As it will be shown in this study, a good match of performance results is observed,
which essential confirms that the performance-determining modeling assumptions in
the simulations are in coherence with reality, i.e. leading to trustworthy results.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the overall simulation methodology
and modeling assumptions for the city of Aalborg are presented. Section 3 describes
how the drive test measurements have been conducted, while Section 4 presents the
comparison between the simulation and measurements results. Section 5 presents
further discussion to put the findings into perspective. Finally, Section 6 summarizes
the concluding remarks.
2 Simulations Methodology and Modeling
2.1 Basic Methodology
The basic simulation methodology follows the approach used in many 3rd Genera-
tion Partnership Project (3GPP) dynamic system level simulations characterized by
multiple users generating dynamic traffic and moving according to fixed or randomly
selected trajectories. For each time-step, the post detection Signal-to-Interference-
Noise-Ratio (SINR) for each user is calculated, followed by a mapping to experienced
throughput. The SINR to throughput mapping is according to the 3G High-Speed
Packet Access (HSPA) performance, and includes the combined effect of scheduling,
link adaptation, and hybrid automatic repeat request – also known as abstract phys-
ical layer to system level mapping. The downlink SINR is calculated from the base
station transmitted powers and the radio propagation characteristics of all links. Ad-
ditional details on the former and interference modeling are described in [7–11]. The
utilized system level simulator has been used in numerous 3GPP simulation studies,
and its performance results have been benchmarked against related results from other
tools of other companies – both for 3G and 4G simulations. As an example of the for-
mer, see the 4G HetNet mobility performance results in [11]. Additional details on
the applied modeling assumptions in the current study are outlined in the following
subsections.
2.2 Aalborg Site-Specific Scenario
The environment modeling used in this study aims at reproducing a metropolitan
area of the medium-size city of Aalborg (Denmark), using detailed data from a three
dimensional (3D) map. The map contains 3D data for buildings and streets, as well as
topography information such as terrain elevation. Path loss maps of the whole area
are calculated by using ray-tracing techniques based on the Dominant Path Model
(DPM), as described in [12] and [13], with a grid resolution of 5m x 5m. Thus, the
radio propagation conditions are assumed to be constant within a 25m2 area. Ray-
tracing parameters have been calibrated according to previous studies in other Danish
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Fig. A.1: Zoom into the observation area of Aalborg. Buildings in black, macro sites locations
and simulated streets in white. The other colors represent the simulated best server map.
cities, whose buildings layout is similar to Aalborg’s, and under the network of the
same mobile operator [14]. The 3D building map has the same resolution as the prop-
agation maps. The considered urban scenario measures 5450 x 5335 meters. Although
the whole network area performance is simulated, the results are collected only within
a smaller selected area of the city center as depicted in Figure C.1. The observed area
models street canyons surrounded by multiple buildings with an average height of 4
stories. Some open areas such as parks, squares and a fiord are also included.
The macro sites are placed according to the data provided by the operator. Through-
out the whole city area a total of 64 3G macro sites are deployed. The majority of them
have 3 sectors, while others have 2 sectors or a single sector. All of the considered
macro sites operate at the 2100 MHz band. The average minimum Inter-Site Dis-
tance (ISD) is 368 meters with a standard deviation of 147 meters. The macro sites
are deployed at different heights, pointing at different directions following the op-
erator information. The antenna patterns are according to settings used in the field,
including also the effects of electrical down-tilts for the sites where this is applied.
Full load conditions are assumed for all the cells outside the observation area, i.e.
those generate interference all the time. The scenario characteristics are summarized
in Table A.1.
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Table A.1: Aalborg Scenario Macro Sites Details
Parameter Value
Scenario area 5450 m x 5335 m
Number of sites 64
Average ISD 368 m
Minimum ISD 35 m
ISD std. deviation 147 m
Average antenna height 22 m
Antenna height std. deviation 7 m
Average antenna tilt 7◦
Antenna tilt std. deviation 2.7◦
2.3 User Movement Model
In this study we limit only consider outdoor users in streets. The movement consists
of linear trajectories with constant speed. At street-intersections, the new direction of
movement is randomly selected with equal probability for each of the possible direc-
tions as dictated by the street grid. U-turns are not allowed in the movement of the
user. In addition to the random movement, also deterministic user movement paths
are simulated as illustrated in Figure C.1. As it can be seen in Figure C.1, the path can
be divided into 2 loops. In the bigger loop the direction of the movement is clockwise
while in the small loop the direction is counterclockwise. The two deterministic move-
ment paths in Figure C.1 are the exact same ones as used in the experimental drive
tests. Hence, statistics from these two drive paths are used for comparison against the
experimental data.
2.4 Mobility Events Model
The simulator explicitly models the network controlled, terminal assisted, connected
mode mobility procedures as defined by 3GPP for HSPA. Hence, terminal measure-
ments, as well as the corresponding filtering, reporting of mobility events, etc is ex-
plicitly modeled in line with the Radio Resource Control (RRC) procedures [7]. More
precisely, the handover events 1A, 1B, 1C, 1E, 1F are used as summarized in Table A.2.
The handovers are mainly based on the Received Signal per Chip Interference Ratio
(Ec/Io). The parameterization of the mobility events used in the simulations is in line
with those used in the real network. Thus, offsets, thresholds and Times to Trigger
(TTTs) match the current configuration of the deployed network. Furthermore, decla-
ration of Radio Link Failures (RLFs) in the simulator also follows the 3GPP specifica-
tions. In short, RLF is declared if the terminal experienced SINR is too low for certain
time-period, see more details in [8–11].
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Table A.2: Mobility Settings
Event 1A A primary CPICH enters the reporting range
Reporting Range Constant 4 dB
Hysteresis 0 dB
TTT 500 ms
Event 1B A primary CPICH leaves the reporting range
Reporting Range Constant 6 dB
Hysteresis 0 dB
TTT 640 ms
Event 1C A non-active primary CPICH becomes
better than an active primary CPICH
Offset 2 dB
TTT 100 ms
Event 1E A primary CPICH becomes better than
an absolute threshold
Threshold -105 dB
TTT 200 ms
Event 1E A primary CPICH becomes worse than
an absolute threshold
Threshold -105 dB
TTT 200 ms
3 Drive Test Measurements
Terminal drive test measurement campaigns are conducted along the routes pictured
in Figure C.1. The drive tests are repeated several times without stopping, starting
and ending at the same position of the route. In order to emulate the traffic settings
from simulations, measurements are taken during normal office working hours, walk-
ing or by car. The average speed is 6 kmph and 20 kmph respectively. Although it
is intended to maintain a constant speed during each drive test, traffic conditions,
pedestrians and traffic lights do not always allow traveling at the desired speed. Fac-
tors such as changes of the speed or different waiting times in traffic lights have an
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Table A.3: Handovers per Minute in Real Measurements and Simulations
Speed (kmph)
HOs/min in HOs/min in
Real Measurements Simulations
~6 (walk) 0.68 –
6 – 0.47
~20 (car #1) 1.1 –
~20 (car #2) 1.57 –
~20 (car #3) 1.45 –
20 – 1.06
impact on the results. The measured mobility statistics from two drive test on the
same path are therefore subject to some variations. These variations are especially
evident during the campaign by car, therefore suggesting conducting more than one
single campaign and then averaging the results. Hence, a total number of four on-site
tests are conducted for each of the two measurement routes depicted in Figure C.1:
One by walking and 3 by car. The used User Equipment (UE) is a commercial mobile
phone Evolved High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA)+ 850MHz/900MHz/2100MHz and
Long Term Evolution (LTE) 800MHz/1800MHz/2600MHz capable – Model Samsung
Galaxy III. The phone is forced to operate with HSPA+ at 2100MHz. The Wi-Fi is
disabled during the measurements. The phone is equipped with proprietary software
that enables extraction of information from the modem such as e.g. RRC message
data. The phone is programmed to periodically download a 100 MB file, which con-
tains random generated data from a FTP server. When the download finishes, the UE
waits 2 seconds to initiate a new download session. The UE location is recorded by
the Global Positioning System (GPS) device of the phone. Assisted GPS information
is not utilized. Different statistics are extracted by post-processing the measurement
files with the software provided by the developer of the measurement software. Serv-
ing cell IDs, active set tables, Received Signal Code Power (RSCP), Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI), Ec/Io, Layer 3 messages, locations and time stamps consti-
tute the selected extracted data for these studies.
4 Performance Results
Table A.3 shows the average number of handovers per minute occurring in real mea-
surements and in simulations. The main observation is that the number of measured
handovers always is higher in the measurement drive tests as compared to statistics
from the simulations. The three measurements by car show on average 1.37 handovers
per minute, with a standard deviation of 0.24, while the statistics from the simulations
show 1.06 handovers per minute.
The differences in the number of handovers can be explained by multiple factors.
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Only Meas
Sims and Meas
Fig. A.2: Handovers location and zoom of an area where a building’s footprint crosses a street
due to the 5x5 m map resolution.
First, the measurement campaigns are affected by localized variations in radio prop-
agation conditions caused by e.g. movement of surrounding cars, buses and trucks,
which occasionally can cause additional handovers and are not explicitly reproduced
in the simulator. Secondly, traffic conditions and traffic lights make it difficult to main-
tain a constant drive speed during the measurements. Moreover, despite mobility
parameterization has been aligned with the deployed network, the UE measurements
model of the simulator cannot exactly reproduce the same results. Additionally, few
mobility events are missing from the simulations due to the map resolution of 5 x 5
meters. In order to get a better full understanding of the handover count statistics, Fig-
ure A.2 illustrates where the handovers happen in simulations and in the drive tests.
The solid circles in Figure A.2 mark the areas where handovers take place in both
the simulations and drive test, while the area marked with the dashed circle marks
the location of handovers that are only observed in the drive test (i.e. not observed
from the simulations). A closer inspection of the area marked with dashed circle in
Figure A.2 reveals that the reason for not being able to reproduce the same handover
behavior in this area is primarily due to the limited 5x5 meters resolution of the used
propagation data. If removing the data from the problematic area in Figure A.2 (i.e.
the area marked with the dashed circle), the average numbers of handovers observed
from the simulations and drive tests match better, as drive tests at 6kmph and 20kmph
then result in 0.6 and 1.29 handovers per minute on average.
Figure A.3 shows the location of RLFs. Here it is worth noticing that the UE
typically recovers from the RLF (re-establishment) such that call dropping is seldom
experienced. Out of 7 identified areas where RLF are detected, 6 of them are observed
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Also in Real Measurements ONLY after 
turning the corner (corner eect)
Resolution issues
in the sims map
Slightly delayed compared to
Real Measurements
Perfect Match between Real
Measurements and Simulations
Fig. A.3: Radio Link Failures in simulations, identified by the black dots, and comparison with
measurements.
from both simulations and measurements. However, simulations show an additional
area where RLFs happen, and this is again primarily due to the limited propagation
map resolution used in the simulations. As a second effect, there is a tendency to-
wards having the RLFs occur a bit later in the simulations as compared to the drive
tests. However, for most RLF occurrences, the offset in the location of the RLFs from
the simulations and drive tests are within the accuracy of the GPS location data.
In addition, it is worth high-lighting the effect of the so-called “corner effect” as
also observed in other studies [15]. In short, the corner effect refers to the case where
the UE is turning a corner, resulting in a decline of the received signal strength from
the serving cell due to the change from Line of Sight (LOS) conditions to non LOS
(NLOS). Similarly, the signal strength from the target (interfering) cell has a tendency
to increase, resulting in a decrease of the experienced SINR if timely handover is not
made at the correct moment. In addition, it may also occur that when turning a
corner, the UE enters an area of a new base station that it previously did not discover.
If the new base station is too close to the junction, the signal strength at the UE
may be too high causing an increase in the interference perceived by the UE. If the
handover is not processed fast enough or the interference levels make impossible
to exchange handover messages, RLF occurs. An example of the “corner effect” is
illustrated in Figure A.4, where the received power from the serving cell and the
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Fig. A.4: Corner effect example: RSCP vs. Transmitted Power.
transmitted power by the UE are shown for two turns following different directions
in the same intersection (indicated with an ‘x’ sign in Figure A.3). The time instants
when the UE enters and leaves the junction are marked with a solid and dashed line
respectively. The dash-dotted line marks the time instant when a handover towards
a new cell is completed. Analyzing the case of turning from east to south in the
intersection Danmarksgade – Boulevarden, it can be seen how, some seconds after
entering the junction and performing the turn around the corner, the RSCP from the
serving cell drops down 20dB. In order to maintain the connection the UE link power
control combats this effect by increasing the transmitted power in the uplink with the
same amount. This situation continues even after the UE has left the intersection, as
both RSCP and transmitted power fluctuates around the same levels. Afterwards, 14
seconds later, the HO towards a new cell is performed and the RSCP and transmitted
power levels go back to normality. In this example, the handover is successfully
performed. However, in other measurements RLFs have been observed. On the other
hand, Figure A.4 depicts as well how, when turning from north to west (direction
Boulevarden – Danmarksgade) in the same intersection, this effect is not present and
the RSCP softly decays with the travelled distance. During the turning, the serving
cell is identical in both directions.
Besides the “corner effect”, RLFs occur primarily due to high interference or low
coverage. Figure A.5 shows the critical areas in terms of coverage or interference de-
tected in simulations and in on-site measurements. Solid circles represent the areas
where the signal strength from the serving cell is low whereas the dash circles mark
the areas with high interference levels. Comparing these results with the ones illus-
trated in Figure A.3, it can be seen how areas where RLFs occur match with the areas
where either low signal strength or high interference is perceived by the UE. The areas
pointed by both simulations and measurements are aligned. Hence, only a general
overview of these locations is depicted in the figure.
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High Interference
Low Signal Strength
Fig. A.5: Areas with low signal strength or quality.
It is worth noticing that although the presented comparison of mobility simulation
results and drive tests are for a 3G setting with HSPA+, the results are also useful for
other RATs. The latter is the case because the basic simulation methodology used
for 3G in this study is also applied for 4G and 5G investigations. As an example,
modeling of propagation characteristics, interference footprint, UE movement and
other features are RAT independent. This essentially means that the findings in this
paper also give confidence for 4G/5G mobility simulations that are based on the same
methodology. The former naturally assumes that the simulator is explicitly modeling
the 4G/5G mobility procedures at the same level of details as assumed in this study
for 3G.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a comparison of mobility statistics from advanced
dynamic system level simulations of a realistic 3D modeled scenario and field measu-
rement results from drive tests. The study is based on real data from the metropolitan
city center area of Aalborg, Denmark. As a general conclusion, good alignment be-
tween the measurements and the simulations results are observed. The positions in
which handovers and radio link failures take place match quite well. In fact, out of the
7 localized areas where RLFs are detected from the drive tests, the same RLF behavior
is observed in 6 of those locations from the simulations. The main reason for having
this modest mismatch is due to the limited propagation map resolution of 5x5 meters
in the simulations. All in all, the critical areas in terms of coverage or interference are
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rather consistent. It is also found that both simulations and measurements confirm
the so-called “corner effect” that is particularly challenging for performing handovers
at the exact right point. As future work, it is suggested to perform additional measu-
rement vs. simulator comparisons for other scenarios and terrain types, using a finer
resolution of the propagation maps.
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Mobility Performance in Slow- and High-Speed LTE Real Scenarios
Abstract
Mobility performance and handover data interruption times in real scenarios are studied by
means of field measurements in an operational LTE network. Both slow- and high-speed sce-
narios are analyzed by collecting results from two different areas: Aalborg downtown and the
highway which encircles the same city. Measurements reveal that the terminal is configured
by the network with different handover parametrization depending on the serving cell, which
indicates the use of mobility robustness optimization. Although the network is dominated
by three-sector sites, no intra-site handovers are observed in the city center as cells on the
same site often cover different non-crossing street canyons. Moreover, no handover failures
are experienced in the measurements which confirms robust LTE mobility performance. The
average interruption time, which is at least equal to the handover execution time, lays within
a 24-29 ms interval. Nevertheless, examples of delays larger than 100 ms are occasionally ob-
served. The studied scenarios are replicated in a system level simulator to investigate whether
simulations are capable of reproducing similar mobility performance.
1 Introduction
Today’s Long Term Evolution (LTE) systems implement the so-called break before make
handover mechanism, where the User Equipment (UE) breaks data exchange with
the serving cell after receiving the handover command, resulting in temporary data
interruption at every cell change. Some measurements performed in [1] conclude
that, in the 95 % of the cases the device performs an intra-frequency handover, it
experiences a detach time of 50 ms while in [2], times below 40 ms are found. After
estimating an interruption time of 55 ms by means of measurements in a lab, [3]
proposes synchronous Random Access Channel (RACH)-less handover procedures to
reduce this time. Additionally, [4] suggests a stochastic model for estimating handover
interruption times supported by field measurements, finding delays out of the usual
range provided by the literature.
Although these gaps in the data-link have a minimal impact on the user experience
in most of the multimedia and voice applications, the new Traffic Efficiency and Safety
scenarios for future wireless systems, envisioned in [5], will require higher reliability
constrains and lower latencies than the ones the current communications systems are
able to provide. As a result, large handover data interruption times may compromise
the requirement of providing a reliable exchange of information with less than 5 ms
end-to-end latency, especially in scenarios affected by a large amount of handovers
like high-speed scenarios.
The present paper analyzes intra-frequency mobility performance by field mea-
surements in an operational 4G network. The experienced handover execution time
and its associated data interruption time is observed for low and high mobility. To the
best of our knowledge, previous studies do not distinguish between slow- and high-
speed scenarios when analyzing handover delays. To this end, two different urban
scenarios are considered: the downtown area of the city of Aalborg, Denmark, and
the stretch of the highway which encircles the same city.
The experimental mobility results are, furthermore, used to verify the validity of
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the performance results obtained from our dynamic system simulations. Hence, the
measurement scenarios are reproduced in our simulator including the same drive test
routes. Simulation results and field measurements are afterwards compared to check
how well the simulator reproduces real-life LTE performance. A similar study for 3G
was reported in [6].
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the considered handover
timing and the observed Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), while Section 3 presents
the characteristics of each scenario. Section 4 describes how measurements have been
conducted, and the experimental results are shown in Section 5. Simulation method-
ology, as well as a comparison between measurements and simulations results, are
discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the concluding remarks.
2 Handover Timing and Key Performance Indica-
tors
Figure B.1 shows the handover procedure in LTE. It is a network controlled and UE
assisted mechanism, where the UE is configured to send measurement reports to the
serving cell according to certain triggering criteria.
Upon receiving the Measurement Report, the source cell sends the Handover Request
to the target cell, which decides whether the UE can be accommodated or not (Ad-
mission Control). The decision is then communicated to the serving cell by means of
the Handover Request Acknowledgment. The serving cell furthermore indicates to the
UE that the handover can take place by the Handover Command, known as the Radio
Resource Control (RRC) Connection Reconfiguration message. The elapsed time between
the moment the UE sends the Measurement Report and the moment it receives the
Handover Command is defined as the handover preparation time. After receiving the
Handover Command, the UE detaches from the serving cell and initiates the synchro-
nization phase with the target. Data communication is interrupted during this time
and is not restored until the UE sends the Handover Confirmation or RRC Connection
Reconfiguration Complete message. The time interval between both RRC messages is
referred to as the handover execution time. In these studies it is assumed that the data
interruption time is equal to the handover execution time. However, it typically takes
around 5 ms from the time when the UE transmits the RRC Connection Reconfiguration
Complete message until the target eNB starts scheduling data for the UE [3]. Hence,
the data interruption time is slightly larger than the handover execution time.
In addition to the handover timing, other KPIs will be also considered in these
studies such as: average number of intra- and inter-site handovers, number of Radio
Link Failures (RLFs) and rate of Handover Failures (HOFs), as defined in [7]. Cover-
age is also analyzed by recording the Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) during
the drive tests.
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Time
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Fig. B.1: Definition of the handover preparation and execution times.
3 Scenario Description
Low and high mobility performance is studied by analyzing two different scenarios
of the city of Aalborg: The city center and a stretch of a highway. The analysis is
performed under an operational LTE macro network deployed at 1800 MHz with 20
MHz channel bandwidth.
City Center
The network in this area consists of 29 macro sites with an average Inter-Site-Distance
(ISD) of 741 m and antenna heights that vary from 15 m to 60 m. Although the majority
of the sites have 3 sectors, some of them count with 2 or even 4 sectors. Whereas the
entire urban scenario measures 5450 m x 5335 m, the results are collected in a smaller
observation area of 800 m x 1200 m. The area is surrounded by buildings of an average
height of 4 stories. Some open areas such as parks, squares and a fjord can be also
found. The scenario characteristics are summarized in Table B.1.
Highway
High-speed mobility performance is studied by analyzing the 8.5 km stretch of the
E-45 highway that encircles the city of Aalborg. Wider open areas than in the city
center can be found in this scenario, as well as, an immersed tunnel of 582 m length.
The network of this area is characterized by 13 macro sites with 2 or 3 sectors and an
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Table B.1: Aalborg city center scenario parameters
Parameter Value
Total scenario area 5450 m x 5335 m
Number of cells 88
Number of sites 29
Average antenna height 30.8 m
Antenna height std. deviation 13 m
Average antenna tilt 3.9◦
Average tilt std. deviation 2.4◦
Average ISD 741 m
Minimum ISD 308 m
Table B.2: Aalborg E-45 Highway scenario parameters
Parameter Value
Stretch length 8.5 km
Number of cells 23
Number of sites 13
Average antenna height 31.3 m
Antenna height std. deviation 13.22 m
Average antenna tilt 2.1◦
Average tilt std. deviation 1.6◦
Average ISD 1092 m
Minimum ISD 624 m
average ISD of 1092 m. The average antenna height is 31.3 m. Scenario information
can be found in Table B.2.
4 Measurements
Drive test campaigns are performed along selected routes on each scenario. For the
City Center, four drive tests are conducted at an average speed of 15 kmph whereas,
in the Highway scenario, a total of eight drive tests are performed: four at an average
speed of 80 kmph and four at 100 kmph. While the drive test in the City Center is de-
fined by a closed path, the measurements in the Highway are taken in both directions:
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Fig. B.2: Zoom into the observation area of the Aalborg City Center scenario. Base station
locations depicted as white triangles. Measured RSRP during drive tests is shown in a color
scale. This drive test path has been also analyzed in a 3G study in [6].
from starting point A to an ending point B, and vice-versa. The terminal used in the
measurements is a Samsung Galaxy S-III, LTE capable, forced to work at 1800 MHz.
The UE is classified as Category 3, meaning that it supports a maximum data rate of
100 Mbps in the down-link. The device is programmed to periodically download a
100 MB file from a FTP server. The position of the UE is recorded using the Global
Position System (GPS). Proprietary software installed in the phone allows to extract
the RRC messages exchanged between the UE and the serving cell, as well as infor-
mation about the physical cell ID, RSRP, Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ),
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and experienced Physical Downlink Shared
Channel (PDSCH) throughput. RRC messages analysis is done to extract the mobility
parametrization of the network in both scenarios. This mobility parametrization has
been taken into account during the simulation phase.
5 Experimental Results
5.1 Coverage
Figure B.2 and Figure B.3 show the observation area and the network layout of each
scenario together with the measured RSRP during the drive tests. As it can be ob-
served in Figure B.2, high RSRP is experienced in areas where the network is more
dense whereas low values are found around the highlighted junction (intersection
Boulevarden with Danmarksgade), as it was previously concluded in [6]. Neverthe-
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Fig. B.3: Zoom into the observation area of the Highway E-45 scenario. Base station locations
depicted as white triangles. Measured RSRP during drive tests is shown in a color scale.
less, levels are sufficiently high to maintain connectivity during the whole drive test.
On the other hand, the coverage along the Highway is more uniform as only few lo-
cations with low RSRP levels are found. Although no data is recorded while driving
through the immerse tunnel due to GPS signal loss, the coverage is generally good
inside the tunnel and the connection is never lost.
5.2 RRC Messages Analysis
The RRC message analysis shows that the UE is configured by the network to send
the Measurement Report both periodically and event-triggered. These reports may in-
clude a list of neighboring cells, their measured RSRP and RSRQ values, the event
used for triggering handovers and the corresponding target cell. The configuration is
done through the Measurement configuration field included in the RRC Connection Re-
configuration message which also contains information about which carriers and Radio
Access Technologies (RATs) should be measured. Figure B.4 shows the measurement
configuration extracted during the drive tests. By analyzing the Measurement Report
prior to each Handover Command it can be identified that handovers at 1800 Mhz
are triggered by the commonly used A3 event (measID 1, measObjectID 1, ReportCon-
fiID 1). The RRC Connection Reconfiguration message also provides information about
the RRM measurement, which in this case is RSRP, and the values of the handover
parameters: time-to-trigger (TTT) and offsets.
From the message analysis, it is discovered that the A3 offset and hysteresis re-
main constant and equal to 2 dB respectively, while the TTT varies from cell to cell.
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Fig. B.4: UE measurements configuration recorded during the drive tests.
Fig. B.5: TTT distribution among the discovered cells by the phone during the measurements
for each scenario.
Three TTT values are found distributed among the cells of each scenario: 320, 1024
and 1280 ms. The use of different handover event configuration for different cells in-
dicates the use of Mobility Robustness Optimization (MRO) at the network. MRO
essentially tunes the handover parameters in coherence with the characteristics of dif-
ferent cell boundaries. A larger value of the TTT tends to postpone handovers, while
the short TTT results in faster and more aggressive handover. The use of MRO helps
eliminating HOFs. Figure B.5 shows the distribution of the TTTs found during the
measurements. Notice that, although the City Center scenario consists of 88 cells,
only 17 are discovered by the phone. On the other hand, the phone reports measure-
ments from all cells in the Highway. An interesting fact is that the cell in the City
Center scenario with a larger TTT is the one located on the other side of the fjord
compared to where the drive tests are performed.
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5.3 RLFs and HOFs
Upon detection of physical layer problems, the UE starts the timer T310. If better radio
conditions are not experienced and T310 expires, a RLF is declared. Afterwards, the
UE attempts the re-establishment and if it does not succeed in a period of time T311,
the UE goes to RRC idle mode. HOF is declared if a RLF occurs during the handover
process.
From the RRC messages analysis it is found that the timer T310 is parametrized
with a value of 2 s. This large value assures that the UE has enough time to get back
in synchronization after experiencing bad radio conditions and hence, avoiding RLF
declaration. Futhermore, the timer T311 is found to be 3 s. Measurements revealed
that neither RLFs or HOFs are experienced in any of the scenarios, even though some
areas with low RSRP levels are found.
In order to confirm that our method for checking RLFs and HOFs is valid, a simple
experiment to force a RLF was conducted before the drive tests. After setting the
configuration for performing a download, the phone was wrapped in aluminum foil,
replicating a scenario in which the UE experiences a signal drop. Analyzing the RRC
messages, it was observed that following the wrapping of the phone, the device sends
an RRC Connection Re-establishment Request message with the value OtherFailure in the
cause field. At this point, if the phone is unwrapped before the timer T311 expires,
the connection is successfully re-established. However, maintaining it wrapped for a
longer time, causes the phone to go to idle mode after the T311 expiration.
5.4 Handover Events and Timing
Figure B.6 shows the average number of measured handover events per user per
minute split into inter- and intra-site handovers. As expected, the number of handover
increases with the speed. However, although the UE velocity is a factor 5-7 higher in
the highway scenario as compared to the city center, the handover rate is only a factor
1.5-1.6 higher for the highway case. The larger ISD in the highway is the reason for
not experiencing higher relative handover rates, as compared to the city center. The
chosen drive path and the location of the sites with respect to the streets layout play
an important role in these studies. The street canyon effect makes the signal from far
sites to dominate over closer sites. Thus, no intra-site handovers have been recorded
in any of the measurements in the City Center. In connection to this, it is worthy to
highlight that due to Line Of Sight (LOS) conditions, the site located at the other side
of the fjord is the main dominant in this observation area. Moreover, the TTT asigned
to this particular cell, larger than the one in the neighbors, makes it more difficult for
the UE to connect to this server. Although the presence of wider open areas explains
the existence of intra-site handovers in the drive tests for the highway, the inter-site
events are still dominant in this scenario.
Table B.3 shows the average handover times experienced during the drive tests.
As some of the times are found to be in the region of hundreds of milliseconds, the
median values are also shown to avoid a possible bias in the results. The recorded
latency values in the City Center are generally higher than in the Highway scenario
due to presence of inter-site handovers only. Nonetheless, the predominant number
of inter-site events in both scenarios makes the median values similar in all the cases.
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Fig. B.6: Average number of handovers per UE per minute obtained in the measurements for
both scenarios.
Table B.3: Measured handover times during the drive tests.
Average Times [ms] Median Times [ms]
Scenario
HO HO HO HO
Prep. Exec. Prep. Exec.
City Center 48.2 28.9 39.0 26.0
E-45 80 kmph 39.2 26.1 36.0 26.5
E-45 100 kmph 44.7 24.5 38.0 24.0
On average, it takes a total time of 77 ms to perform a handover in the City Center
whereas, in the Highway, it takes 65 and 69 ms when driving at 80 and 100 kmph
respectively. The measured average handover execution time –and its associated data
interruption time– corresponds to 28.9 ms in the City Center, 26.1 ms in the Highway
while driving at 80 kmph and 24.5 ms at 100 kmph. The average number of handovers
experienced in the City Center is 16.5, while in the Highway are experienced 24.9 and
21.3 handovers at each speed. From these numbers, and considering that it takes 450 s
to travel the observed urban path and 444 s and 354 s to transverse the segment of the
E-45 at 80 and 100 kmph respectively, it can be calculated that the phone was able to
transmit or receive data the 99.8 % of the time.
Figure B.7 depicts the empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the
extracted handover preparation and execution times. While the lower tail of the plot
reaches a few milliseconds, it can be observed that the 5 % of the cases, the handover
execution time is higher than 55 ms for the City Center, reaching extreme values of
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Fig. B.7: CDF of the handover preparation and execution times obtained during the measure-
ments for both scenarios.
more than 100 ms. This can be due to the back-haul latency, load conditions in the tar-
get cell, and the Random Access procedures during the Synchronization phase. These
large values may compromise the requirements, in terms of latency and reliability, for
future real-time applications.
6 Measurements and Simulations Comparison
To verify whether our simulator is able to reproduce results in coherence with the
measurements, the site-specific scenarios are simulated under a dynamic system level
simulator which implements the majority of the RRC connected mode mobility mech-
anisms defined by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for LTE, including
terminal physical-layer measurements, Layer-3 filtering and reporting events. The
simulator has been utilized in several mobility studies, for 3G and 4G, involving
3GPP ( [7], [8]) and site-specific scenarios ( [6], [9]).
Mobility parametrization discovered by the measurements and the network in-
formation provided by the operator are taken into account to align simulations with
measurements. Scenarios are modeled by using a three-dimensional map of the city.
Signal propagation is predicted by path loss maps computed using state-of-the-art
ray-tracing techniques based on the Dominant Path Model (DPM) [10] and calibrated
following recommendations from [11]. As each path loss map has a resolution of
5 m x 5 m, radio propagation conditions are considered constant within a 25 m2 area.
More details on the simulation methodology and scenario modeling can be found
in [6]. Each scenario is simulated separately and statistics are only collected within
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certain observation areas. All cells outside the observation areas are considered to be
fully loaded, generating constant interference. The City Center scenario is simulated
at 15 kmph while the Highway is simulated at 80 and 100 kmph.
Initial analysis of the first order statistics from the simulations show a promising
match with the measurements. Like in the experimental results, inter-site handovers
are found to be dominant, and the probability of experiencing RLFs and HOFs is
close to zero in the simulations. Additionally, simulations are able to point out most
of the locations where the handovers happen in the field. Nevertheless, the obtained
handover rate is slightly larger in the simulations compared to findings from the field
trials. The latter is mainly explained by the 5 m x 5 m resolution of the ray-tracing
propagation data in the simulator, and the lack of modeling dynamic effects such
as e.g. drive-by vehicles that temporary blocks dominant radio paths to some cells.
Despite not experiencing a 100 % match between measurements and simulations, our
study indicates that the followed modeling methodology is suitable for reproducing
real-life effects to a large extend. Nevertheless, a deeper comparison including more
statistics are needed.
7 Conclusions
Mobility performance and handover timing for site-specific scenarios are studied in
this paper by means of drive tests measurements and system level simulations. Field
measurements are performed in an operational LTE network in the metropolitan area
of the city center of Aalborg, Denmark, to study slow mobility at 15 kmph. Addition-
ally, high mobility is analyzed in the highway which encircles the city, at speeds of 80
and 100 kmph. Experimental results show that although the average measured data
interruption time is found to be, at least, between 24 and 29 ms, some extreme values
higher than 100 ms are found. These high delays may compromise the requirements
for future traffic and safety applications. The number of handovers are found slightly
higher in the simulations than in measurements. Nevertheless, simulations are able
to indicate that the scenarios are affected by a high number of inter-site handover and
high handover delays.
As future work, it is recommended to further investigate the handover timing in
real networks (e.g., for a given back-haul latency, to study how the load conditions
in the target cell may modify the handover delay). Moreover, it is also suggested to
explore solutions to decrease the handover interruption time considering latency and
reliability requirements for future 5G applications.
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This part of the thesis analyzes the mobility performance under LTE-A with DC, in-
cluding a sensitivity analysis for different scenarios. Having the challenging highway
scenario as a reference, hoe the selected user-plane architecture for implementing DC
impacts the experienced data interruption time is also evaluated. Additionally, it is
proposed that the UE autonomous cell management approach for reducing signaling
overhead, due to DC mobility events, should be adopted.
1 Motivation
Mobile networks must be capable of supporting an explosive demand of data ex-
pected to be 1000 times greater than what current networks are able to support [1].
One possible solution for satisfying the traffic demands (and to increase the capacity
of the network) is to complement the existing macro-only layouts with the deploy-
ment of small cells, constituting a heterogeneous network (HetNet). When upgrading
networks to a HetNet scenario, the mobility becomes more challenging [2]. Mobility
events should be performed faster as the coverage areas of the small cells tend to
appear and disappear quicker as the UE moves.
Another promising technique for meeting the upcoming requirements in future
mobile networks is multi-connectivity [3, 4]. This feature allows the UE to be simul-
taneously connected to multiple radio access points. A flavor of this technology is
already included in LTE-A under the name of DC, allowing the UEs to consume radio
resources from a macro- and a small-cell at the same time. With this feature, UEs ben-
efit from an increased throughput due to the aggregation of additional links, and from
enhanced mobility robustness compared to traditional macro scenarios [5]. However,
the implementation of DC comes with the cost of experiencing a higher number of
mobility events (associated with a certain data interruption) and an increased signal-
ing overhead [2]. The 3GPP has standardized two different user-plane architectures
for implementing DC: secondary cell group (SCG) bearer and split bearer. These
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different architectures lead to the formulation of the following hypothesis: "The expe-
rienced mobility data interruption time varies according to the selected user-plane architecture
for DC".
To understand the benefits of DC, a mobility sensitivity analysis of the DC perfor-
mance under low- and medium speeds for different scenarios is firstly presented. Due
to the unavailability of DC in the field, the studies in this part were conducted using
the same system-level simulator that was successfully validated in Part II. Standard-
ized simulations were complemented with the analysis of real-scenarios, comparing
the results obtained from simulating generic 3GPP scenarios with those obtained from
simulating site-specific urban scenarios.
Mobility performance of DC in the same highway scenario studied in Part II,
upgraded with small-cells deployed along the road is also evaluated in this part. This
scenario is particularly challenging due to the high-speed of the UEs and therefore, it
is used for evaluating the experienced mobility data interruption time with DC and
for validating the formulated hypothesis.
Furthermore, it is proposed to deviate from the traditional network-controlled
mobility and adopt a UE autonomous approach were UEs are capable of directly
selecting and accessing the target cell, for reducing the amount of signaling and the
number of mobility decisions that the network must support.
2 Objectives
The objectives of this part of the thesis are:
• Study the mobility performance with DC in 3GPP and real scenarios by means
of system-level simulations.
• Evaluate the hypothesis of whether the user-plane architecture for implement-
ing DC has an impact on the experienced data interruption time at mobility
events.
• Analyze the signaling overhead that the network must support in scenarios
with DC, specially at high-speeds.
• Propose solutions for solving the discovered issues in the mobility performance.
3 Included Articles
The articles that relate to the work included in this part of the thesis are:
Paper C. Mobility Sensitivity Analysis for LTE-Advanced HetNet Deploy-
ments with Dual Connectivity.
This paper conducts a sensitivity analysis of the DC mobility performance under
slow- and medium-speeds, considering users moving at 3, 30, and 60 km/h. The arti-
cle presents a comparison between the results obtained when simulating standardized
3GPP scenarios, and the ones obtained when simulating two site-specific urban areas.
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The analyzed urban scenarios are a simulation replica of the city of Tokyo, and an Eu-
ropean capital. The article analyzes for each scenario the number of mobility events,
the rate of ping-pongs and radio-link failures, as well as the time-of-stay (TOS) of the
UEs in the cells.
Paper D. Analysis of Data Interruption in an LTE Highway Scenario with
Dual Connectivity.
This paper analyzes the DC mobility performance at high-speeds. The same highway
scenario analyzed in Paper B is considered, but complemented with small cells de-
ployed along the highway as road-units. The article presents a comparison between
the mobility performance with single-connectivity and DC implemented with the two
user-plane architectures standardized by 3GPP. The paper evaluates the handover
data interruption time experienced by the UEs, and identifies which architecture is
the most suitable for reducing it, without compromising any of the benefits of DC.
Paper E. UE Autonomous Cell Management in a High-Speed Scenario with
Dual Connectivity.
Considering the same highway scenario presented in Paper D, this article studies the
amount of signaling required for the DC mobility events. The paper evaluates the
signaling reductions (over the air and in the back-haul) with the implementation of
UE autonomous cell changes, compared to the classic network-controlled mobility
events for DC. The implementation of UE autonomous mobility requires to prepare
the small cells in advance. This article proposes to constitute a window of cells that
surrounds the UE and follows its movement. As the UE moves along the highway,
the set of prepared cells that constitute the window must be updated. Two different
policies are presented. The first approach considers to update the set of cells every
time the serving small cell changes. The second proposal modifies the set of cells
only if the UE connects to any of the last cells of the window, towards the direction of
movement.
4 Main Findings
Mobility Sensitivity Analysis of DC for Generic 3GPP and Site-Specific
Scenarios
An initial evaluation of the results obtained in Paper C suggested that the mobility
performance of DC in a generic 3GPP scenario follows similar trends compared to the
performance in the urban scenarios of Tokyo and the European capital. The simula-
tion results revealed that all the scenarios were affected by a large number of mobility
events, indicating a large amount of signaling overhead. In general, it was observed
that the overall number of events experienced by the UEs increased with the speed.
For instance, the number of handovers increased with the same ratio of 1.41 in all the
scenarios as the speed of the UE doubled. The results also indicated that the SeNB
change was the dominant mobility event independent of the scenario.
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However, a deeper analysis of the statistics revealed several differences in the
mobility performance among the different scenarios. The proportion of SeNB changes
was observed higher in the Tokyo scenario, indicating that the small cells in this urban
area experienced higher coverage overlap compared to the other environments. This
is due to the specific propagation characteristics of this particular scenario.
Moreover, higher rates of handover failures were found in the simulation results
of the site-specific cases compared to the results obtained from 3GPP simulations.
This is explained by the fact that in the urban scenarios the handover failures mainly
occurred in the street intersections due to the likelihood of experiencing an increase
of the interference levels, whereas the 3GPP scenario lacked of the explicit modeling
of streets.
The results of the TOS of the UEs in the small cells were observed orders of magni-
tude longer in the real environments than in the 3GPP scenarios, due to the modeling
of radio-propagation in street canyons. Longer TOS were particularly noticeable in
the Tokyo scenario, with a higher density of streets compared to the European capital,
as can be seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The street canyon effect also caused differences
in the ping-pong statistics between the different scenarios.
From the detailed analysis of the results, it is concluded that simulations of generic
3GPP scenarios are a valuable technique for an initial evaluation and benchmarking
of features in a cellular network, providing a generic overview of their performance.
However, there are important factors that are not fully modeled in the standardized
scenarios. 3GPP scenarios do not include explicit modeling of building and street
layouts, lacking of specific radio-propagation conditions such as the street canyon
and the corner effect that play an important role in the mobility performance. The
presented results indicate that the inclusion of the building and street layouts into
the modeling of system-level simulations provide an important information that the
3GPP scenarios are unable to supply. Therefore, it is recommended to supplement
the 3GPP studies with the explicit modeling of site-specific scenarios for performing
the final characterization of the mobility performance.
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Fig. 3.1: Building and street layouts of the analyzed European capital in Paper C.
Fig. 3.2: Building and street layouts of the Tokyo scenario studied in Paper C.
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Reducing the mobility data interruption time with DC
The analysis conducted in Paper D revealed that highway users traveling at high
speeds are affected by a large amount of mobility events and consequently, by a large
data interruption time. The analysis of the mobility events and the experienced data
disruption studied in this paper considered two different connectivity modes: single-
node connectivity and DC. For single-node connectivity it was found that a user trav-
eling along the highway stretch suffered from data interruption during approximately
5 % of the duration of the trip. The studies conducted in Paper D also allowed the
formulated hypothesis regarding the variability of the data interruption time with
the adopted user-plane architecture for implementing DC to be validated. The re-
sults showed that with SCG bearer architecture the data interruption increased up
to approximately 7 % of the traveling time. However, this time was considerably re-
duced when selecting split bearer architecture. In this case, the experienced service
interruption corresponded to only 0.8 % of the traveling time.
Given these results, it is concluded that split bearer is the most suitable user-
plane architecture for implementing DC as it brings the advantages of aggregating
additional links while minimizing the data interruption. Nevertheless, the service
interruption is not completely eliminated indicating that the enhancements brought
by LTE-A with DC are not sufficient for meeting the stringent latency requirements
for the next generation of mobile networks.
Reducing the signaling overhead with DC
When implementing DC, the network is affected by a large amount of control sig-
naling and frequent cell management decisions due to the network-controlled nature
of the LTE mobility, and the large number of events experienced by the UE. In or-
der to reduce these effects at the network side, Paper E proposes to diverge from the
traditional network-controlled mobility, adopting instead UE autonomous cell man-
agement procedures. This is a partially UE-controlled mobility mechanism, where the
UEs are allowed to directly choose and access the secondary small cell, reducing the
amount of signaling and preventing the network from performing frequent mobility
decisions. Implementing this feature only in the small cell layer permits the UE to
maintain a stable anchor point with the network through the macro-cell that plays the
role of the Master eNB (MeNB).
To evaluate this feature under high-mobility conditions, Paper E studied the re-
quired signaling overhead for performing each mobility event following traditional
DC procedures and UE autonomous cell management. The simulation results demon-
strated that with UE autonomous mechanism, the RRC messages were completely
eliminated for SeNB additions and SeNB changes, while for SeNB removals, the
amount of signaling was reduced by 33 %. The signaling in the back-haul was also
considerably reduced. For each SeNB additions, changes and removal, the X2 signal-
ing was diminished by 50 %, 42 % and 33 %, respectively, compared to the traditional
network-controlled DC events.
The UE autonomous cell management functionality requires to prepare the small
cells in advance with the context of the UEs that can access the cells. To take ad-
vantage of the linear nature of the highway scenario, Paper E proposed to create a
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window of prepared cells around the UE that followed its movement. The set of
cells in the window were updated as the UE moved along the highway according to
two different policies. The results showed that this methodology brought significant
reductions in the signaling overhead without having to prepare all the cells in the
scenario. For example, by preparing only 10 cells around the UE, a reduction in the
exchanged messages of 37 % over the air and 4 % between eNBs was achieved with
the first proposed updating policy. Furthermore, when the second proposed policy
was considered, reductions of 30 % less messages over the air and 82 % less messages
in the X2 interface were achieved.
Based on these results, it is concluded that the shift towards UE autonomous cell
management mobility is a promising option for reducing the signaling overhead in
the network when implementing DC.
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Mobility Sensitivity Analysis for LTE-Advanced HetNet Deployments with DC
Abstract
A mobility performance sensitivity analysis is presented for Dual Connectivity cases where the
users can be served simultaneously by a macro and a small cell. The performance is assessed for
the 3GPP generic simulation scenario and for two site-specific cases, with the aim of comparing
the results coming from these different scenarios. The site-specific scenarios are based on
detailed three-dimensional topography map data and advanced ray-tracing techniques. It is
generally found that the first order statistics and overall conclusions are in good alignment for
the considered environments. However, there are also a number of differences in the obtained
performance results for the different cases, e.g. in terms of small cell time-of-stay statistics.
The explicit modeling of streets and building topology, propagation in street canyons, etc., is
found to have an important impact on the mobility performance. Especially the time-of-stay
statistics and the location of handover failures differ between generic 3GPP case and the site-
specific modeling scenarios. So in conclusion, trends and observations from simulations based
on the 3GPP scenario are valuable, but should be supplemented by results from site-specific
scenarios, as additional performance-determining effects are more accurately represented for
such cases.
1 Introduction
Migration to Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) scenarios with macros and Small Cells
(SCs) offers opportunities for use of several variants of multi-cell cooperation tech-
niques [1, 2]. In this study we focus on the case where macros and small cells are
deployed at non-overlapping carrier frequencies, and assume usage of Dual Connec-
tivity (DC) [3, 4].
DC is based on broadening the scope of LTE-Advanced Carrier Aggregation (CA)
functionality [5] such that a user can simultaneously receive data from a macro and a
small cell [6–8]. Among others, DC results in higher end-user throughput, increased
network capacity as well as improved mobility robustness, at the cost of more ad-
vanced terminals as well as higher signaling overhead from having to manage mul-
tiple cells per user. The published studies on mobility performance for DC Het-
Net cases are relatively few [7–9] and based on performance evaluation only for the
generic 3GPP defined HetNet simulation scenario.
Our goal is to present a more extensive HetNet mobility performance sensitivity
analysis, where we quantify the performance for different environments. Our starting
point is the 3GPP defined HetNet simulation model [10], which relies on a hybrid of
static and random deployment models for base station nodes, while using commonly
accepted stochastic radio propagation models. The second type of modeling approach
is based on site specific use cases. For the site specific cases, a particular urban area is
explicitly modeled. Data from 3D topography maps are used together with advanced
ray-tracing for determining propagation characteristics, assuming fixed location of
base station nodes, movement of users along streets, etc.
We consider two dense metropolitan urban areas for the site specific use cases
based on data from a dense urban European capital area and Tokyo in Japan. Given
these different modeling approaches, we evaluate the mobility performance charac-
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Fig. C.1: Basic scenario: Some UEs are serverd by a single cell, while Dual Connectivity UEs can
be simultaneously served by macro and small cell.
teristics and the sensitivity of these depending on the scenario. The main factors
influencing the mobility Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are identified and dis-
cussed with the objective of providing guidance on how strong conclusions can be
drawn depending on the underlying modeling assumptions for the network. In order
to provide a high degree of realism and statistically reliable results, we have used an
advanced dynamic simulator and long simulation runs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the system model is
outlined, including the assumed mobility mechanisms. Section 3 contains description
of the considered environment modeling. The corresponding performance results are
presented and analyzed in Section 4, while concluding remarks appear in Section 5.
2 System Model And Mobility Concept
Let us consider a scenario composed of a set of macro cells and a set of small cells
deployed at two non-overlapping carrier frequencies f1 and f2, respectively, assum-
ing f1<f2. User Equipments (UEs) are assumed in DC in the form of inter-site CA,
which means that they can be simultaneously served by a macro and a small cell as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
The macro acts as Master eNB (MeNB), while the small cell acts as Secondary eNB
(SeNB). For simplicity, intra-site CA at the MeNB and SeNB is not considered. The
focus is on the Radio Resource Control (RRC) Connected mode, where the network
decides when handovers are happening based on assistance information from UEs.
UE reporting events for mobility assistance are triggered based on measurements of
Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) or Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ)
from different cells. The RSRP is a measure of the received power of the transmitted
reference signal from a cell, while the RSRQ equals the RSRP/RSSI ratio, where RSSI
is the Received Signal Strength Indicator (i.e. equivalent to the total wideband re-
ceived power). It is assumed that UEs have their Primary Cell (PCell) configured on
the best macro cell (the MeNB), with the option of also having a small cell configured
as a Secondary Cell (SCell) on the SeNB, when feasible. For the sake of simplicity, we
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refer to intra-frequency PCell handover as MeNB handover, which is assumed to be
based on RSRP A3 (neighbor cell becomes offset better than primary cell). SeNB ad-
dition and removal on the small cell layer are based on RSRQ events A4 (neighbor cell
becomes better than threshold) and A2 (serving cell becomes worse than threshold)
respectively, while intra-frequency SeNB change on the small cell layer is triggered by
RSRP A6 (signal level from another SCell candidate becomes offset better than cur-
rent SCell) [11]. The events need to be fulfilled for duration of Time-To-Trigger (TTT)
before triggering reporting to the network. The assumed default mobility settings are
summarized in Table C.1 [8].
After the UE triggers the event and the measurement report is received by the
network, the MeNB handover (or SeNB management action) is subject to preparation
and execution delays. In line with guidelines in [9] the sum of these delays is mod-
eled to equal 90 ms. Similarly, UE physical-layer RSRP measurement imperfections
are modeled by adding a zero-mean Gaussian error with 1.2 dB standard deviation
to the ideally measured RSRP (expressed in dB). From an end-user perspective, the
handover process shall offer a smooth transfer of the users’ active connection when
moving from one cell to another, while still maintaining the guaranteed quality of ser-
vice (i.e. without interruptions and errors). The probabilities of Radio Link Failures
(RLFs) and Handover Failures (HOFs) are therefore commonly used KPIs for measur-
ing mobility performance. From the network point of view, the mobility performance
is also measured by the signaling cost associated with each MeNB handover (or SeNB
management action), as well as the probability of having unnecessary cell manage-
ment Ping-Pong (PP) events. Thus, the objective is to have mobility performance with
low probability of experiencing RLF, HOF and PP, as well as low signaling overhead
and acceptable time-of-stay. Mobility solutions meeting those objectives are often said
to be robust. In this study we adopt the definitions from [9] as follows:
• Ping-Pong (PP) is declared when UE has HO from cell A to B, and back to
A within a 1 second time-period; for UEs with DC, PP events are monitored
separately for the macro and small cell layer.
• Radio Link Failure (RLF) is declared when the downlink user SINR has been
below – 8 dB (Qout) and stayed below – 6 dB (Qin) for the duration of 1 second.
• HO Failure (HOF) is declared if the RLF occurs after TTT expires, during the
HO execution time.
Note that, in line with the current assumption in 3GPP for DC, RLF for triggering
re-establishment is based on radio link monitoring on the PCell only (i.e. quality of
the MeNB link). Hence, when reporting RLF and HOF statistics, this is based solely
on the MeNB link quality.
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Table C.1: Default mobility events configuration.
Case Setting Remarks
Intra-f MeNB HO A3 RSRP For the macro layer it
is not that important to
have very fast handover
decisions, so relatively
high values of TTT and
Layer-3 filtering (K) are
used to avoid unneces-
sary handovers.
SeNB addition (i.e.
SeNB configuration
and DC activation)
A4 RSRQ.
Thresh.=-12dB,
K=1, TTT=160ms
The idea is to enable
SeNB on small cell layer
as soon as the quality is
sufficiently good. Low
values of K and TTT are
used to have a quick
SeNB addition.
SeNB removal (i.e. re-
turn to single connec-
tivity)
A2 RSRQ.
Thresh.=-17dB,
K=1, TTT=160ms
The idea is to disable
SeNB when quality on
the small layer becomes
so poor that scheduling
the UE on that layer no
longer brings substantial
throughput benefits.
Intra-f SeNB change
on small cell layer
A6 RSRP. Off-
set=1dB, K=1,
TTT=160ms
Relatively low values of
Offset, K, and TTT are
used in order to ensure
fast SeNB changes be-
tween small cell nodes.
3 Scenarios and Related Modeling Assumptions
A realistic HetNet scenario model is desirable. Ideally, it should replicate all impor-
tant features of the real environment. However, detailed modeling is usually associ-
ated with high complexity. Hence, it is a trade-off between accuracy and complexity.
In this study we consider two types of models: (i) Generic models based on commonly
accepted definitions with certain elements of randomness and (ii) site-specific models
with a detailed representation of a specific area with fixed base station installations.
Assumptions for the considered environments are summarized in Table C.2.
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Table C.2: Modeling assumptions for the considered scenarios
3GPP Europe Tokyo
Macro Sites
# sites 7x3 sectors
Hexagonal grid
15x3 sectors
4x2 sectors
53 cells
90x3 sectors
270 cells
Avg ISD 500 m (Fixed) 293.3 m 227.6 m
Minimum ISD 500 m 94.7 m 177.7 m
ISD std. dev. - 156 m 18 m
Avg antenna height 30 m (Fixed) 32 m 25 m
Antenna height std. dev. - 8.2 m 18.5 m
Avg. antenna tilt 14◦ (Fixed) 1.5◦ 9.5◦
Antenna tilt std. dev - 2.2◦ 7.3◦
Frequency 1800 MHz 800 MHz 800 MHz
Small Cell Sites
# sites 42 48 70
Avg. # SCs per macro 2 (Fixed) 2 2.25
Avg SC ISD 120.58 m 138.53 m 64.78 m
SC ISD std. dev. 45.77 m 89.54 m 32.62 m
Avg SC-macro distance 192.64 m 184.35 m 92.77 m
SC-macro dist. std. dev. 55.30 m 77.53 m 30.59 m
Minimum SC-macro distance 94.56 m 47.48 m 41.86 m
Antenna height 5 m 5 m 5 m
Carrier frequency 2600 MHz 2600 MHz 1700 MHz
Scenario Topology
Area Not explicitly
modeled
3270x930 m 1000x1000 m
Avg. buildings height Not explicitly
modeled
13.8 m 24.45 m
Buildings height std. dev. Not explicitly
modeled
7.84 m 21.95 m
Tallest building height Not explicitly
modeled
113.3 m 150 m
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3.1 The Generic 3GPP Scenario
The 3GPP HetNet scenario model [10] is one of the most commonly used baseline
references, not only for the 3GPP studies, but also for other studies in academia. The
model assumes a static regular hexagonal grid of 3-sector macro base station sites,
placed at a fixed Inter-Site Distance (ISD) of 500 meters. Small cells are randomly
placed according to a spatial uniform point process, subject to certain minimum dis-
tance constraints between base stations. The minimum distance between two SCs is
40 meters, while the minimum distance between a macro and a SC is 75 meters. The
radio propagation is modeled according to commonly accepted stochastic models, re-
producing typical observations from dense urban environments. It includes a deter-
ministic distance dependent path loss and a random shadow fading component. The
shadow fading is modeled with a Log-Normal distributed random variable, using the
Gudmundson model [12] for the spatial correlation. From a mobility perspective, it is
worth noticing that the shadow fading standard deviation is larger for the small cell
links, as well as shorter correlation distance, meaning that small cell links are subject
to higher variability as users move. This is also the reason for using mobility settings
with shorter time-domain constraints and lower offset margins, for triggering small
cell to small cell mobility; see parameters in Table C.1. UEs are uniformly distributed
over the simulated area moving at the same constant speed. The direction for each
user is randomly selected at the start of each simulation from a uniform distribution
with equal probability for all directions.
3.2 Site Specific Scenarios
The site specific scenarios for two local areas in Europe and Tokyo are based on data
from detailed three dimensional (3D) topography maps. The maps contain 3D data
for buildings, information on streets, open squares, parks, etc. Macro sites are placed
in coherence with typical operator installations in the considered areas, meaning that
those are deployed to offer wide area coverage, taking the local topology into account.
Small cells are placed in street canyons or on open squares to offer additional hotspot
improvements. All UEs are outdoors, moving at constant speed along the streets
only. When a UE reaches a street intersection, the direction of movement is randomly
selected with equal probability for the possible directions. The radio propagation
characteristics are obtained by using ray-tracing techniques based on the Dominant
Path Model (DPM) [13, 14].
European capital area
The considered dense urban segment measures 3270 x 930 meters, with an average
building height of 14 meters, with the tallest building reaching a height of 113 meters.
The buildings cover 47 % of the area. The remaining 53 % of the area is a mixture
of open areas such as parks and city squares, as well as streets. The locations of the
macro sites and their configurations are selected in coherence with typical operators’
installations in the considered geographical area [15]. A total of 53 macro cells are
deployed, where the majority of those have 3-sectors, while others have 2-sectors. The
macro sites are deployed at different heights, taking the local environment into ac-
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count in order to have good wide area coverage. A total of 48 small cells are deployed
at 5 meters height in street canyons or at open squares. The small cells are deployed
to further improve 5 %-ile outage throughput of the network [15]. The former brings
to a deployment where the small cells are clustered in certain areas, while other areas
contain only few or no small cells. For the areas with small cells, there are on average
two small cells per equivalent macro cell coverage area. The small cells are equipped
with omni-directional antennas.
Tokyo
buildings in the local area. The orientation of the macro antennas is selected to form
good wide area coverage, while minimizing inter-cell interference. The average macro
ISD equals 227 meters with a standard deviation of 18 meters. A total of 70 small cells
are deployed at 5 meters height. The small cells are mainly placed near the tallest
buildings, in order to offload and carry more traffic where the radio signal from
macro cells is typically weaker and there is higher traffic.
4 Performance Results
A dynamic system level simulator is used to assess the mobility performance for the
three considered scenarios. The simulator follows the LTE specifications with mod-
eling of the major Radio Resource Management (RRM) functionalities in line with
the simulation methodology outlined in [9] and [10]. The mobility frame-work is
in coherence with the description in Section II. The simulations are conducted for
high offered traffic load close to the system’s capacity limit where the inter-cell in-
terference is dominant, and therefore most challenging for achieving good mobility
performance.
The simulator has been validated by successfully reproducing mobility perfor-
mance results reported from various sources in [9]. This gives confidence that the
simulator is producing reliable results. In order to ensure statistically reliable perfor-
mance results, long simulations are conducted to collect a high number of samples
(more than 10,000 mobility events) for obtaining confident empirical estimates of the
considered mobility KPIs defined in Section 2.
Fig. C.2 shows the statistics for the average number of experienced mobility events
per UE per hour. As expected, the number of handover events per UE per hour in-
creases with the UE speed. The increase in the number of handover events is approxi-
mately proportional to the square root of the UE speed; i.e. increasing approximately
with a factor 1.41 as the UE speed doubles. The former is consistent for all the envi-
ronments. As also reported in [8], the SeNB management actions are clearly dominant
over the MeNB mobility events due to the more frequent small cell related actions, ac-
counting for 50 %-80 % of the events. The proportion of SeNB changes is significantly
higher for the Tokyo scenario as compared to the other cases, indicating that this area
has higher small cell coverage overlap as compared to the other cases. Note that the
former is not due to higher small cell density for the Tokyo case, but rather a result
of having a more spatial uniform small cell distribution, as well as differences in the
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Fig. C.2: Events per UE per hour at 3 kmph (a) and at 30 and 60 kmph (b).
radio propagation characteristics. The percentage of users operating with DC equals
80 % for the Tokyo scenario and 55 % for the European and the 3GPP scenarios.
The empirical cumulative distribution function of the per-cell Time-Of-Stay (TOS)
statistics is reported in Fig. C.3 for small cells and in Fig. C.4 for macro cells. It is
observed that the TOS per cell is substantially higher for the site-specific cases as
compared to the 3GPP case. This is contributed by the following factors: (i) UEs are
restricted to move on streets for the site-specific cases, while moving freely for the
3GPP case; (ii) the explicit modeling of radio propagation in street canyons for the
site-specific cases is different from the use of generic stochastic propagation models
for the 3GPP case. Hence, the sum of (i) and (ii) results in much longer TOS for
site-specific cases as compared to what is observed from 3GPP simulations. It is also
observed that users are generally experiencing longer TOS in the Tokyo scenario as
compared to the European capital area, in particular for small cells. This is mainly
a result of having more widespread small cell deployment, lower carrier frequency
for small cells, and longer straight street segments. It is observed that the TOS for
the Tokyo area is slightly higher for the small cells as compared to macro cells, since
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Fig. C.3: Empirical cumulative distribution function of the time-of-stay for UEs in small cells at
3 kmph.
Fig. C.4: Empirical cumulative distribution function of the time-of-stay for UEs in macro cells at
3 kmph.
small cells in many locations offer more favorable signal quality at street level than the
macro cells that are deployed above the tall buildings. TOS statistics are also logical
and consistent with the results in Fig. C.2a, with the number of mobility events being
inversely proportional with the TOS.
Fig. C.5 shows the probability of experiencing HOF events for the considered
cases. The low HOF probability is a result of having a reliable MeNB link to the
macro layer. For the site-specific scenarios, it is found that the HOFs mainly occur at
street inter-sections where the UE is more likely to experience rapid signal strength
variations of both the desired and interfering signals. Hence, the higher probabil-
ity of experiencing abrupt signal fluctuations in the site-specific environments is an
important mobility performance-determining factor.
The probability of experiencing SeNB Ping-Pong (PP) events is reported in Fig. C.6.
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Fig. C.5: Handover failure percentage.
Fig. C.6: SeNBs ping-pong percentage.
Trends and percentages are different between scenarios, with the 3GPP case having
the highest values at low speed while higher values are observed for the European
area at higher speed. The observed probability of experiencing SeNB PPs is consid-
ered acceptable in all cases, as SeNB PPs do not cause any service interruptions, as
the UE has anyway the MeNB at the macro layer active. Alternatively, the SeNB PP
probability could be reduced by using higher offset margin and longer TTT for the
A6 event that triggers SeNB changes [7].
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5 Conclusions
In this study, we have presented mobility performance results for LTE HetNet scenar-
ios with Dual Connectivity, given different underlying network modeling methodolo-
gies. When comparing the mobility performance for the considered network models,
consistent overall conclusions are found. However, when further analyzing the de-
tailed statistics, several differences are observed. For the site specific cases, the han-
dover failures are mainly found to occur for terminals in street inter-sections where
high gradients of the desired and the interference signal powers are more likely to
happen. For the generic 3GPP case, such details are not explicitly modeled, and
hence it is observed that the handover failure probability is slightly higher for the
site specific cases, although acceptable in all cases. The small cell time-of-stay statis-
tics are found to be orders of magnitude higher for the site specific environments as
compared to the 3GPP scenario. This is primarily due to the explicit modeling of
radio propagation in street canyons, causing also differences in Ping-Pong statistics
between the different scenarios. We conclude that the generic 3GPP scenario brings
valuable first results, although not all mobility performance-determining factors are
fully represented. However, for the final performance assessment, it is recommended
to supplement the 3GPP mobility performance studies with results from scenarios
with explicit modeling of building structures, associated radio propagation effects
and terminal movement in streets.
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Analysis of Data Interruption in an LTE Highway Scenario with DC
Abstract
This study evaluates whether last versions of Long Term Evolution with dual connectivity are
able to support the latency and reliability requirements for the upcoming vehicular use-cases
and time-critical applications. Data interruption times during handovers and cell management
operations are evaluated by means of system level simulations for a high-speed scenario. The
scenario models a highway covered by a macro layer and an ultra dense network of small cells
distributed on both sides of the road. Results reveal that for single connectivity, and due to the
large amount of handovers, terminals are unable to exchange data with the network about 5 %
of the time. This time is considerably reduced if dual connectivity with split bearer architecture
is adopted, with less than 1 % of time in data interruption. However, when adopting secondary
cell group architecture, the relative data interruption time increases up to 6.9 %.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, passengers in vehicles tend to consume large amounts of entertainment
and media content while commuting [1]. A possible solution to deal with the in-
creasing number of active users along roads, and to increase the capacity, may be the
deployment of small cells. This offers several advantages; however, the addition of
small cells also comes with some challenges related to efficient mobility management,
especially, for users traveling at high speeds [2].
Dual connectivity (DC) is a recently developed feature for Long Term Evolu-
tion (LTE) Release-12 [3], which significantly increases the end-user throughtput and
achieves enhanced mobility robustness [4]. Examples of DC studies include assess-
ments of throughput gains [4–6], as well as mobility performance results [2, 7]. The
majority of these former studies are conducted for urban scenarios, with the users
moving at moderate velocities, and do not study the effects at handovers and cell
management events as, for example, data interruption times.
Field measurements of LTE mobility reported in [8], show that each handover re-
sults in an average data interruption time of 50 ms. Nevertheless, delays can be larger
than 80 ms 5 % of the time. As a result, data interruption times caused by mobility
events are becoming an increasing problem that needs special attention, especially, in
the highway scenario as handovers and cell management events rates increase with
the speed. The majority of broadband applications may be supported by the use of
small cells and DC; however, data interruption becomes a potential issue when con-
sidering the stringent latency and reliability requirements of the upcoming vehicular
use-cases, traffic safety applications and the eventually migration towards higher de-
gree of autonomous driving [9, 10].
The focus of this paper is, therefore, on the data interruption time caused by han-
dovers and cell management events in a highway scenario. A network topology with
an overlay macro layer is assumed, supplemented by small cells along the highway
to boost the capacity. Macro and small cells are deployed at separated carrier fre-
quencies using LTE. Cases with and without DC are studied. For DC operations,
the performance is analyzed including the two user-plane architectures that the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has defined [11]. As our objective is to present
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Fig. D.1: Illustration of the analyzed highway scenario. Macro sites are depicted as white trian-
gles while small cells are illustrated as blue circles.
results of high practical relevance, we conduct the analysis for a specific real-life high-
way segment, which is reproduced in a system level simulator. In addition, latency
measurements of the various steps of the handover procedures and cell management
actions conducted in [12], are fed into the simulations to have high realism on the
assumed parameters.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the scenario
that will be analyzed and the mobility framework. Section 3 explains the adopted
simulation methodology, and Section 4 presents the performance results. Finally,
Section 5 concludes with the final remarks and the proposed future work.
2 Scenario Description and Mobility Framework
The studied scenario is a 7.5 km section of the E-45 highway that encircles the city
of Aalborg, Denmark. As illustrated in Figure D.1, the scenario is characterized by
two network layers operating at separate frequency bands (non co-channel). The LTE
macro layer represents the actual network deployment of one of the Danish operators.
The small cells layer, on the other hand, is a fictitious Ultra Dense Network (UDN)
distributed along the highway.
The macro network is deployed at 1800 MHz and consists of 23 cells, distributed
on 13 base station sites, with an average Inter-Site-Distance (ISD) of 1092 m, an average
antenna height of 31.3 m and an average tilt (mechanical and electrical) of 2.1◦. The
small cells layer operates at 3400 MHz with a minimum ISD of 100 m. The small cells
are deployed on both sides of the highway to ensure good coverage along the road.
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Table D.1: Network parameters
Macro Layer
Carrier frequency 1800 MHz
Channel bandwidth 20 MHz
Number of cells 23
Number of sites 13
Average antenna height 31.3 m
Antenna height std. deviation 13.22 m
Average antenna tilt 2.1◦
Average tilt std. deviation 1.6◦
Average ISD 1092 m
Minimum ISD 624 m
Small Cells Layer
Carrier frequency 3400 MHz
Channel bandwidth 20 MHz
Number of cells 119
Antenna height 5 m (Fixed)
Antenna pattern Omni-directional
Average ISD 100 m
In total, there are 119 small cells in the scenario. Table D.1 summarizes additional
information about the characteristics of the network.
This study considers a case with single connectivity User Equipments (UEs) used
as a baseline, and another one with all UEs capable of performing DC operations.
2.1 Mobility with Single Connectivity
In this mode, the UE consumes radio resources from one cell at a time. Follow-
ing the parametrization in [7], intra- and inter-frequency handovers are triggered by
the A3 event (neighboring cell becomes offset better than the serving cell). Intra-
frequency events (macro-to-macro and pico-to-pico) are based on the Reference Sig-
nal Received Power (RSRP) Radio Resource Management (RRM) measurement while
inter-frequency handovers (macro-to-pico or vice-versa) are based on Reference Signal
Received Quality (RSRQ).
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Fig. D.2: Mobility events with dual connectivity.
2.2 Mobility with Dual Connectivity
In this case, the UE is able to consume radio resources provided by, at least, two
different network points [3]. The eNodeB (eNB) that terminates the S1-Mobility Man-
agement Entity (MME) interface, acts as the mobility anchor towards the Core Net-
work (CN), and manages the Radio Resource Control (RRC) signaling, is named the
Master-eNB (MeNB). The eNB which provides additional radio resources for the UE
is defined as Secondary-eNB (SeNB). In this study, it is assumed that a macro cell acts
as the MeNB while a small cell plays the role of the SeNB. Moreover, it is also as-
sumed that each UE can be configured with only one SeNB. As recommended in [7],
mobility at the macro layer (MeNB handover) is governed by the A3 event, based on
the RSRP. A second data link from the small cell layer is added (SeNB addition) if a
neighbor small cell becomes better than a certain threshold as the event A4 dictates,
based on the RSRQ. The small cell serving the second data link is changed (SeNB
change) according to the RSRP A6 event (neighbor small cell becomes offset better
than serving small cell). Finally, if the measured RSRQ from the SeNB becomes worse
than a certain threshold, as the event A2 states, the additional link is removed (SeNB
removal). The use of these mobility events is shown in Figure D.2. Notice that in LTE
Release-12 any aggregated SeNB should be released before a MeNB handover.
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Fig. D.3: User-plane architectures for dual connectivity.
2.3 User-Plane Architectures for Dual Connectivity
This study considers the two user-plane architectures defined by the 3GPP in [11].
Both architectures are depicted in Figure D.3. A detailed comparison between archi-
tectures can be found in [3].
• SCG Bearer Architecture: In Secondary Cell Group (SCG) bearer the SeNB is con-
nected directly to the CN via S1, allowing the S1-U termination not only at the
MeNB, but also at the SeNB. In this architecture, the two eNBs carry different
data bearers. Independent Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) entities
are considered at both nodes, and low requirements in the back-haul interface
between the MeNB and the SeNB are needed. Regarding mobility, SeNB cell
management is visible to the CN.
• Split Bearer Architecture: In split bearer architecture the data bearer is split into
multiple eNBs. In this alternative, the S1-U is terminated at the MeNB, where
the PDCP layer resides. All DC traffic should hence be routed, processed and
buffered at the MeNB, requiring flow-control and efficient back-haul connection
between the MeNB and the SeNB. Unlike the SCG bearer architecture, the SeNB
mobility is hidden to the CN and it is not necessary to forward data between
SeNBs or to perform a S1 path switch at each SeNB change.
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Table D.2: Mobility events duration and interruption times.
SCG Bearer Split bearer
Total time - Handover 164 ms 164 ms
Total time - SeNB addition 144 ms 79 ms
Total time - SeNB change 154 ms 89 ms
Total time - SeNB release 117 ms 52 ms
Data interruption time - Handover 42 ms 42 ms
Data interruption time - SeNB addition 37 ms 0 ms
Data interruption time - SeNB change 37 ms 0 ms
Data interruption time - SeNB release 37 ms 0 ms
2.4 Data Interruption Time
During the handover execution phase, the UE interrupts data exchange with the net-
work. Communication is not restored until the handover is completed and the UE
receives the first data package from the target cell. Data interruption is experienced
at each cell change for single connectivity and at each MeNB handover for DC.
For DC, the interruption of the second link due to SeNB management events de-
pends on the chosen user plane architecture. In SCG bearer architecture, the bearer
terminated at the SeNB experiences an interruption at every SeNB change because the
path at the Serving Gateway (S-GW) has to be updated. This interruption time can be
decreased by allowing data forwarding between the serving and target SeNBs. Nev-
ertheless, it cannot be totally eliminated because of the time it takes to reconfigure the
UE. For split bearer architecture, the bearer terminates at the MeNB. As a result, and
assuming that there are enough available resources, the MeNB can adapt the sched-
uled resources to the UE while it performs an SeNB operation hence, compensating
the effects of the data interruption. Thus, SeNB management interruption time can
be considered close to zero for split bearer.
Measurements reported in [12] characterized the time it takes to exchange signal-
ing messages between nodes, including the needed time to process each message and
the time it takes to perform a data path update. Using these times and following
the signaling flows described in [3] for each mobility event, the interruption times
shown in Table D.2 are used. Notice that these are typical average values, and differ-
ent factors at the network side, e.g. load conditions at the target cell, may increase the
interruption times. Additional back-haul delays are not included.
3 Simulation Methodology
Connected-mode mobility performance is evaluated by means of advanced simula-
tions. The system level simulator implements the mobility mechanisms defined by the
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3GPP for LTE, including physical-layer measurements, Layer-3 filtering and reporting
events. The RSRP, RSRQ and Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) for each
user are calculated on each time-step, followed by the SINR to throughput mapping
estimation. Effects of scheduling, link adaptation, Hybrid-Automatic-Repeat-Request
(HARQ) and Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) are included. The tool has
been used in several standardization and research studies, such as [7, 12, 13]. More
details on the simulator can be found in [14].
A total of 630 users are dropped in the simulations, divided into slow- and high-
speed users. Ten slow-speed users per macro area are considered, moving at 3 kmph.
Each of the users follow random directions thorough the whole scenario, shown in
Figure D.1. The purpose of these slow-users is to generate background interference.
Additionally, 400 users moving at 130 kmph are dropped along the highway. The
stretch of the highway is modeled with two lanes per direction, and each high-speed
user is randomly assigned to one lane. Among all simulated users, statistics are only
collected from the highway users. All users in the network generate traffic according
to a Poisson process.
For the baseline case, a fast transition between small cells is favored by setting a
Time-To-Trigger (TTT) of 40 ms. Macro-to-pico handovers are set to a larger TTT to
ensure that the signal from the small cells is stable for a longer time, thus avoiding
Radio Link Failures (RLFs). For DC simulations, the SeNB events are also set to
40 ms of TTT so that, results can be compared with the baseline case. Moreover, a
fast transition between small cells is guaranteed by setting the SeNB change offset
to 1 dB. Poor secondary links are avoided by setting the SeNB release threshold to
-17 dB of RSRQ. Furthermore, a Range Extension (RE) of 6 dB is applied to increase
the utilization of the small cells in the highway. To ensure that the users are able to
traverse the whole highway stretch, the simulation time is set to 210 s. Simulation
parameters are summarized in Table D.3.
The main Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) collected from the simulations are:
the number of mobility events, the rate of RLFs, the number of Handover Failures
(HOFs) and the data interruption times. The definition of RLF and HOF can be found
in [17]. Moreover, the user throughput is also analyzed.
4 Performance Results
Figure D.4 shows the number of events and the connectivity distribution that a UE
experiences. As can be seen, this scenario is especially challenging due to the large
number of mobility events. When using single connectivity, a UE at 130 kmph ex-
periences an average of 4176 handovers per hour, corresponding to 1.16 events per
second. The device is connected to the small cells 96.6 % of the time, where intra-
frequency handovers between the small cells dominate the statistics. For DC, the total
number of events increases because each UE maintains two active links. However,
MeNB handovers are reduced by 83 %, with a total number of 0.2 events per second.
In this case, SeNB changes are dominant with 1.3 events per second. The latter is
expected because the mobility parametrization of 1 dB offset favors it. On average,
a UE is operating in DC 95.7 % of the time. No RLFs or HOFs are observed in the
simulations for single and dual connectivity.
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Table D.3: Simulation Parameters.
Transmitted power Macro: 46 dBm. Pico: 30 dBm
Path loss
Macro: Vehicular test environment [15]
Small Cells: Urban Micro (UMi) [16]
Number of UEs 230 free users + 400 highway users
Users speed Background: 3 kmph. Highway: 130 kmph
Packet call size Negative exponential distributed. Average: 1 Mbit
Inter-arrival time Average: 2 s
Sim. Time 210 s
RLF [17] Qin: -6 dB. Qout: -8 dB. T310: 2 s
Handover / MeNB Changes - A3 event
Macro-Macro Offset: 3 dB. RSRP based. TTT: 256 ms
Macro-Pico Offset: 3 dB. RSRQ based. TTT: 128 ms
Pico-Pico Offset: 3 dB. RSRP based. TTT: 40 ms
Pico-Macro Offset: 3 dB. RSRQ based. TTT: 40 ms
Pico RE 6 dB
SeNB Management Events
SeNB Addition A4 event. Threshold: -12 dB-RSRQ. TTT: 40 ms
SeNB Change A6 event. Threshold: 1 dB-RSRP. TTT: 40 ms
SeNB Release A2 event. Threshold: -17 dB-RSRQ. TTT: 40 ms
Figure D.5 depicts the data interruption time experienced per UE. For single con-
nectivity, each UE performs an average of 1.16 handovers per second. Considering
42 ms of interruption time per event and a driving time of 210 s, it can be calculated
that each UE experiences a total interruption time of 10.2 s. This means that a single
connectivity device is not able to transmit or receive any data 4.8 % of the driving time.
Notice that when considering 80 ms of interruption time per event, as found in [8],
the total data interruption time increases up to 9.3 %, and 11.6 % when considering
100 ms.
For DC, 0.2 MeNB handovers per second occur, resulting in an interruption time of
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Fig. D.4: Connectivity distribution and mobility events for single and dual connectivity modes.
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Fig. D.5: Data interruption time per UE with single and dual connectivity.
1.7 s. When SCG bearer architecture is used, the delays at the small cells layer should
be added. Since the data bearer terminates at the SeNB, each SeNB management
event is affected by the E-UTRAN Radio Access Bearer (E-RAB) modification and the
possible delays when the S-GW forwards the data packets towards the eNBs involved.
Moreover, due to the large number of SeNB events, SCG bearer adds 12.8 s to the total
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Percentage of Time a UE is in Data Interruption over the Total Driving Time [%]
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Fig. D.6: Percentage of time in data interruption at the small cells layer with SCG bearer archi-
tecture for each SeNB management event.
Table D.4: Highway users throughput for single and dual connectivity.
Single connectivity Dual connectivity Gain
Average 15.6 Mbps 17.3 Mbps + 10.9 %
5-percentile 617 Kbps 717 Kbps + 16.2 %
50-percentile 10.7 Mbps 11.9 Mbps + 11.8 %
95-percentile 46.9 Mbps 51.8 Mbps + 10.5 %
interruption time. Considering the interruption time due to MeNB handovers and due
to SeNB management events, it can be calculated that the UEs are in data interruption
for 6.9 % of the time. The contribution of each SeNB event to the interruption time
for SCG bearer is depicted in Figure D.6. On the other hand, for the split bearer, the
delays at each SeNB management event can be neglected and the main contribution
to the data interruption time is given by the MeNB handovers, reducing the latency.
In other words, for the split bearer, the UEs are in data interruption only 0.81 % of the
total time.
Table D.4 shows one of the main benefits of DC: to improve the per-user through-
put. As it can be observed, maintaining two data links increases the average user
throughput by 10 %. The major improvement is obtained in the 5-percentile with a
gain larger than 16 %. This shows that users experiencing bad radio conditions in a
link, can mitigate the effects by aggregating an SeNB hence, increasing their through-
put. The average Physical Resource Block (PRB) utilization of the macro cells close
to the highway is larger than 70 %, indicating high load conditions. Previous DC
studies reported that the achievable throughput gain varies with the load of the net-
work [5, 18]; therefore, under lower offered load, users will perceive larger throughput
gains with DC.
In general, results show how DC is able to reduce the overall experienced data
interruption time. In real implementations, the interruption times will lay in between
the presented numbers. For example, data forwarding between nodes may not always
be available, resulting in larger delays for split bearer. On the other hand, results for
SCG can be improved with some mobility enhancement techniques –like preparing
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cells as the UE moves along the highway to anticipate the mobility events and for-
ward data towards the target cells– reducing the interruption times. Nonetheless, the
presented numbers show that the improvement provided by split bearer may not be
sufficient to deal with the 5 ms end-to-end latency required by the vehicular use-cases
envisioned for the next generation of mobile networks [10]. Additionally, the cost in
terms of signaling is also becoming a potential issue as the users experience a large
number of mobility events.
5 Conclusions
Mobility performance in a LTE highway scenario with and without dual connectivity
is studied by means of extensive system level simulations. Results reveal how, with
single connectivity, the UEs are unable to receive or transmit any data about the 5 %
of the time due to handovers. Dual connectivity significantly reduces the interruption
time depending on the chosen architecture. By adopting the split bearer user-plane
architecture, the devices experience data interruption only 0.81 % of the time. Never-
theless, results show that the improvement is not sufficient to deal with the latency
requirements demanded by the new vehicular use-cases.
As future work, it is recommended to investigate solutions to reduce the interrup-
tion time and the signaling load towards fulfilling the requirements imposed by the
envisioned use-cases for the next generation of mobile networks.
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Abstract
This study compares the amount of control signaling required by traditional network-controlled
mobility management with the one required by user equipment autonomous cell management
operations in a real-life highway scenario. The scenario is covered by macros and densely-
deployed small cells. Different strategies for preparing the small cells for autonomous oper-
ations are studied. Our results show that traditional dual connectivity requires an average
of 4.9 messages, per user per second, to be exchanged between the user equipment and the
network, and 11.6 messages between e-NodeBs. On the other hand, autonomous cell manage-
ment operations considerably decrease the amount of signaling. The highest reductions can be
achieved by preparing all cells along the highway, cutting the signaling overhead by 92 % over
the air, and 39 % between e-NodeBs. Furthermore, the approach of applying a newly developed
window-based feature for preparing the cells brings significant benefits.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, travelers demand uninterrupted connectivity, and consume large amounts
of media content while commuting [1]. The deployment of small cells along roads is
a possible solution to quench the users’ thirst of data, supplementing the capacity
provided by the macro cells. In this regard, dual connectivity (DC) is an operational
mode, developed for long term evolution (LTE) Release 12, that favors the macro and
small cells integration by allowing an UE to consume radio resources provided by
more than one network point [2].
Previous studies on mobility performance show that scenarios with DC are af-
fected by high rates of mobility (or cell management) events [3, 4]; therefore, chal-
lenging the mobility management, specially in scenarios with users traveling at high-
speeds. The mobility management in current cellular networks relies on a network-
controlled mechanism, assisted by the user equipment (UE), in which the network de-
cides when mobility events should take place based on radio resource management
(RRM) measurements reported by the UE. The result of the decision, is afterwards
communicated to the UE via dedicated radio resource control (RRC) signaling. This
process, repeated at each mobility event, is becoming a critical issue in ultra dense
networks (UDNs), due to the high signaling overhead and the frequent mobility de-
cisions performed by the network.
Therefore, we study the performance of UE autonomous cell management; a par-
tially UE-controlled mobility mechanism that prevents the network from performing
frequent cell management decisions, and reduces the amount of signaling required
for DC operations [4–6]. In this mode, the UE is not required to forward measure-
ments reports at each small cell mobility event. Moreover, the devices are allowed to
directly access the small cells that have been prepared in advance.
Mobility management between primary and secondary cells, and corresponding
signaling overhead have been studied in [7] and [8]; however, to the best of our knowl-
edge, existing DC studies do not evaluate the reduction in the signaling overhead
with UE autonomous cell management. Therefore, our main focus is to study UE au-
tonomous cell management for DC operations in a highway scenario. Furthermore,
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this study analyzes strategies for preparing the cells of the network for autonomous
cell management operations. To produce results of high practical relevance, the anal-
ysis is performed by simulating a real-life highway segment, reproduced in a system
level simulator. The scenario replicates an operational macro layer, supplemented by
an UDN of small cells deployed along the highway to boost the capacity. UE au-
tonomous cell management is applied only to the small cells layer whereas, due to
the low rate of macro handovers, traditional network-controlled macro mobility is
preserved thus, maintaining a stable anchor point for the UEs.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the network-controlled mo-
bility mechanisms. Section 3 presents the UE autonomous cell management scheme.
Section 4 describes the analyzed scenario and the simulation methodology, while Sec-
tion 5 presents the obtained performance results. Finally, Section 6 concludes with
the final remarks.
2 Network-Controlled and UE-assisted mobility
In network-controlled and UE-assisted mobility procedures, the network decides whether
mobility events should take place based on radio measurements reported by the UE.
The UE is configured by the network to periodically measure the reference signal re-
ceived power (RSRP) or the reference signal received quality (RSRQ) from the neigh-
boring cells. After filtering and processing the measurements, and if a certain trig-
gering condition is met, the UE sends to the network information about the measure-
ments through a measurement report. Then, serving and target cells exchange the
necessary information, via X2 signaling, to prepare the mobility event, and dedicated
RRC signaling is used for commanding the UE to perform the mobility event.
In DC, the e-NodeBs (eNBs) can play two different roles. The master-eNB (MeNB)
role is assigned to the eNB that terminates the S1-mobility management entity (MME)
interface, manages the RRC signaling, and acts as mobility anchor towards the core
network (CN). On the other hand, the title of secondary-eNB (SeNB) is given to the
eNBs that provide additional radio resources to the UE. In this study, it is assumed
that a macro cell acts as a MeNB and a small cell plays the role of the SeNB. Addition-
aly, it is assumed that each UE can aggregate one SeNB at a time. Among the different
network architectures defined in [2], this study considers the split bearer architecture
for the user-plane, as suggested in [9].
The most common triggering conditions used for initiating the cell management
events, are shown in Figure E.1. MeNB handovers are typically triggered by the
A3 event (neighboring cell becomes an offset better than the serving cell), based on
the RSRP [3]. Moreover, the addition of a secondary data link, or SeNB addition,
is normally triggered by the A4 event (a neighbor small cell becomes better than a
certain threshold), based on the RSRQ. The small cell that serves the secondary link
may be substituted (SeNB change) if the A6 event is triggered (neighboring small cell
becomes an offset better than serving small cell). This trigger is typically based on the
RSRP. Furthermore, the secondary link is removed (SeNB removal) if the event A2 is
triggered (serving small cell becomes worse than a certain threshold). This trigger is
based on the RSRQ.
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Fig. E.1: Illustration of the mobility events with DC.
Table E.1: Number of messages required by SeNB mobility events with DC
Protocol SeNB Addition SeNB Change SeNB Release
RRC 3 3 3
X2 4 7 3
The signaling charts for DC operations presented in [2], show that each cell man-
agement event requires to exchange a considerably amount of messages between the
network nodes. Table E.1 summarizes the number of messages per event, split into
RRC and X2 signaling. Notice that the SeNB change is the event that requires the
highest amount of signaling. This constitutes a challenge in terms of signaling over-
head in scenarios with a high density of small cells, or with high-speed users, as
terminals are constantly performing SeNB changes.
3 UE Autonomous Cell Management
UE autonomous cell management is an operational mode where the small cell man-
agement is partly left for the terminals [4]. In this partially UE-controlled mobil-
ity scheme, the devices have the autonomy of deciding the target cell and when to
perform the mobility event, preventing the network from taking frequent small cell
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management decisions.
The network configures the UEs to perform radio measurements of the neighbor-
ing cells. However, as the UEs have the liberty of deciding SeNB additions, changes
or releases, they do not report the measurements to the network when a cell manage-
ment triggering condition is met. Moreover, interaction with the network is reduced
by letting the UEs to directly access the target cells via the random access channel
(RACH), reducing considerably the amount of signaling for each event.
Macro handovers are not as frequent as the small cells events hence, UE au-
tonomous is only applied to the SeNB layer, letting the network to be in full control of
the macro mobility. Therefore, the UEs have a stable anchor point with the network
and some policies, such as load balancing and mobility robustness optimization can
be applied.
To carry out such operations, UEs and small cells should be prepared in advance.
First of all, the small cells should be configured beforehand with the UE context,
so they are aware of the identity of the potential UEs that may request the access.
At the terminal side, the UEs should be configured with the list of cells that are
prepared for autonomous mode. Moreover, terminals should be provided with the
system information, cell specific parameters and the RACH preamble to be used with
the prepared cells. Thus, as these cells are aware of the identity of the autonomous
devices, the UEs are allowed to select the target cell and directly request the access.
Notice that the UE is not completely autonomous. For instance, the network
decides if a UE should use autonomous mode. Moreover, like in current LTE speci-
fications, radio measurements and triggering criteria, at the UE side, are configured
by the network. Additionally, the network can block the access to a cell that has been
previously prepared by reconfiguring the UE and deleting that cell from its list.
Figure E.2 shows the signaling charts of each SeNB event with UE atonomous
operations [4]. As can be seen, the signaling has been reduced compared to traditional
DC cell management and, messages like the sequence number (SN) status transfer, are
assumed to be encapsulated in the SeNB_Addition_Response. Hence, UE autonomous
cell management reduces the amount of signaling and provides a faster execution of
SeNB events. These enhancements are performed without degrading signal quality
or introducing additional SeNB ping-pongs.
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Fig. E.3: Signaling chart of SeNB group-preparation for UE autonomous.
Figure E.3 shows the procedure for group-based preparation of small cells for
UE autonomous operations. The figure has been created following the descriptions
in [4–6]. The process is similar to the handover preparation procedure described
in [10]. To save signaling, a group of cells are simultaneously prepared and the UE is
informed with a unique list of cells. The MeNB sends to the SeNBs, via X2 signaling,
the UE context of those that may perform autonomous operations. Upon storing
the UE IDs, each SeNB acknowledges the preparation to the MeNB. Afterwards, the
MeNB configures the UE, through RRC signaling, providing the list of prepared cells
and the RACH preambles. Preparing cells produces additional signaling: assuming
that a group of N cells are simultaneously prepared, 2N-X2 and 2-RRC messages
are needed for preparing the SeNBs and for configuring the UE, respectively. This
process should be repeated every time the list of prepared cell changes; therefore, it
is necessary to find preparation strategies that avoid excessive signaling.
3.1 Preparation strategy
The strategy for preparing the small cells depends on the network topology and the
type of scenario. In the scenario of our focus, the MeNB may prepare all cells as
soon as the UE enters the highway. However, the network does not know when
the UE will leave the highway and many cells may be prepared in vain. Another
approach is to prepare the small cells on demand, following the movement of the
UE. Assuming that the network knows which small cell serves a certain link and
the geographical location of each SeNB, the movement of the UE can be tracked. In
this regard, a possible strategy is to prepare the cells ahead of the UE direction of
movement. However, to implement this approach, the network needs to detect a few
SeNB changes to estimate the UE movement. Moreover, due to changes in line-of-
sight (LOS) conditions and signal fluctuations due to the shadowing, the UE may
connect to a small cell located opposite to the direction of motion.
Hence, this study proposes the strategy of preparing the nearest set of small cells
located around the UE. By knowing the current serving SeNB and its geographical
location, the network can prepare the nearest N cells, conforming a window of cells
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Fig. E.4: Illustration of the window of prepared cells and the considered updating policies. The
serving SeNB is depicted in blue.
that moves together with the UE as it advances along the highway. Figure E.4 depicts
an example of the window with seven prepared cells around the UE.
Assuming that the network is capable of sorting the cells (for instance, sorted by
cell ID), two different policies for updating the window are considered:
• Policy A: Update the window at each SeNB change. The network creates a new
set of prepared cells every time the serving SeNB changes.
• Policy B: The window is updated only if the UE connects to any of the last
L cells in the window. Let’s assume that cell N is the last cell in the window
and L = 2. Then, the window is updated if the UE connects to a cell within
the range [N − 1, N]. Otherwise, the window remains unchanged although an
SeNB change is performed.
The size of the window constitutes the maximum amount of small cells that can
be simultaneous prepared for a certain UE. Hence, every time a new cell enters the
window, a previous prepared cell should leave, and the UE should be reconfigured
with the new list of cells.
As the UE moves, it may happen that it finds a cell that is not prepared for au-
tonomous operations. The probability of this happening is closely related to the size
of the window. Thus, if the window is too small, the probability of accessing an
unprepared cell increases. Moreover, to minimize the probability of finding an unpre-
pared cell due to the shadowing and changes in the LOS conditions, it is proposed to
use a symmetric window that, at each update, is centered at the serving SeNB. If the
UE finds an unprepared cell, it is assumed that it will perform a traditional DC SeNB
event, and the network will proceed to prepare the nearest N cells.
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Table E.2: Network parameters
Macro Layer
Carrier frequency 1800 MHz
Channel bandwidth 20 MHz
Number of cells 23
Number of sites 13
Average antenna height 31.3 m
Antenna height std. deviation 13.22 m
Average antenna tilt 2.1◦ (mechanical + electrical)
Average tilt std. deviation 1.6◦
Average ISD 1092 m
Minimum ISD 624 m
Small Cells Layer
Carrier frequency 3400 MHz
Channel bandwidth 20 MHz
Number of cells 119
Antenna height 5 m (Fixed)
Antenna pattern Omni-directional
Average ISD 100 m
4 Scenario and Simulation Methodology
The studied scenario, the same as the one used in [9], is a 7.5 km section of the high-
way that encircles the city of Aalborg, Denmark. The scenario is characterized by two
network layers operating at dedicated frequency bands. The first one is an LTE macro
layer that represents the current network deployment of one of the Danish operators.
Additionally, a fictitious UDN of small cells is distributed along the highway.
The macro network is deployed at 1800 MHz and consists of 23 cells, distributed
on 13 base station sites, with an average inter-site-distance (ISD) of 1092 m. The small
cells layer operates at 3400 MHz with an average ISD of 100 m. The small cells are de-
ployed on both sides of the highway to ensure good coverage along the road. In total,
the whole scenario is covered by 119 small cells. More details about the characteristics
of the network are summarized in Table E.2.
The simulator utilized in this study implements the majority of the mobility mech-
anisms defined by the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) for LTE, including
physical-layer measurements, Layer-3 filtering and reporting events. On each time-
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step the RSRP, RSRQ and signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) for each user
are calculated, followed by the SINR to throughput mapping estimation. The tool has
been used in several standardization and research studies, such as [3, 11]. Additional
simulator modeling can be found in [12].
A total of 630 users are dropped in the scenario, split into slow- and high-speed
users. Ten slow-speed users per macro area are considered, that move at 3 kmph and
follow random directions thorough the whole scenario. The purpose of these slow-
speed users is to generate background traffic. Moreover, 400 users are dropped along
the highway, moving at 130 kmph. All type of users generate traffic according to a
Poisson process. The stretch of the highway is modeled with two lanes per direction,
and each user is randomly assigned to one lane. Anytime a user arrives to the end
of the highway, it performs an u-turn. Moreover, when arriving to any of the ends
of the highway, the number of prepared cells in the window decreases because there
are no more cells in the area. When turning back, the number of prepared cells starts
growing at the same rate as the UE advances through the highway. As a result, the
number of cells in the window is minimum at the ends of the highway, and maximum
in the middle point. This models the effect of users entering and leaving the small
cells area, while keeping a certain traffic density along the road. Statistics are only
collected among the highway users.
A fast transition between small cells is guaranteed by setting the SeNB change
offset to 1 dB and 40 ms of time-to-trigger (TTT). Poor secondary links are avoided
by setting the SeNB release event with a threshold of -17 dB of RSRQ. To ensure that
the users are able to traverse the whole highway stretch, the simulation time is set to
210 s. Additional simulation parameters are summarized in Table E.3.
Two sets of simulations are considered. One where all highway users perform
traditional DC operations, and another one where all users and small cells support
autonomous cell management. For autonomous operations, the maximum size of the
window (N) varies from 3 to 119 cells. Furthermore, both aforementioned window
updating policies are adopted. For Policy B, the threshold L is set to a half, a third
and a quarter of the maximum window size. If L results in an odd number, the value
is rounded to the next integer.
The key performance indicators (KPIs) considered in this study are: the number
of cell management events, the number of RRC and X2 messages exchanged between
eNBs and UEs, and the number of times an UE access an unprepared cell. All KPIs
are counted per UE per second.
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Table E.3: Simulation Parameters
Transmitted power Macro: 46 dBm. Pico: 30 dBm
Path loss model
Macro: Vehicular test environment [13]
Small Cells: Urban Micro (UMi) [14]
Number of UEs 230 slow users + 400 highway users
Users speed Background: 3 kmph. Highway: 130 kmph
Packet call size Negative exponential distributed. Average: 1 Mbit
Inter-arrival time Average: 2 s
Sim. Time 210 s
RLF Qin = -6dB. Qout = -8dB. T310+T311 = 2 s
MeNB Handover - A3 event
Offset: 3 dB. RSRP based. TTT: 256 ms
SeNB Management
SeNB Addition A4 event - RSRQ. Threshold: -12 dB. TTT: 40 ms
SeNB Change A6 event - RSRP. Threshold: 1 dB. TTT: 40 ms
SeNB Release A2 event - RSRQ. Threshold: -17 dB. TTT: 40 ms
Window Size (N) From 3 to 119
Threshold L N/2, N/3 and N/4
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Number of Messages per UE per Second
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
SeNB Add - Traditional
SeNB Add - Autonomous
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SeNB Change - Autonomous
SeNB Release - Traditional
SeNB Release - Autonomous
RRC Messages
X2 Messages
Fig. E.5: Number of required messages per UE per second for each SeNB event with traditional
dual connectivity and UE autonomous operations.
5 Performance Results
Simulation results indicate that an UE, traveling at 130 kmph, experiences an average
of 0.17 SeNB additions, 1.3 SeNB changes, and 0.16 SeNB releases per second. As
expected, the SeNB change dominates the statistics. Figure E.5 shows the average
number of messages necessary for performing each cell management event, with tra-
ditional DC and UE autonomous operations. The amount of signaling is calculated
by scaling the number of events with the counting of RRC and X2 messages presented
in Table E.1 and Figure E.2. Focusing the attention in the most dominant event, SeNB
change, traditional DC operations require a total of 14.2 messages per UE per sec-
ond. Concretely, 3.9 RRC and 10.3 X2 messages per UE per second. Autonomous cell
management reduces considerably the signaling overhead for this event, as all RRC
messages are eliminated, and the X2 signaling decreases to 5.2 messages per UE per
second. Summing up the overall signaling required for all the events, traditional DC
operations require a total of 4.9 RRC and 11.6 X2 messages per UE per second; while
UE autonomous requires only 0.35 RRC and 5.9 X2 messages per UE per second.
Nonetheless, UE autonomous also adds new signaling, as the small cells have
to be prepared in advance. Figure E.6 shows the amount of RRC and X2 signaling
required for preparing the small cells depending on the maximum size of the window.
In these simulations, the size of the window slowly increases as the UE enters the
highway, and shrinks as the UE arrives to any of the ends of the small cells area. As a
result, the number of cells preparations, at the extremes of the highway, are reduced
compared to the number of preparations in the center hence, producing the shape of
a decreasing curve for the overall results. The minimum amount of required signaling
can be achieved by simultaneously preparing (only once) all the cells in the highway.
However, many cells may be prepared in vain. Significant reductions can also be
achieved by adopting the moving window approach with the benefit of preparing
less amount of cells. Concretely, Policy B requires the smallest widow size to achieve
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Fig. E.6: Number of RRC and X2 messages, per UE per second, required for SeNB group-
preparation in UE autonomous operations.
the reduction in signaling that UE autonomous can provide.
Figure E.7 depicts the total contribution to signaling made by the combination of
all the SeNB events and the SeNB group-preparations. As a reference, the amount
of signaling that traditional DC operations require is also depicted. UE autonomous
eliminates completely the RRC signaling for the most predominant event, SeNB change;
therefore, even when adding the SeNB group-preparation, the overall RRC signaling
remains below the required amount for traditional DC. Analyzing the X2 signaling,
it can be seen that for small window sizes, the amount of required signaling for UE
autonomous is higher or equal that the amount required for traditional DC. This is
due to two effects: the first one is that the smaller the window is, the more group-
preparations have to be performed, specially if the window is updated at each SeNB
change (Policy A). The second reason is that for small window sizes, the probability
of finding an unprepared cell increases. Each time that this happens, the UE performs
a traditional DC operation, increasing the overall signaling.
Figure E.8 shows the overall achieved signaling reduction and the number of times
an autonomous UE finds an unprepared cell. As can be seen, the maximum achiev-
able reduction in signaling can be obtained by preparing all cells simultaneously. In
this case, the RRC and X2 messages are reduced by 92 % and 39 %, respectively. Sig-
nificant reductions in signaling can be also achieved by adopting the moving window
approach; however, small window sizes have a negative impact due to the probability
of the UE finding an unprepared cell along the way. The policy of updating the win-
dow at each SeNB change gives the lowest signaling reduction, due to the too frequent
window updating rate. Nevertheless, this policy achieves the minimum probability
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Fig. E.7: Total amount of RRC and X2 messages required for traditional DC and UE autonomous
cell management operations.
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Fig. E.8: Achieved signaling reduction with UE autonomous and number of times an UE finds
an unprepared cell.
of the UE finding an unprepared cell.
The presented results manifest that is not necessary to prepare a big amount of
small cells to achieve a significant signaling reduction, with a low probability of ac-
cessing an unprepared cell. For instance, preparing only 10 cells (5 at each side of
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the highway), gives a signaling reduction of 37 % over the air and 4 % between eNBs,
when updating the window at each SeNB change. On the other hand, by adopting
the updating Policy B, with N = 10 and L = N/4, the RRC and X2 signaling are
reduced by 30 % and 82 %, respectively.
6 Conclusions
Control signaling overhead in a highway scenario with traditional LTE DC operations
and with UE autonomous cell management is studied by means of system level sim-
ulations. The results reveal that traditional DC operations require an exchange of 4.9
RRC and 11.6 X2 messages per UE per second, due to the large amount of mobility
events. UE autonomous cell management significantly reduces the amount of signal-
ing, although it requires preparing the cells in advance. The maximum reduction can
be achieved by simultaneously prepare all cells in the highway; however, many cells
may be prepared in vain. The approach of a window that follows the movement of
the UE brings significant reductions with the benefit of preparing less number of cells.
By preparing only 10 cells around the UE, a reduction in the exchanged messages of
37 % over the air, and 4 % between eNBs, can be obtained.
As future work, it is proposed to further study other strategies for preparing the
small cells as well as the impact on the end-user throughput. Furthermore, it is also
recommended to explore the benefits of implementing improved mobility mechanism
where, for instance, cell management decisions are supported by uplink measure-
ments. Moreover, the learnings from these studies can be used as an inspiration for
reducing the signaling when designing the mobility procedures for the upcoming
fifth-generation (5G) of mobile networks.
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This part of the thesis sets out to solve the most critical limitation for low-latency ap-
plications: the handover data interruption time. As a reference, the solutions that are
currently under investigation by the 3GPP for LTE-A Pro are taken as a starting point.
Different enhancements are later proposed in order to eliminate the data disruption
at handovers.
Moreover, this part also proposes other mobility management enhancements, where
the handover decision algorithms select the most suitable target cell in terms of user
throughput, improving the user experience for media-content applications.
1 Motivation
To date, the handover data interruption time has not been considered a critical issue,
as the majority of multi-media and voice applications are able to support the typical
handover latencies, minimizing the impact on the end-user experience. However,
the envisioned applications for 5G with more stringent specifications calls for new
scenarios where latencies in the order of milliseconds must be complemented with
zero mobility interruption gaps, not only in ultra-reliable scenarios such as mobile
service robots in factories, but also in high-mobility scenarios with connected cars in
highways [1].
Therefore, and due to the high importance of meeting these mobility require-
ments, two techniques are considered in this part of the thesis for reducing mobility
interruption time. The random access (RA)-less handover (RA-less handover) and
the make-before-break handover type. The first technique takes advantage of having
time-synchronized base stations, where the RA and synchronization phase during the
handover can be eliminated, reducing the overall handover latency and the data in-
terruption time. The second one allows the UE to maintain the connectivity towards
the source cell during the entire handover process. As a result, the UE still receives
data while the handover procedure is carried out, thereby reducing the service inter-
ruption.
Firstly, this part of the thesis evaluates the suitability of these solutions for ful-
filling the zero-data interruption at handovers. The overall latency of the legacy LTE
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and the new RA-less handover is analyzed. After identifying the main challenges,
enhancements for further reducing the data interruption in the RA-less handover are
proposed. These proposals include an integration of the synchronous handover and
the make-before-break functionality, with an enhanced data forwarding mechanism
between eNBs.
Furthermore, this part of the thesis proposes additional mobility enhancements.
For ultra-reliable low latency applications, the handover data interruption time must
be eliminated. However, for media-content applications it is required to provide the
best user experience in terms of throughput. To this end, and from the point of view
of mobility management, handover decision algorithms must assure that the users are
connected to the most suitable cells. Therefore, a user association and traffic-steering
algorithm that selects the best target cell based on end-user throughput estimates is
also presented.
2 Objectives
The objectives pursued in this part of the thesis are:
• Evaluate the suitability of the synchronous RA-less handover and the make-
before-break techniques for meeting the zero-data interruption time at han-
dovers required for the ultra-reliable low latency applications. The evaluation
must be done by performing a detailed latency analysis of the handover proce-
dures.
• Based on the previous evaluation, identify the weaknesses and issues of those
solutions and propose enhancements for further reducing the interruption time.
• Analyze the possibilities for realizing real make-before-break handovers where
the data interruption is eliminated, without increasing the overall handover
latency.
• Propose additional mobility enhancements and user association techniques in
HetNet scenarios that increase the end-user throughput, hence improving the
user experience for media-content applications.
3 Included Articles
The work related to this part of the thesis is collected in the following papers:
Paper F. Towards Zero Data Interruption Time with Enhanced Synchronous
Handover
This article presents an extensive analysis of the overall handover latency considering
UE and eNBs processing delays, UE reconfiguration times, and X2 interface latencies.
Having the current LTE-A Pro solutions as a reference, this paper proposes enhance-
ments of the handover procedure for reducing and eliminating the data interruption
time. An enhanced handover mechanism is presented, integrating both, the RA-less
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and the make-before-break procedures, for eliminating the data interruption without
increasing the overall handover latency. Moreover, a promising procedure for man-
aging and synchronizing the buffers at the source and target cells is proposed, which
reduces the data transmission interruption time.
Paper G. Mobility Enhancements from LTE towards 5G for High-Speed
Scenarios
This magazine provides an overview of the presented results and the proposed mo-
bility enhancements from papers B, D, E and F, showing how each publication relates
to each other. Furthermore, the magazine discuss some of the disruptive ideas in
the design of mobile networks such us the uplink and downlink decoupling, and the
user-centric and cell-less concept [2–4] in relation to mobility procedures.
Paper H. Throughput-based Traffic Steering in LTE-Advanced HetNet De-
ployments
This paper proposes traffic steering algorithms on which the network utilizes the user
experienced SINR and the number of users connected to each cell, to estimate the
target cell where the users will achieve the highest throughput. Two algorithms are
proposed. In the first implementation, the network blindly handover the users to the
cell that offers the highest throughput. In the second implementation, the handover is
forced if, and only if the network estimates that the sum of the overall user throughput
in the system augments. As an initial evaluation, the performance of these features is
analyzed by means of system level simulations of a dual-layer HetNet 3GPP scenario
with users moving at low and medium-speeds. Results are presented comparing a
baseline case (where none of the traffic steering solutions are enabled), with those
cases where the proposed algorithms are activated in the network.
4 Main Findings
Eliminating the data interruption time with RA-less handovers and make-
before-break techniques
The synchronous handover reduces the overall latency by avoiding the RA at each
mobility event. The results showed in Paper F demonstrate that even though the RA-
less handover potentially reduces the service interruption, the 0 ms required for the
upcoming 5G applications is not fulfilled. This is due to the fact that there are several
non-ideal factors to consider in the handover latency.
First, the processing times at the UE and eNB cannot be neglected. At the UE
side, the processing time increases when the UE needs to reconfigure towards a new
frequency band (in case of an inter-frequency handover), as the radio-frequency retun-
ing is not instantaneous. Second, to carry out the handover process, the cells involved
need to exchange signaling messages, and the source cell must forward the content
of its buffer to the target. These procedures result in additional delays due to the
non-zero eNB processing times and the latencies of the X2 interface that implements
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the back-haul. As a result, the processing delays, the UE reconfiguration times, and
the X2 interface latency should be simultaneously reduced to minimize the handover
data interruption time.
The RA-less handover implements the data forwarding during the handover exe-
cution. This means that the source cell forwards the content of its buffer to the target
after commanding the handover to the UE. Right after receiving the handover com-
mand, the UE proceeds to reconfigure its receiver chain towards the target cell. The
data forwarding between cells is a process that is highly sensitive to the X2 latency.
Therefore, the UE may complete the reconfiguration towards the target cell before
the source finishes forwarding the content of its buffer, not allowing the target cell to
resume the data exchange at the instant of the handover, and increasing the data in-
terruption. To reduce these effects, Paper F proposes a buffer management procedure
for synchronous handovers during the handover preparation stage, where the serv-
ing cell estimates the amount of data that should be forwarded to the target based on
CQI reports, QoS and other parameters. The evaluation of this technique performed
in Paper F revealed that this feature reduces the data interruption by 18 % (8 ms)
compared to the basic RA-less implementation.
Paper F also evaluates the handover latency for a 5G scenario where the UE and
eNB processing times are reduced by a factor of 10 and the latency of the interfaces
that interconnects the eNBs is reduced by a factor of 5. The results concluded that al-
though the data interruption is considerably reduced, the data disruption still persists
in the RA-less handover procedure.
However, the studies conducted in Paper F also showed that the data interrup-
tion time can be completely eliminated with the make-before-break technique. The
solution presented proposes the integration of the make-before-break with the RA-
less handover. Thereby, making it possible to use the proposed buffer management
procedure for synchronous handovers. It is also suggested that a duplicated receiver
chain at the UE side should be implemented, so the reconfiguration towards a new
frequency band can be performed while the UE still receives data from the source cell.
The results obtained in the evaluation of this method conclude that the proposed
synchronous make-before-break handover achieves zero-service interruption without
increasing the overall handover latency.
Improving the user experience by selecting the most suitable target cell,
based on estimates of the achievable user throughput
It is expected that future 5G networks will evolve towards even more heterogeneous
systems. Therefore, it is necessary to develop fast and efficient user association tech-
niques for HetNet scenarios capable of tracking the dynamics of the network. To this
end, instead of relying on traditional power measurements for triggering handovers,
paper H proposed two traffic steering algorithms that monitor the instantaneous user
throughput. In the presented algorithms the achievable throughput on each of the
neighboring cells was estimated. Afterwards, the set of candidate cells that could
provide the highest throughput was selected.
The simulation results showed that the first of the proposed algorithms brought
the best performance in terms of average user session throughput, and in terms of the
efficient used of the available resources. Using this method, the network forced the
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handover of the active users towards the cell where it is predicted the highest achiev-
able instantaneous throughput. As a result, the fast traffic fluctuations in the system
were tracked, achieving an average session throughout gain of 32 % at low-load net-
work conditions. However, this was accompanied by an increase in the number of
handovers, reaching as high as 3 handovers per user per second.
The second algorithm forced the handovers only when an increase in the sum of
the overall user throughput was estimated, producing more promising results. This
technique reduced the number of handovers without degrading the performance sig-
nificantly. For instance, at medium-load network conditions, the number of handovers
were reduced by 41 % while still offering session throughput gains of 19 %.
As both, low- and medium-speed cases were simulated under the same handover
parametrization, the performance of the baseline case (with no traffic steering solu-
tions enabled) dropped when the users in the system moved at 50 kmph compared
with 3 kmph. However, the results revealed that the first suggested traffic steering
algorithm tended to overcome this issue, bringing the average session throughput
curves for 3 and 50 kmph together. Moreover, the RLFs observed at 50 kmph in the
baseline case were eliminated whenever any of the traffic steering implementations
were switched-on.
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Towards Zero Data Interruption Time with Enhanced Synchronous Handover
Abstract
This paper presents enhancements for lowering the handover data interruption time in future
wireless networks. We propose a selective data forwarding for the handover preparation phase,
and the integration of the make-before-break procedure with the synchronous random access-
less handover. To evaluate our proposals, we analyze the handover timing for typical and
variable values of the user equipment and e-NodeB processing times, and X2 interface latencies.
Our results show that the processing delays, reconfiguration times, and the X2 latency should
be simultaneously reduced to minimize the data interruption time. Selective data forwarding
during the handover preparation reduces the data interruption time by 18 % compared to the
basic random access-less handover with typical network delays. Make-before-break is the most
suitable handover type for future low-latency applications, as it achieves zero data interruption
independent of the latency of the handover steps.
1 Introduction
The long term evolution (LTE) handover (HO) is of the break-before-make type, meaning
that there is a data interruption at each HO. Measurements in operational LTE net-
works have reported typical interruption times of 17-50 ms ( [1–3]). These values are
in line with the average target requirements of 27-60 ms set in [4]. However, the mea-
surements in [1, 3] also revealed that interruption times of hundreds of milliseconds
are sometimes experienced.
To date, the service interruption has not been considered a critical issue as it has
been tolerated by the majority of current LTE use cases. Nonetheless, nowadays it
is becoming more and more relevant. Thus, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) is investigating options for reducing the HO latency in LTE-Advanced Pro
(LTE-A Pro), where a typical data interruption time of 49.5 ms is assumed as a base-
line [5].
One considered solution is the time-synchronous random access (RA)-less HO [6].
This option reduces the HO latency by avoiding the RA procedure. Nevertheless, the
data interruption is not eliminated as the target cell must wait for the UE reconfigura-
tion before resuming the data transmission. The second solution that 3GPP considers
is the make-before-break HO, where the user equipment (UE) is able to receive data
from the source and target cell during the HO process [5].
For the future fifth generation (5G) of mobile networks the target data interruption
time is 0 ms for intra- and inter-frequency HOs [7]. To achieve this goal, this paper
proposes enhancements for reducing the HO time and the data interruption in the
synchronous RA-less HO.
Firstly, we propose a selective data forwarding between cells during the HO prepa-
ration phase. In a RA-less HO the UE receives data from the source cell during this
HO stage. Therefore, this solution requires an efficient flow-control mechanism to
keep the buffers of the source and target in-sync. Given this, [8] proposes a scheme
where the same data is available at both access points. Buffer synchronization is done
by means of messages exchanged between the access points to notify the successful
delivery of the packets to the UE, increasing the amount of signaling overhead. In-
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stead of the source cell forwarding a full copy of its buffer to the target, we propose a
method for predicting a selected amount of data that the source should forward to the
target so data transmission can be resumed from the first non-delivered packet. This
prediction is based on channel quality indicator (CQI) reports from the UE. Secondly,
we propose a synchronous make-before-break technique for intra- and inter-frequency
handovers, in-line with the HO procedure currently considered by 3GPP.
Our proposals are evaluated by an exhaustive analysis of the HO timing and the
data interruption. We include the delays of each of the HO steps such as the UE
and e-NodeB (eNB) processing times, the X2 interface latency, and the transmission
times of each exchanged message. We not only consider the typical delays measured
and reported in [5] and [6], but also variable X2 interface delays, and variable UE
reconfiguration times.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the HO procedure in LTE
and the typical HO delays. Section 3 presents the synchronous RA-less HO, while
Section 4 describes the proposed enhancements. Section 5 presents the results in
terms of latency reductions and Section 6 concludes the paper with the final remarks.
2 The LTE Baseline Handover
Fig. F.1 depicts the flow chart of the LTE HO, which is divided into three phases: HO
preparation, HO execution and HO completion [9]. Measured at the UE, the HO prepara-
tion starts when the UE sends the measurements report to the network, and finishes
when the UE receives (and processes) the HO command. This phase is dominated by
the time the network takes to decide whether the HO should take place.
Once the UE receives the HO command, the HO execution phase starts. Then, the
UE terminates the data exchange with the source cell, and proceeds to reconfigure
towards the target. In parallel, the source cell starts forwarding the content of its
buffer to the target. In case of an inter-frequency HO, the UE reconfiguration includes
the radio-frequency (RF) retuning. Afterwards, the UE proceeds to access the target
cell via the RA channel (RACH). The HO execution finishes when the UE sends the
Radio Resource Control (RRC) Connection Reconfiguration Complete message, confirming
that it is ready to receive data, and the target cell resumes the data transmission. The
data interruption equals approximately the HO execution. However, additional time
for the UE to receive and decode the first data from the target cell is required because
of scheduling delays, hardware processing times and propagation delays.
The HO completion phase concludes the whole procedure with the user plane
update at the mobility management entity (MME) and the serving gateway (SGW).
More details of the LTE HO procedure can be found in [10]. The typical latency
values considered for the computation of the HO timing are shown in Table F.1, and
also correspond to the numbers in brackets in Fig. F.1.
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Fig. F.1: The baseline LTE HO. The number on brackets correspond to the latency components
from Table F.1. The sign | indicates parallel events.
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Table F.1: Typical Latency Values in the LTE Handover
UE Processing Times
(1) Processing HO command 15 ms [5]
(2) UE reconfiguration including RF retuning 20 ms [5]
(3) Acquiring first available RACH in target cell 2.5 ms [5]
(4) DL Data decoding 3 ms [5, 9]
(5) Processing UL allocation message 3 ms
eNB Processing Times
(6) HO decision 15 ms
(7) Admission control 22 ms [6]
(8) Processing RRC message 5 ms [6]
(9) Processing X2 message 5 ms [6]
(10) Buffering incoming data 3 ms
(11) TTI alignment 0.5 ms [5]
eNB-eNB Messages
(12) X2 message encapsulation and transmission 5 ms [6]
(13) Data forwarding preparation and transmission 5 ms [6]
Air Interface Messages
(14) RRC message encapsulation and transmission 6 ms [5, 6]
(15) PRACH preamble transmission 1 ms [5]
(16) UL allocation and TA transmission 5 ms [5]
(17) Data transmission 1 ms [5]
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Fig. F.2: The basic RA-less HO [6]. The number on brackets correspond to the latency compo-
nents from Table F.1. The sign | indicates events that happen in parallel.
3 The Basic Synchronous RA-less Handover
Fig. F.2, illustrates the synchronous RA-less HO. Assuming a time-synchronized net-
work, the source and target cells agree on the time instant (T) for the HO, which is
then communicated to the UE in the HO command. The source cell schedules data to
the UE until the HO time instant (T). Thereafter, the target starts sending data to the
UE. The selection of time instant T is critical. A large value would unnecessarily in-
crease the HO time, whereas a small value would not be sufficient for the UE and the
network to be ready before the HO takes place. As can be seen in Fig. F.2, the instant
T must be selected for allowing the UE to process the HO command with a certain
margin, but as small as possible to avoid a radio-link failure (RLF) on the degrading
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link with the source cell.
Given that the source and target cells are time-synchronized, the UE is capable of
computing the time advance (TA) at the target cell by measuring the time difference
between the received signals from the source and the target. This procedure can be
done while the UE performs the measurements of the reference signals transmitted by
the cells [6]. Therefore, the RA is no longer required, avoiding the latency components
3 and 15 from Table F.1 and reducing the data interruption time.
Although the RA is avoided, the data interruption persists due to several factors.
The target cell has to wait for the UE to send the RRC Connection Reconfiguration
Complete before resuming the data transmission. This RRC message cannot be sent
until the UE receives the up-link (UL) allocation at the target cell. Moreover, the target
cell cannot send data to the UE until the source forwards the content of its buffer, a
process that is highly sensitive to the latency of the X2 interface.
The UL allocation can be included in the HO command, eliminating the latency
components 5 and 16 from the HO execution, and further reducing the data interrup-
tion time [5].
4 Enhancements of the RA-less Handover
4.1 Early Data Forwarding During the Handover Preparation
In the basic RA-less HO, the source cell forwards the content of its buffer to the target
(via X2 interface) while the UE performs the reconfiguration. In real networks the
X2 latency may vary from a few to tens of milliseconds. Therefore, the UE could
complete the reconfiguration and send the RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete
before the forwarded data is available at the target cell. If the target has no data to
transmit this situation leads to additional data interruption time.
To avoid having an empty buffer in the target at the HO time instant we propose
to move the data forwarding to the HO preparation. Specifically, the early data for-
warding can be initiated at the same time the HO is commanded to the UE. However,
as the source cell continues transmitting data during the HO preparation it is neces-
sary to implement a mechanism that keeps the buffers of both cells in-sync without
interrupting the ongoing communication. As shown in Fig. F.3, we propose that the
source cell predicts the fraction of its buffer that should be available at the target.
This prediction should minimize the probability of running out of data before the HO
instant, and minimize the probability of a buffer overrun at the target.
The CQI, periodically reported by the UE, indicates the highest modulation scheme
and code rate to be used during data transmission. The source cell can combine
this information with the amount of physical resource blocks (PRBs) scheduled to
the UE, the quality of service (QoS), and the transmission error rate, to estimate the
data rate (R) for transmitting data to the UE between the reception of the HO request
acknowledgment (ACK) (THOACK), and the HO time instant (T). Then, the estimated
amount of data to be transfered to the UE between THOACK and T, is calculated as
MSource→UE = R · (T − THOACK). If M is the total amount of data stored in the buffer
of the source cell then, the amount of data to be transfered to the target can be calcu-
lated as MSource→Target = M − MSource→UE.
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Fig. F.3: Proposed data forwarding during the HO preparation.
4.2 Synchronous Make-Before-Break Handover
The make-before-break HO consists of keeping the connection to the source cell until
the access towards the target has been completed [5]. Therefore, the UE receives data
during the entire HO process, eliminating the service interruption.
Fig. F.4 illustrates our proposed implementation of this type of HO in a time-
synchronous network. The UL allocation is sent together with the HO command,
eliminating the need of a specific message during the HO execution. Assuming the
adoption of the previously discussed technique, the data forwarding between cells is
moved to the HO preparation. For inter-frequency HOs, where the UE is unable to
receive data while performing the RF tuning towards a different frequency band, this
solution requires the use of a duplicated receiver (Rx) chain at the UE. In this way, the
UE can still receive data from the source in one of the chains while it reconfigures the
second one towards the target cell. The cost of this benefit is a higher UE complex-
ity, as it is required for implementing today’s LTE dual connectivity solutions [11].
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Fig. F.4: The proposed synchronous break-before-make HO. The number on brackets correspond
to the latency components from Table F.1. The sign | indicates events that happen in parallel.
To ensure that the UE is ready to receive data from the target at the HO time, it is
proposed that the UE performs the reconfiguration right after receiving the HO com-
mand. Thus, in this study, the HO time instant (T) coincides with the instant the UE
completes the reconfiguration.
Immediately the time instant T the target cell starts sending data to the UE, to-
gether with the source cell. In parallel, the UE simultaneously transmits the RRC
Reconfiguration Complete message and data to the target in the UL allocation indicated
in the HO command. This RRC message is used for triggering the network path
switch update and initiate the release of the source cell. However, if radio conditions
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are favorable, the source cell can be kept for a longer time. As depicted in Fig. F.4, the
UE receives data from the source and target cells simultaneously, during the time in-
terval [T, T1]. As the connection to both cells are overlapping in time, this HO scheme
is more robust towards inaccuracies in the estimation of T, and in the prediction of
the amount of data to be forwarded to the target cell. Therefore, a larger margin
for the time instant T is allowed. Nonetheless, as the likelihood of experiencing an
RLF on the source link increases with the HO time instant, a large value of T is not
recommended.
5 Evaluation of the Proposed Enhancements
The proposed enhancements are evaluated by comparing the HO timing of the legacy
LTE HO, the basic RA-less HO, the RA-less HO with early data forwarding, and the
synchronous make-before-break HO. For computing the timing of the RA-less HO
with early data forwarding we follow the chart in Fig. F.2, but with the UL allocation
included in the HO command, and the data forwarding starting in the HO prepara-
tion.
We assume that it takes 4 ms for the source cell to predict the fraction of the
buffer that should be forwarded. For the sake of simplicity, we consider that there
are no errors in the prediction. However, if the source cell overestimates the fraction
of the buffer to be forwarded, it may then run out of data before the handover time
instant. On the contrary, if the source cells underestimates the amount of data, it may
have to forward the remaining content of its buffer to the target after the handover
time instant. All the received packets from the target cell must then be reordered at
the UE. In any case, the impact of these issues are diminished by the make-before-
break. Moreover, we assume no data loss during the forwarding and that the source
cell can always transmit data to the UE during the HO preparation. For each HO
implementation, we analyze the preparation time, the execution time, and the data
interruption time. Furthermore, the overall HO latency is evaluated by computing the
elapsed time from the UE sending the measurement report that triggers the HO, until
it receives the first data from the target cell.
5.1 Handover Timing with Typical Delays
Fig. F.5 shows the HO timing for each of the solutions with the typical delays from
Table F.1. As can be seen, all HO types result in the same preparation time. Al-
though early forwarding and make-before-break implement the data forwarding be-
tween cells within the HO preparation, the required time for this phase does not
increase. This is because the typical time that it takes for the UE to process the HO
command (15 ms) is larger than the typical time it takes for the source cell to send the
first set of data to the target (5 ms), and the time it takes for the target cell to buffer it
(3 ms).
The RA-less HO reduces the HO execution time (and the data interruption) by
3.5 ms compared to legacy LTE. Moving the data forwarding between cells to the HO
preparation, reduces the HO execution time by 8 ms more. Nonetheless, 35.5 ms of
data interruption time still persists because the target cell has to wait for the UE to
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complete the reconfiguration. Make-before-break achieves the best performance as it
is the only HO implementation that completely eliminates the data disruption, while
achieving the lowest HO execution time.
This is the performance considering typical delays. However, each UE, eNB and
X2 interface may have different latency profiles, producing other HO timing.
5.2 UE and X2 Latency Sensitivity Analysis
Fig. F.6 illustrates the data interruption time for each HO considering variable UE
reconfiguration times and X2 latencies. The UE reconfiguration time is set to 0, 5, 10,
15 and 20 ms while the X2 latency is swept from 0 to 20 ms. An X2 latency close
to 0 ms can be achieved by interconnecting the eNBs with optical fiber. The rest of
delays are as shown in Table F.1.
Figs. F.6 (a) and (b) show that for UEs with a low reconfiguration time the per-
formance of the legacy LTE is similar to RA-less. However, as the UE reconfiguration
time increases the reductions in the HO execution and data interruption time brought
by the RA-less HO becomes significant.
The figures also show the trade-off between the X2 latency and the UE reconfig-
uration time in the legacy LTE and RA-less HO. The source and target cells need to
exchange some X2 messages for the status transfer and the data forwarding. If the
time that it takes to exchange these messages is larger than the UE reconfiguration
time, the X2 latency dominates the overall delay. As a result, the plots show an in-
creasing linear tendency with the X2 latency. On the other hand, there is no benefit
from having a super fast X2 interface as the network has to wait for the UE to complete
the reconfiguration.
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Fig. F.6 (c) shows that forwarding data between cells during the HO preparation
eliminates the dependency of the data interruption time with the X2 latency. Nev-
ertheless, the UE reconfiguration time should be reduced to keep a minimum data
interruption. Additionally, as can be observed in Figs. F.6 (a), (b) and (c), short UE
reconfiguration times and low latency X2 interfaces do not eliminate completely the
data interruption, due to other delays such as the UE and eNB processing times and
the exchange of RRC messages.
These results show that it is necessary to simultaneously lower the UE and eNB
processing times, and the X2 latency to minimize the data interruption time. Nonethe-
less, the make-before-break HO eliminates the data interruption independent of the
latency of HO steps.
5.3 Handover Timing Towards 5G
Next, we consider 10x lower HO UE processing times, 10x lower HO eNB processing
times, and 5x lower delays for encapsulating and transmitting a message via the X2
interface, compared to the typical values from Table F.1. These factors correspond to
our estimations for 5G. We also assume 1 ms for transmitting any message over the
air and 125 µs for the TTI alignment at the eNB.
Table F.2 shows a comparison between the HO timing assuming typical delays,
and the timing with lower latencies. 10x faster UEs and eNBs, and 5x faster X2 inter-
faces, reduces the interruption time by a factor of 5.9 for legacy LTE HO, and 6.5 for
RA-less HO. Similar reductions can be achieved with early data forwarding. However,
even with all latencies reduced, the data interruption persists. The make-before-break
is the only HO type that achieves zero data interruption time, being the only im-
plementation that fulfills the new stringent requirements for the next generation of
mobile networks.
6 Conclusions
To reduce the data interruption time in the RA-less HO we propose a selective data
forwarding mechanism during the HO preparation phase, where the source cell es-
timates the amount of data that should forward to the target based on CQI reports,
QoS and other parameters. Moreover, we also propose the make-before-break proce-
dure in the synchronous RA-less HO. To evaluate the performance of the proposals,
an analysis of the HO timing is performed, including the UE and eNB processing
times, and the X2 latencies. Our results reveal that selective data forwarding re-
duces the data interruption by 8 ms compared to the basic RA-less HO with typical
delays. Make-before-break eliminates the data interruption, fulfilling the latency re-
quirements imposed by the design specifications of the next generation of mobile
networks.
For future work, it is recommended to further asses the performance of these
proposals in various scenarios via system level and protocol simulations, including
packet loss and cases where the source cell cannot transmit the estimated amount of
data to the UE due to poor radio-link conditions. Moreover, it is proposed to study
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procedures in order to detect and handle failures during a make-before-break HO,
and to evaluate the presented solutions under different network topologies.
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Mobility Enhancements from LTE towards 5G for High-Speed Scenarios
Abstract
Field measurements are analyzed to identify the most critical limitation of today’s LTE net-
works, namely the handover data interruption time. Typically, it varies from 24 to 50 ms,
sometimes reaching values greater than 100 ms. The analysis of the measurements is followed
by a study of potential solutions to reduce the interruption time. Our results reveal that
when upgrading the network to a heterogeneous network topology with dual connectivity, the
architectural option of split bearer offers a promising solution for reducing the data interrup-
tion. Additional mobility solutions in the form of synchronized handovers, make-before-break
techniques and partial user equipment autonomous cell management schemes are explored.
These solutions are equally relevant for the evolution of LTE and for 5G. An optimized data
forwarding scheme that reduces the interruption time for synchronous handovers is proposed.
Finally, we discuss further disruptive mobility research directions, including migration to-
wards cell-less designs, and decoupled downlink and uplink network associations for cases
with centralized radio network architectures.
1 Introduction
In December 1947, two engineers at Bell Labs, Douglas H. Ring and W. Rae Young,
proposed the concept of cells for mobile networks. Later, in 1960, R.H. Frenkiel and
P.T. Porter described the first ideas of handover, or changes between cells. Today, the
design of modern mobile communication systems continues to build on those pio-
neering cell-centric principles. Accordingly, the fourth-generation Long Term Evolu-
tion (LTE) also inherits the fundamental paradigms of cells (and handovers between
cells) to maintain a continuous data connection for users in motion, ranging from
pedestrian mobility to users in fast vehicles.
The LTE handover is network-controlled and user equipment (UE)-assisted for
active mode users, where the network is in charge of the handover decisions, based
on radio measurements performed by the UEs. The handover procedure is of the
break-before-make type, which means that during every handover there is a short
data interruption, as the connection to the source cell is “broken” before “making” the
connection to the target cell. Since the first LTE release, the standard has evolved into
LTE-Advanced (LTE-A), and recently into LTE-A Professional (Pro), the new branding
name used for the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) Release-13, and onwards.
Whereas the data interruption has not been considered a critical issue in the past, it
has recently attracted attention as part of the design of the fifth-generation (5G) new
radio (NR), targeting zero-data interruption at handovers [1].
In this article, we study the handover performance in a high-speed scenario cov-
ered by a network that evolves from traditional macro LTE towards LTE-A Pro and
5G NR, with special emphasis on the associated service interruption, the signaling
overhead and other commonly accepted counters of mobility performance. Such a
scenario is particularly challenging due to the large number of handovers experienced
by the UEs.
As understanding the mobility performance and the associated challenges for
legacy LTE in the scenario is a prerequisite, we start by presenting drive-test mea-
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surements for an operational macro-cellular LTE network in a highway. These field
measurements supplement earlier LTE measurement results reported in [2] and [3].
Secondly, we extend the analysis to the case where the network topology is up-
graded to a heterogeneous network (HetNet) layout by deploying small cells along
the highway, offering higher capacity in line with the growing traffic demands. The
mobility challenges that emerge in such a HetNet scenario are presented (see also [4]),
together with the opportunities for improving the mobility performance when com-
bined with the proper use of LTE-A Dual Connectivity (DC) ( [5, 6]). For the latter,
we analyze the dependency on the mobility performance from using different net-
work architectures. In fact, depending on the DC architecture an element of make-
before-break can be achieved, as the small cell connectivity can be changed while still
maintaining a stable data connection through the macro-layer.
Afterwards, we focus our attention on future candidate solutions such as syn-
chronous handovers, and make-before-break procedures [7]. Such solutions have
equal relevance for LTE-A Pro and the NR, both considered part of the 5G um-
brella of radio technologies. We evaluate the possibilities of these techniques for
improving the mobility performance, and provide recommendations for realizing real
make-before-break handovers. Our proposals include an enhanced data forwarding
for synchronous handovers, a realization of a synchronous make-before-break tech-
nique and UE autonomous cell management actions [4, 8], for reducing the signaling
overhead.
Finally, we conclude the article by presenting an evolution of the mobility innova-
tions from the early releases of LTE and LTE-A, towards LTE-A Pro, and providing our
visions for the 5G NR. In line with the studies in [9] and [10], we also discuss options
for moving beyond the original cellular mobile communications design paradigm
from 1947, and aim for a cell-less/user-centric design to further improve the mobility
performance. In order to ensure a high degree of realism, the presented performance
results in this article are based on the analysis of field measurements, findings from
laboratory measurements, and advanced system level simulations results.
2 Mobility performance in current LTE networks
Analysis of an LTE Macro-Network
The LTE handover is triggered by the UE reporting to the network the reference sig-
nal received power (RSRP) or the reference signal received quality (RSRQ) measured
from the neighboring cells. After processing the measurements report, the network
commands the handover to the UE via the RRC Connection Reconfiguration message,
including the mobility control information. At this point, the UE stops data exchange
with the serving cell, originating the data interruption time. Thereupon, the UE ini-
tiates the random access (RA) towards the target cell. Once completed, the UE sends
the RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete message, restoring the data exchange
with the network. At the UE side, the elapsed time from the instant the UE sends
the measurements report until it receives the handover command is called handover
preparation time. The elapsed time between the handover command and the RRC
Connection Reconfiguration Complete message is called handover execution time. Ide-
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ally, the data interruption time equals the handover execution time. However, other
factors such as scheduling delays and air-interface transmission times add further
service interruption to the end-user experience.
To characterize the data interruption time in a high-speed scenario, we performed
field-measurements in an operational LTE macro-network deployed by a major Dan-
ish operator along a highway stretch. The scenario is a 7.5 km section of the Euro-
pean route E-45 that passes through the city of Aalborg in Denmark. By the time the
measurements were performed, the whole segment was covered by 23 macro-cells,
operating at 1800 MHz. Four sets of drive tests were performed, traversing the high-
way from north to south and back, at an average speed of 100 km/h. Measurements
samples were collected through a Samsung Galaxy S-III with a proprietary software,
that allowed us to extract the radio resource control (RRC) signaling, among other
statistics. The handover timing at Layer-3 is calculated by analyzing the time-stamp
of the RRC messages at each handover. Further details on the measurement setup can
be found in [3].
There was no record of radio link failures (RLFs) or handover failures (HOF) dur-
ing the measurements. So the 3.6 handovers per minute experienced by the phone (on
average) were all successfully completed. The observed median handover preparation
time was 38 ms (with an extreme value of 130 ms), whereas the measured median han-
dover execution time was 24 ms. However, in 5 % of the cases, the data interruption
time was larger than 42 ms. On average, the phone was unable to receive or transmit
any data for 0.15 % of the traveling time. These results represent the performance of
a well-optimized macro-network. However, depending on the specific network im-
plementation, the experienced interruption time can be larger. For instance, the field
measurements in [2], reported typical interruption times of 50 ms.
Analysis of LTE-Advance with Dual Connectivity
We next consider the case where the network is upgraded with small cells distributed
along the roadsides of the highway, operating at the dedicated frequency of 3.4 GHz,
using the DC feature. A UE that is configured with DC consumes radio resources
from more than one cell, benefiting from the aggregation of multiple radio links. In
this operational mode, a macro-cell typically plays the role of the master e-NodeB
(MeNB), acting as the mobility anchor and managing the RRC signaling. The role
of the secondary eNB (SeNB) is played by a small-cell, providing additional radio
resources. While the connectivity in the primary link is governed by traditional han-
dovers (denominated MeNB handovers), the secondary link is managed by additional
mobility events: SeNB additions for aggregating the link, SeNB changes for changing
the serving cell, and SeNB removals for removing the aggregated link. Therefore, with
DC, the total number of mobility events increases compared to single connectivity.
In single-node connectivity, the radio bearers that carry the user-plane data ex-
perience a disruption every time a handover occurs, as the bearers must be moved
from the source to the target cell. However, in DC the data interruption depends on
the adopted network architecture. Two different user-plane architectures can be used
for implementing DC [6]: Secondary cell group (SCG) bearer and split bearer. Both
architectures are illustrated in Figure G.1.
In the SCG bearer architecture, the SeNB is connected directly to the core network
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Fig. G.1: Flow of two data bearers (A and B) considering different network architectures. a)
Single-node connectivity. b) DC with SCG architecture. c) DC with split bearer architecture.
(CN) and the user-plane data is split between eNBs at the serving gateway (S-GW).
The MeNB and the SeNB carry different data bearers (A and B in Figure G.1). Every
time an SeNB mobility event occurs, the serving gateway (S-GW) should transfer
bearer B from the MeNB to the added SeNB (in case of an SeNB addition), or from
the serving SeNB to the target SeNB (in case of an SeNB change), disrupting the
data bearer. Similarly, bearer A is interrupted every time a MeNB handover occurs.
These effects can be partially mitigated by forwarding data between eNBs. However,
the data interruption is inevitable, as the UE should perform the synchronization
towards the new cells, disrupting the data exchange.
In the split bearer architecture, the MeNB is the only one connected to the CN,
therefore in charge of splitting the user-plane data. As all bearers are terminated at
the macro-cell, data from bearer B can be transmitted via the MeNB and the SeNB.
Thus, during a SeNB operation such as SeNB change, bearer B is still scheduled
from the MeNB, eliminating the data interruption at SeNB events. However, the UE
is still subject to data interruption at each MeNB handover. Nevertheless, the overall
interruption time is reduced as the number of macro handovers is significantly smaller
than the number of small cells events.
To quantify the performance with DC, we consider 119 small cells deployed ev-
ery 100 meters along the high-way. Both connectivity options with single-node LTE
connectivity and LTE-A DC are evaluated. The performance is studied by means of
a dynamic system level simulator that reproduces the highway scenario. The study
in [3] confirms that the simulator produces accurate mobility results comparable with
real-life. Users traveling at a speed of 130 km/h are simulated. In line with our mea-
surements and the values reported in [7] and [11], 42 ms of data interruption time is
modeled for each handover. Additional details on the simulation methodology are
available in [12].
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Fig. G.2: Percentage of time an UE is unable to exchange any data with the network over the total
driving time in the highway for each connectivity mode and different user-plane architectures.
Our results reveal that the number of handovers increases from 3.6 to 69.6 events
per UE per minute, when upgrading the network to the considered HetNet layout
with single-node connectivity. Consequently, the UE is now unable to exchange any
data for approximately 5 % of the driving time. When adopting DC, the number of
handovers is reduced to 12 events per UE per minute, as those only happen at the
macro-layer. However, the number of secondary cell management events at the small
cell layer is high, as the UEs experience 98 SeNB events per minute.
The impact of these events on the data interruption varies significantly with the
adopted user-plane architecture. As shown in Figure G.2, with the SCG bearer ar-
chitecture the interruption time increases up to 7 % of the driving time, due to the
frequent SeNB changes. However, with split bearer architecture data gaps occur only
at the MeNB handovers, reducing the total service interruption to 0.8 % of the travel-
ing time, despite of the large number mobility events in the scenario. The interruption
time is higher than in the macro-only case due to the slightly larger number of han-
dovers produced by the more aggressive handover parametrization required when
deploying the small cell layer. More details can be found in [12].
Although the service interruption is not eliminated, split-bearer is the most suit-
able architecture for implementing DC as it brings the advantages of aggregating ad-
ditional links, while minimizing the data interruption. Nevertheless, DC comes at the
cost of higher signaling overhead and higher number of mobility decisions processed
by the network, due to the frequent mobility events.
3 Mobility enhancements towards 5G
Next, we present and analyze some of the candidate techniques for further reducing
the data interruption time [7], and for reducing the signaling overhead at mobility
events. These techniques are equally relevant for the continuous evolution of LTE
(LTE-A Pro) and the NR, which is currently under standardization.
Synchronous RA-less and make-before-break handover
Nowadays, there is a clear trend towards having time-synchronized base stations in
the field, offering possibilities for improved mobility performance. The time synchro-
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nized RA-less handover is one example that reduces the interruption time at each
handover [11]. The principle of this technique is as follows: During the handover
preparation phase, the serving and target cells negotiate the time instant where the
handover should take place. Afterwards, the serving eNB informs the UE about the
handover switching instant through the handover command. As the three entities
involved in the process are fully synchronized, the device can switch from the source
to the target cell at the negotiated instant. Given the time-synchronization of the cells,
and that the UE knows the current value of the time advance (TA) for the source cell,
the UE is hence capable of computing the TA at the target as outlined in [11]. This
means that the RA procedure is no longer required for acquiring the TA information
when accessing the target cell. Avoiding the RA, reduces the overall handover latency
and the data interruption time, resulting also in additional mobility robustness with
even lower probability of experiencing HOFs.
Figure G.3(a) illustrates the scheduled downlink data from the source and the
target cell versus time. Before the handover time, the UE is listening to the source
cell. At the handover time, the source cell stops transmission to the UE and the target
starts scheduling packets to the UE. At this point, the UE switches to the target cell.
Ideally, this transition could be done quasi-instantaneous at lower layers, reducing
the interruption time to fractions of a transmission-time-interval (TTI). Nonetheless,
at the RRC layer, the required exchange of signaling messages, and the eNB and
UE processing times make the service interruption time unneglectable. Moreover, in
case of an inter-frequency handover this transition may take longer, as the UE should
perform the radio-frequency retuning towards a different frequency. Additionally, the
data forwarding between cells occurs while the UE switches from the source to the
target cell [11]. Due to eNB processing delays and the latency of the X2 interface,
this procedure is not instantaneous, producing additional data interruption during
the handover.
Figure G.3(b) depicts an option for further reducing the interruption time in the
synchronous handover. In this case, data duplication from the source and target
cell is allowed, and the UE listens to both cells while performing the handover for
a short hysteresis time. However, it should be noted that for achieving the zero-
data interruption the network should support fast data forwarding between the cells
involved in the handover process, and an efficient flow-control mechanism to keep the
buffers at both cells in sync. Furthermore, the probability of an empty buffer at the
target cell and the probability of running out of data at the source before the handover
takes place should be minimized.
Figure G.4 illustrates a proposed buffer management for synchronous handovers.
In this procedure, the source cell derives the data-rate towards the UE, from the mo-
ment it commands the handover until the handover time instant. The source cell
thereby predicts the amount of buffered data that it can deliver to the UE, and im-
mediately starts forwarding the remaining data to the target cell. Estimation of the
data-rate is based on a combination of different parameters such as the periodical
channel quality indicator reported by the UE, the number of resources allocated to
the UE, the required quality of service, and the air interface transmission error rate.
The enhancements in Figures G.3(b) and G.4 present a synchronous make-before-
break handover, where the connection to the source cell is maintained until the ac-
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Fig. G.3: Synchronous RA-less handover. a) The UE experiences a data interruption while
switching from the source to the target cell. b) The interruption can be potentially reduced by
allowing data duplication from both, source and target cell during the handover switching.
cess towards the target cell has been established. Consequently, the UE can receive
data from the source cell during the entire handover execution, hence eliminating the
data disruption. As the UE needs to be able to receive data from both cells at the
same time, this solution requires to increase the UE complexity by duplicating the
radio-frequency (RF) chains, similarly to the implementation of those terminals that
currently support LTE-A with DC [6]. In an inter-frequency handover, the UE can
use one chain to perform the RF-retuning towards a new frequency, while still receive
data from the source at the other one.
Moreover, we propose to perform the UE reconfiguration during the preparation
stage, before the handover takes place. Thereby, the target cell can initiate the data
transmission immediately after the handover instant. In this case, the target does not
wait for the UE to send the RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete, and the reception
of this message by the target is left for initiating the source cell release. However, if
radio conditions favor it, the link with the source cell can be maintained over a longer
time.
To benchmark each of the presented enhancements, we calculate the typical han-
dover latencies for each of the described procedures: legacy LTE, RA-less handover,
RA-less handover with our proposed data forwarding mechanism, and the synchronous
make-before-break. We assume that the UE takes 15 ms to process the handover com-
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mand, an X2 interface latency of 5 ms, and a UE reconfiguration time of 20 ms that
includes the radio-frequency retuning. Other latency values such as encapsulation
and transmission times of each message over the air, and additional UE and eNB pro-
cessing times are extracted from the lab measurements reported in [11] and the values
used by 3GPP in [7].
Considering the different latencies of the handover steps, it can be calculated that
the typical data interruption time for an inter-frequency LTE handover is 47 ms. For
a RA-less handover, this interruption time is reduced to 43.5 ms. If the synchronous
handover is complemented with the proposed optimized buffer management, the in-
terruption time is further reduced to 35.5 ms. Nevertheless, due to signaling exchange,
hardware processing times, frequency retuning, and the exchange of the necessary
signaling, the data interruption persists. The calculation of these values can be repli-
cated by combining the latency values reported in [7] and [11], and the flow-charts
from [7] and Figure G.4.
Nonetheless, the make-before-break is the only solution that achieves zero-data
interruption. As the connection to the source and target cell is maintained during the
entire process, the handover data interruption is eliminated, with independence of
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the handover steps, the back-haul latency, and the time the different entities need to
perform the required operations for executing a successful serving cell change.
UE autonomous cell management
The work conducted in [13] presented different network-controlled mobility manage-
ment policies for LTE-A and their associated amount of signaling. To further de-
crease the signaling overhead for scenarios with DC, we propose to move from the
traditional design paradigm of network-controlled cell management towards UE au-
tonomous cell management procedures for the small cell layer [4]. The basic idea is
that the devices have the autonomy of deciding the mobility events at the small cell
layer, whereas the mobility at the macro layer is still governed by the network, provid-
ing the UEs a stable anchor point. By letting the devices decide on SeNB additions,
changes, and removals, the network is offloaded from the burden of taking frequent
mobility decisions. This feature lets the UEs to access directly the target cell via the
RA channel (RACH), reducing interaction with the network. Additionally, with this
level of autonomy, the UEs do not need to send measurement reports at each small
cell mobility event, considerably reducing the amount of signaling overhead.
The scheme requires preparing the involved cells in advance, as they should be
aware of the context of the devices that may request the access. Moreover, the UEs
should be configured with the list of prepared cells, their cell-specific parameters and
the set of RACH preambles to use when accessing the target cells. Preparing all the
roadside small cells for UE autonomous mobility would be the brute force solution.
However, this would mean preparing many small cells in vain. Therefore, we propose
a method for such a linear scenario, where a window of prepared cells surrounds the
UE, following its movement. As the UE moves along the highway the set of prepared
small cells that makes up the window should be updated. Two policies for modifying
the set of prepared small cells are proposed. The first one updates the cells every
time the serving SeNB changes. The second proposal modifies the set of prepared
cells only if the UE connects to the last cells of the window towards the direction of
movement. More details on these strategies can be found in [8].
Figure G.5 shows a comparison between the amount of RRC and X2 messages per
UE per second generated by traditional DC operations, and the amount of signaling
that UE autonomous cell management requires. The results are obtained by scaling
the number of cell management events obtained in the system-level simulations with
the number of signaling messages required by each event. As can be observed, au-
tonomous operations eliminate the RRC signaling for SeNB addition and change, and
considerably reduces the amount of signaling exchanged between eNBs through the
X2 interface at each SeNB event. Moreover, with this feature, the UE does not need to
wait for network cell management decisions. Therefore, the faster UE reactions at each
SeNB mobility event, helps to reduce the probability of RLFs at the secondary links.
This feature applies only to the small cell layer. Hence, the amount of MeNB han-
dovers and traditional RLFs in the primary link remain unaltered. Furthermore, this
solution can be complemented with our proposed synchronous make-before-break
handover at the MeNBs, avoiding the service interruption.
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connectivity and UE autonomous operations.
4 Overview of mobility enhancements
Table G.1 gives an overview of the mobility techniques and benefits from legacy LTE
to LTE-A Pro and 5G; evolving from single-node connectivity, to DC, and towards a
more generalized multi-node connectivity [14]. . It also presents the paradigm shift
from a fully network-controlled towards a partly UE autonomous cell management
scheme, offering attractive benefits in terms of reduced signaling overhead, and a
reduced burden for the network to constantly orchestrate cell management actions.
For the 5G-era, two possible disruptions of the traditional cellular design are al-
ready being discussed in the literature. Firstly, 5G could be the first standard that
deviates from the basic cellular design paradigm from 1947 [10]. Rather than manag-
ing resources per cell, a possible direction for 5G is to move towards a cell-less design,
applying a user-centric approach with resources per user. The realization of the for-
mer will require a centralized radio access network (C-RAN) architecture, as studied
in [9]. For such cases, the radio nodes will be considered as antenna groups, where
transferring user transmissions from one radio-node to another would correspond to
antenna switching. Likely, this feature will be controlled by physical-layer signaling
as opposed to the utilization of RRC signaling in current LTE mobility procedures.
However, although appearing as a promising disruption, there are still several open
research questions that need careful attention before concluding if a fully cell-less
design is a strong candidate solution for 5G C-RAN scenarios.
Secondly, since the very first cellular design, it has been assumed that a UE should
have the same cell association for the downlink and uplink communication links,
also known as a fully coupled link design. However, for HetNet topologies, recent
studies have shown that there are attractive performance benefits from allowing a
decoupled design, where a UE could be served in the downlink from one node, while
having its uplink transmission towards a different node [15]. Decoupling the links
generally requires strict synchronization and data connectivity between the involved
nodes, hence being relevant for centralized RAN architectures. However, it could be
realizable for other RAN architectures. For the 5G-era, with large diversity of used
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carrier frequencies (ranging from below 6 GHz operation up to cm-Wave and mm-
Wave band [1]), the benefits of pursuing a decoupled link design are anticipated to be
even more attractive. In terms of mobility management, a decoupled link design calls
for partly-independent handover actions for the two link directions, and the necessity
for deriving new procedures to facilitate that.
Although the enhancements listed in Table 1 are indicated per technology, there
are no solid restrictions on which enhancements are applicable to which standard.
This is mainly because standards such as LTE-A Pro are in constant development to
include more sophisticated enhancements.
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5 Conclusions
In this article, we analyze the evolution of the mobility performance in a high-speed
scenario for different technologies. Field measurements, extensive system-level simu-
lations, and simple analytics are used to illustrate both the strengths and challenges
of today’s standardized solutions, as well as proposals of how to improve the mo-
bility performance in future releases. A challenging highway scenario is used as a
case study. Measurements reveal that the UE suffers from service interruptions of
typically 24-50 ms during every handover with extreme values larger than 100 ms.
When upgrading the network with small cells, the use of DC with the split bearer
architecture is a promising solution for reducing the interruption time. Nevertheless,
LTE-A DC comes at the cost of higher signaling overhead due to the large number of
mobility events at the small cell-layer. Innovations such as synchronous handovers, an
enhanced mechanism for forwarding data between cells, and UE autonomous small
cell management to reduce the signaling overhead, are evaluated as potential mobility
solutions for LTE-A Pro and 5G. Our analysis conclude that make-before-break is a
promising type of handover for eliminating the data interruption time.
We recommend further research on disruptive solutions with a cell-less design,
without RRC controlled handovers, and a fully decoupled downlink/uplink network
association for centralized radio network implementations. The latter present another
paradigm shift for the functionality of handovers and cell management actions.
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Throughput-Based Traffic Steering in LTE-A HetNet Deployments
Abstract
The objective of this paper is to propose traffic steering solutions that aim at optimizing the
end-user throughput. Two different implementations of an active mode throughput-based traf-
fic steering algorithm for Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet) are introduced. One that always
forces handover of the active users towards the cell offering the highest throughput, and a sec-
ond scheme that aims at maximizing the systems sum throughput. Results show that the first
option brings the best performance at the cost of more than three handovers per user per second
for high-load cases. The second option offers slightly lower traffic steering gains at a consider-
ably lower cost in terms of number of handovers. The gain in terms of increased average session
throughput for the second option equals 32 % at low-load, 18 % at medium-load, and 7 %
at high-load conditions. The gain in the fifth percentile user session throughput is generally
higher, reaching values of 36 % and 18 % for the medium- and high-load conditions.
1 Introduction
The extensive deployment of Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) calls for reliable
user association strategies [1], as well as optimized traffic steering and load balancing
solutions. Radio handovers based on Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) al-
ready constitute a passive traffic steering solution in inter-frequency scenarios due to
the sensitivity of the metric to load fluctuations [2]. However, this feature not always
results in an efficient approach making it necessary to develop specific algorithms.
Current traffic steering solutions modify the user distribution between layers by ad-
justing handover boundaries or forcing handovers and cell re-selections according to a
certain Key Performance Indicator (KPI). A survey of inter-frequency and inter-Radio
Access Technology (RAT) traffic steering techniques for idle and connected mode, as
well as a fuzzy-logic algorithm for self-tuning handovers parametrization is presented
in [3]. Cell load or Physical Resource Block (PRB) utilization are common KPIs uti-
lized in several studies. For instance, [4] defines a version of a Mobility Load Balanc-
ing (MLB) scheme where a centralized server decides the optimal values of handover
margins. [5] examines an admission control algorithm for performing cell load balanc-
ing in HetNets. On the other hand, [6] proposes traffic steering procedures based on
the load-based metric Composite Available Capacity (CAC) [7]. Nevertheless, the pro-
cess of reacting to a change in a certain KPI by adjusting handover parameters leads
to slow algorithms based on time scales of several minutes or hours. An exhaustive
overview of current load balancing and user association techniques is presented in [8].
It is predicted that future 5G networks will evolve towards ever more heterogeneous
systems [9], favoring the exploration of new user association solutions.
Therefore, this article proposes fast traffic steering schemes in connected mode
for Long-Term Evolution (LTE) Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet) scenarios which
track the dynamics of the network by explicitly monitoring the instantaneous user
throughput. For each user, the throughput that could be achieved on each of the
neighboring cells is estimated. Afterwards, it is selected a set of candidate cells where
the highest throughput is achieved. Furthermore, traffic steering decisions may be
evaluated by predicting whether forcing the handover of the users may be beneficial
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or not. Performance is evaluated by means of system level simulations.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the scenario. Section 3 de-
scribes the proposed throughput-based traffic steering algorithms. Section 4 explains
the simulation setup while Section 5 details the obtained results. Finally, Section 6
summarizes the concluding remarks.
2 System Model and Performance Indicators
2.1 Scenario Modeling
The studies are conducted under a LTE HetNet scenario characterized by a set of small
cells distributed under the coverage of a macro layer. Macro and small cells layers are
deployed on dedicated carrier frequencies. Both, free moving users and hot-spot
users, are dropped randomly and move following random linear trajectories. Hot-
spot model replicates areas with high traffic density by confining the users within a
circular area around each small cell. More details on the user modeling can be found
in [10]. Data traffic is generated following a Poisson arrival process with a packet
call size modeled by a negative exponential distribution. To generate different load
conditions in the system, the average inter arrival time is swept while the number of
users remains constant. Radio Resource Control (RRC) idle mode is not considered
and users are associated to only one cell at a time. A baseline case is defined with
mobility parameters according to [10]. Thus, intra-frequency handovers are triggered
by the A3 event and based on the Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) metric.
Inter-frequency handovers are also triggered by the A3 event but based on RSRQ.
Inter-frequency measurements are triggered by the A2 event based on RSRQ.
2.2 Objectives and Performance Indicators
This paper is focused on proposing dynamic traffic steering solutions which try to
improve the user throughput by modifying the user-cell association. Optimized per-
formance with a minimum number of necessary traffic steering handovers is desirable
due to their impact in signaling. Low rate of Radio Link Failures (RLF) is also pre-
ferred. The set of KPIs utilized in the evaluation is constituted by: five percentile and
average session throughputs, number of traffic steering handovers and RLFs rate.
3 Throughput-Based Traffic Steering Algorithm
In order to develop a User Equipment (UE) throughput-based traffic steering algo-
rithm it is necessary to estimate the throughput that each user could get on each of
the cells of the system. In this section the mathematical framework of the throughput
estimation and the methodology for extracting the target cells are presented. After-
wards, a simplified analysis of the gain that throughput-based traffic steering could
achieve is detailed. The section concludes with a description of the algorithm imple-
mentation.
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3.1 Signal-to-Interference and Noise Ratio Estimation
The Signal-to-Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) for a user u connected to a certain
serving cell cs ∈ C, Γn,cs , can be written as [11]:
Γu,cs =
PRXu,cs
∑
C
k=1k 6=c f
ρkPRXu,k + N
(H.1)
Where C is the number of cells in the network, PRXu,cs is the wide-band received
power — assuming full transmitted power — by the user u from the serving cell cs, N
is the noise power and ρk ∈ [0, 1] models the resource utilization of each interfering
cell. In this model, ρk scales the interference depending on the traffic conditions: as
soon as there is one or more active users in a cell, all available Physical Resource
Blocks (PRBs) are assumed to be scheduled and full interference is considered with
ρk = 1. On the contrary, an empty cell generates no interference with ρk = 0. By
utilizing the physical layer measurements performed at the UE, this formula can be
also used to estimate the SINR of all cells discovered by each user even if it is not the
current serving cell.
3.2 Throughput Estimation
The mapping of the estimated achievable throughput of a user u in a cell c (r̂u,c) in
terms of the estimated SINR (Γ̂u,c) can be done by means of an adjusted Shannon
formula for the capacity. Assuming equal sharing of resources between all users, the
equation can be written as follows:
r̂u,c = Wc log2
(
1 + Γ̂u,c
)
·
1
Nc + 1
[bps] (H.2)
Where Wc is the cell bandwidth and Nc is the number of active users in the cell.
The term Nc + 1 predicts how the long-term averaged UE throughput varies when
adding a new user to the current number of active users in the cell. In a system with
a total number of N active users, the estimation of the throughput for all UEs and all
cells can be grouped in a matrix, R, of dimensions N × C:
R =


r̂1,1 r1,2 r̂1,3 . . . r̂1,C
r̂2,1 0 r2,3 . . . r̂2,C
r̂3,1 r̂3,2 r3,3 . . . r̂3,C
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
rN,1 r̂N,2 0 . . . r̂N,C


(H.3)
Where non hatted elements refer to the experienced throughput in the current
serving cell. If the UE is not able to measure a certain cell, the correspondent element
is marked with a zero.
3.3 Target Cells Selection
Once the matrix R has been created, the candidate target cells can be extracted. In
order to reduce the algorithm’s complexity and possible delays when selecting the
final target cell for each user in practical networks, the set of candidates is limited.
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Hence, for each active user all cells are ranked and the 2 best cells in terms of es-
timated throughput are identified: the cell where the user u achieves the maximum
estimated throughput, tu,1, and the cell where the user u achieves the second maxi-
mum throughput, tu,2. This can be expressed as:
tu,1 = arg maxj{r̂u,j}
tu,2 = arg maxk 6=j{r̂u,k}
(H.4)
All candidate cells for all active users can be grouped in a new matrix T of size
N × 2, expressed as:
T =


t1,1 t1,2
t2,1 t2,2
t3,1 t3,2
. . . . . . . .
tN,1 tN,2


(H.5)
In case a UE is not able to measure any other cell but the current server, the second
target cell is marked with 0.
3.4 Theoretical Analysis of the Gain
A simplified single-user traffic steering decision is analyzed to investigate the poten-
tial gain that can be obtained when a user is served by cell A and it is steered towards
cell B. Both, serving and target cells, operate with the same bandwidth. Full inter-
ference (ρk = 1) is assumed. According to (H.1), the SINR in the serving cell and the
estimated SINR in the target can be calculated as:
Γu,A =
PRXu,A
∑
C
k=1k 6=A PRXu,k + N
(H.6)
Γ̂u,B =
PRXu,B
∑
C
k=1k 6=B PRXu,k + N
(H.7)
Let NA and NB be the number of active users in cell A and B respectively before
the traffic steering action. Following (H.2), the throughput in both, serving and target
cell follows:
ru,A = Wc · log2 (1 + Γu,A) ·
1
NA
(H.8)
r̂u,B = Wc · log2
(
1 + Γ̂u,B
)
·
1
NB + 1
(H.9)
The ratio of these two estimates the throughput gain when steering the user:
r̂u,B
ru,A
=
NA
NB + 1
·
log2
(
1 −
PRXu,B
∑
C
k=1 Pk+N
)
log2
(
1 −
PRXu,A
∑
C
k=1 Pk+N
) (H.10)
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Fig. H.1: Potential gain regions when moving one user from cell A to cell B as a function of the
number of active users in both cells. The red and green colors refer to the regions of losses and
gain respectively.
From (H.10) it can be seen that the achievable gain depends on the ratio between
the number of active UEs in the serving and target, and the received power by the
user from both cells. Figure H.1 shows the different regions of gain for the cases when
the received power from the target is higher than the serving and vice-versa. The red
area points out the region where the quotient
r̂u,B
ru,A
< 1, whereas the green color refers
to the cases where
r̂u,B
ru,A
> 1. When the received power from serving and target cells is
the same, the gain and loss regions are symmetric. In such a case, to obtain any gain
the number of users in the target cell should be lower than the number of users in
the serving. If the received power from the target cell is lower than the one from the
current serving, the gain region shrinks. However, the opposite effect occurs when
the target cell is stronger than the current serving, e.g. when handover a user from
the serving macro to a pico cell on the vicinity. In this case, a gain is obtained even
if there are more users in the target cell than in the serving. This simplified analysis
does not take into account that a third cell C may simultaneously steer users towards
cell B possibly reducing the gain.
3.5 Traffic Steering – Option 1
Traffic Steering – Option 1 is an aggressive method which consists of forcing the
handover of the active users towards the cell where the estimated throughput is higher
— i.e. towards the first target t1 — each time the algorithm is triggered. This approach
does not take into account how existing users in the target cell may be influenced. If
many active users select the same target cell at a given time, the obtained throughput
may differ from the estimated by (H.2) since only one additional user is taken into
account in the equation. Therefore, this one can be considered as a partially-blind
option where the consequences of the traffic steering process are not explicitly taken
into account.
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3.6 Traffic Steering – Option 2
In the second approach, the users are steered if, and only if, it is predicted that the sum
of the estimated throughput of all active users of the entire system increases after the
offloading process. With this condition, the method tries to reduce unnecessary traffic
steering handovers. This task can be addressed by solving an optimization problem
where the sum of all instantaneous user throughputs is maximized according to the
following objective function:
rmax = max
{
N
∑
u=1
ru,ci
}
(H.11)
Where ci ∈ C. ru,ci is the instantaneous achievable throughput by the user u when
connected to cell ci. rmax constitutes the observed metric. The matrix T previously
defined offers to each user two different candidate cells where to be steered. As a
result, three possible disjoint decisions for this implementation are proposed: 1) to
steer all active users to the first target, 2) to steer the users to a specific combination of
first and second targets, or 3) to not steer any user at all. One, and only one of these
three options is selected depending on which one maximizes Equation H.11. In order
to select the best option, it is necessary to predict what is the impact of each decision
by an iterative process where different versions of the matrix R and the metric rmax
are calculated taking into account the user association of each possible case. In total,
three iterations are needed. A full step by step description of this implementation can
be seen in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Traffic Steering – Option 2
Calculate initial metric rmax0
For each active user estimate Γ̂u,c and r̂u,c
Create initial R0 matrix
Extract target cells matrix T
Calculate R1 having each user connected to its first target cell, t1
Update metric rmax1 = max
{
∑
N
n=1 r̂n,t1
}
if rmax1 > rmax0 then
Handover each user to its t1
else
M1 = Users which get better throughput in t1
M2 = Users which do not get better throughput in t1
Calculate R2 with M1 users in its t1 and M2 users in its t2
Update metric rmax2 = max
{
∑
M1
i=1 r̂i,t1 + ∑
M2
j=1 r̂ j,t2
}
if
(
rmax2 > rmax1
)
and (rmax2 > rmax0) then
Connect M1 users to first target
Connect M2 users to second target
end if
end if
The initial state is given by the calculation of the observed metric with all the active
users connected to their current serving cell and the creation of the matrix which con-
tains the estimation of the achievable user throughput in the neighboring cells. From
this matrix, the sets of candidate target cells per user are extracted. Subsequently, an
evaluation phase starts and, considering all users connected to their first target cell,
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an updated version of the estimated user throughput matrix and the observed metric
are calculated. If the updated version of the metric results in bigger value than the
initial one, the algorithm finishes by steering all active users to their first candidate
cell. Otherwise, the algorithm selects which users perceive a loss in their throughput
when connected to the first target cell. Let’s assume that over N active users M1 get
better throughput and M2 users do not get any improvement being connected to the
first candidate. The algorithm creates a new estimated user throughput matrix with
the M1 users steered to their first target, and the M2 users to their second one. With
this information, a new value of the metric is calculated. If, in this case, the metric is
bigger than the last two, this user association is selected. Otherwise, since connecting
all users to the first target or to a specific combination of first and second target does
not bring any benefit, the algorithm cancels any attempt of steering them.
4 Performance Evaluation
The performance of the proposed traffic steering algorithms are evaluated by means
of extensive dynamic system level simulations in the HetNet scenario 2a defined by
the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) in [12]. The hexagonal network is
characterized by 21 macro cells and 42 small cells randomly deployed, following a
ratio of 2 small cells per macro area. The initial conditions of the simulation are
defined by 1/3 of the users dropped on each macro coverage area while the remaining
2/3 are confined within circular areas of 50 m radius around each small cell. In total,
30 users per macro area are deployed. All users are initially connected to the cell with
highest RSRP regardless of the cell type. For each simulation time-step the down-link
SINR is calculated taking into account the propagation characteristics of all links. The
SINR-throughput mapping is according to an abstract layer which includes the effect
of scheduling and link adaptation. At the end of each step the KPIs are collected.
Users are moving in different set of simulations at 3 km/h or 50 km/h.
The offered load per macro area varies from 18 Mbps (low-load) to 34 Mbps (high-
load). The whole simulation time is 1000 s or 50 s for user speeds of 3 km/h or
50 km/h respectively. Three simulation cases are investigated. First, a baseline sce-
nario is defined in order to explore the performance when inter-frequency handovers
triggered by the A3 event and based on RSRQ balance the load between both layers.
In this case, handover parametrization follows recommendations from [10]. Traffic
Steering – Option 1 and 2 define the other two simulation cases. Whenever any traffic
steering implementation is enabled, mobility parameters are set to a more relaxed
configuration to avoid the radio handovers redoing traffic steering decisions. This
configuration also targets to minimize RLFs for users in bad conditions. The per-
formance is evaluated by comparing the three cases. A complete definition of the
simulation parameters is shown in Table H.1. The utilized system level simulator
has been used in various 3GPP studies. As a reference, additional HetNet mobility
performance results produced by the simulator can be found in [13].
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Table H.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Scenario 3GPP HetNet Scenario 2a [12]
Number of macro cells 21
Number of pico cells 42 (2 small cells per macro area)
Macro Inter-Site Distance
(ISD)
500 m
Frequencies Macro: 1800 MHz. Pico: 2600 MHz
Bandwidth Macro: 10 MHz. Pico: 10 MHz
Transmitted Power Macro: 46 dBm. Pico: 30 dBm
Number of UEs 630 (30 per macro area)
Users speed 3 km/h or 50 km/h
Packet call size Negative exponential distributed with
10 Mbits mean
Intra-Frequency Mobility
Baseline: A3 RSRP-based. 2dB offset.
160 ms TTT
TS ON: A2 RSRQ-based. -16 dB thr.
480 ms TTT
Inter-Frequency Mobility
Baseline: A3 RSRQ-based. 4dB offset.
160 ms TTT
TS ON: A2 RSRQ-based. -16 dB thr.
480 ms TTT
Inter-Frequency Meas A2 RSRQ-based. -10 dB threshold
Simulation Time 1000 s (3 km/h) or 50 s (50 km/h)
Simulation Time Step 50 ms
Triggering Period TS - Option 1: 50ms. TS - Option 2:
When necessary
5 Simulation Results
Figure H.2 shows the average session throughput of all users moving at 3 and 50 km/h
in different offered traffic conditions per macro area. Although the algorithms base
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Fig. H.2: Averaged UE session throughput for each simulated offered load case with users
moving at 3 and 50 km/h.
their decisions on the instantaneous user throughput, the impact to the end-user is an-
alyzed by examining the session throughput. The best performance is given by Traffic
Steering – Option 1, closely followed by Option 2. As the different simulated speed
cases are under the same handover parameterization, the performance of the baseline
case drops when increasing the user speed. Despite the speed difference, traffic steer-
ing brings gains in both cases. The observed fluctuations at 50 km/h are due to the
limited number of collected samples as the simulation is set to 50 s. Nevertheless, a
clear tendency can be extracted from the chart.
Figure H.3 depicts the session throughput gains for both traffic steering imple-
mentations, compared to the baseline case, and the number of traffic steering han-
dovers for both methods. As Traffic Steering – Option 1 tracks the fast traffic fluc-
tuations of the network by always trying to obtain the best user throughput, this
implementation achieves the best gains. However, this performance comes with the
high price of performing a large number of handovers. On the other hand, by apply-
ing the condition of moving users, if and only if, there is an augmentation in the sum
of the user throughput, Traffic Steering – Option 2 reduces considerably the number
of necessary handovers. Although this improvement in signaling has a cost in terms
of achievable gain, the results do not show big losses in performance. For instance,
when users are moving at 3 km/h in a system with 26 Mbps of offered load, a re-
duction of 41 % in the number of traffic steering handovers implies only a reduction
of 22 % point in the session throughput gain. As a reference, the maximum number
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Fig. H.3: UE session throughput gains and number of traffic steering handovers for each simu-
lated offered load case with users moving at 3 and 50 km/h.
of handovers in the baseline case is observed at low-load with an absolute value of
0.37 handovers per user per second. Regarding the gain of the fifth-percentile session
throughput at 3 km/h, the values obtained for Option 1 and 2 are: 107 % and 69 %
for low-load, 98 % and 36 % for medium-load (26 Mbps), and 90 % and 18 % for
high-load conditions.
The average macro and pico PRB utilization for 3 km/h case is depicted in Fig-
ure H.4. As it can be noticed, for the baseline case, the PRB utilization tends to be
equalized in both layers as the load increases. This is due to the fact that the RSRQ
radio handovers already steer some users towards the pico layer. However, for high-
load cases, the macro layer is close to overload. Traffic steering decreases considerably
the overall load of the system bringing gains in the user throughput and hence, reduc-
ing the duration of each session. Traffic Steering – Option 1 brings the biggest gain
due to the elevated number of handovers however, the contribution of Option 2 with
less signaling rate, is worthy to highlight. Some RLFs are observed when users are
moving at 50 km/h in the baseline case nevertheless, they are eliminated whenever
any of the traffic steering implementations are switched-on.
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5.1 Throughput Estimation Error
As both of the considered traffic steering algorithms are based on throughput estima-
tions, the accuracy of these have been assessed as well. For the sake of simplicity, we
here present the throughput estimation accuracy for Traffic Steering – Option 2, where
the sum throughput is estimated. Let us denote the estimated sum throughput as r̂sum
and the real experienced sum throughput after performing the traffic steering deci-
sions as rsum. Given those, the relative estimation error is expressed as ǫ =
r̂sum−rsum
rsum
.
During the simulations, statistics for ǫ reveals that the sum throughput estimate is
unbiased as the sample mean of ǫ is practically zero. Furthermore, the standard de-
viation of the relative estimation error is found to be rather modest, taking values of
2.1 % and 2.9 % for 3 km/h and 50 km/h respectively.
6 Conclusions
In this paper two different methods of a throughput-based traffic steering algorithm
are proposed. One that forces the handover of the active users on each time step
towards the cell where the highest achievable throughput is predicted, and a second
method which forces the handover if, and only if, an augmentation in the sum of the
overall user throughput is estimated. Exhaustive system level simulations of a dual-
layer HetNet scenario are conducted to evaluate their performance. Results show
that the first scheme achieves better performance in terms of the average user session
throughput and overall PRB utilization at the cost of a large numbers of handovers.
More promising is the second implementation as it reduces the number of handovers
by 41 %, while still offering session throughput gains of 19 % for medium-load at
3 km/h.
Given the attractive gains of the presented traffic steering algorithms, it is sug-
gested to further study the details of the required inter-Evolve Node B (eNodeB)
signaling, the related eNodeB-to-UE signaling for the handovers, as well as the im-
pact on the associated data interruption times. It is also recommended to analyze the
time complexity of the algorithms and its applicability in practical cellular networks
with different user traffic requirements.
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Additional Studies and
Collaborations
This part of the thesis brings together the most relevant findings from some of the
articles that were published in collaboration with other research groups during the
course of the PhD studies.
The level of participation differs from article to article. In some of the papers
the PhD student has collaborated actively by running simulations, analyzing results,
performing measurements, and writing part of the content. However, in others, the
participation has been limited providing feedback on the development of the work.
Therefore, the PhD student cannot take credit for the whole content of these articles.
The intention of this part is to briefly present the main findings within the framework
of mobility in cellular networks. Consequently, the papers are not integrated within
the main core of this dissertation. However, the full content of the articles can be
found in Appendix A for additional reference.
Comparison and Extension of Existing 3D Propagation Models
with Real-World Effects Based on Ray-Tracing
(Collaboration 1)
This journal article proposes propagation models that include different propagation
effects such as the impact of the base station antenna tilt and the multi-floor height
gain. The models are based on the analysis of outdoors and indoors path-loss maps
predicted using a ray-tracing tool in an urban scenario in Germany.
The most common procedure for computing the received power inside buildings
at different floors begins with the calculation of the received power at street level.
Afterwards, a gain of certain dBs per floor is applied to calculate the received power
at a certain height. Commonly, a constant gain of 0.6 dB/m is used, with a constant
floor height of approximately 3.1 m per floor [1]. In other words, a constant height
gain of 1.86 dB/floor is applied. This gives the received power outside the building at
an specific altitude. To compute the received power indoors it is necessary to subtract
the penetration loss due to the outside wall and an additional loses of 0.6 dB/m,
according to the distance between the UE and the outside wall. While this method
provides an understanding of how the signal propagates at different floors, there are
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Fig. 5.1: Multi-floor cell dominance area in a real urban scenario predicted by a ray-tracing
tool [2].
some limitations that should be considered when applying the model for mobility
purposes.
The model above provides different values of received power from each cell among
stories in absolute terms. However, due to the constant nature of the height gain, the
received power between cells in relative terms is exactly the same for all floors. Con-
sequently, this height gain model predicts exactly the same cell coverage area at each
floor. Moreover, since the model takes the street level as a reference, this method con-
cludes that indoor users in upper stories experience the same cell coverage area map
than those located at the ground floor.
Instead of applying the constant height gain model, this journal uses a ray-tracing
tool for predicting the cell coverage in a multi-floor scenario. Figure 5.1 illustrates
the cell dominance area produced by path loss maps predicted at different heights.
Concretely, the figure shows the coverage areas of different cells inside a building
for each floor. As can be seen, two users positioned at the same location, but in
different floors, are not necessarily connected to the same cell. The coverage area of
each cell changes among stories, producing a different best-server map for each floor.
The different heights of the surrounding buildings produces changes in the LOS and
NLOS conditions when transiting from one floor to another. As a result, some cells
may vanish whereas new cells may appear dominating the coverage map.
From these studies, it is concluded that the buildings layout and the changes in the
LOS probability among floors result in a non-constant height gain among stories. Due
to these variations, the ground-level network planning is not sufficient for predicting
and understanding the user-association and the mobility at different altitudes for
both, outdoors and indoors scenarios.
The results also suggest some mobility challenges for the upcoming applications.
Unnamed aerial vehicles in smart cities or elevated railways are some examples of use
cases that can be impacted by these effects. A user traveling in an elevated train may
experience more handovers than those that the mobile operator registered during the
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Fig. 5.2: Illustration of the measurements area in Northern Jutland.
drive tests at street level. Moreover, a drone connected to the cellular network that
ascends or descends vertically must be able to perform fast handovers and deal with
new interfering cells that appear due to the changes in the LOS probability.
From LTE to 5G Connected Mobility
(Collaboration 3)
This magazine article evaluates how operational LTE networks perform compared
with the initial LTE design requirements. To this end, measurements collected via
19000 km of drive tests in the region of Northern Jutland (Denmark) are processed.
Among other KPIs, the magazine is focused on analyzing samples of the LTE han-
dover execution time measured under the operational networks deployed by four
Danish mobile operators.
The measurements area is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The article extends the LTE
studies conducted in Part II to a broader variety of scenarios, covering networks de-
ployed in rural, suburban, and urban areas. The handover execution times were
measured at different speeds (from 30 to 130 km/h) in urban streets, rural roads, and
highways. A total of four smart-phones were used for the measurements (one per op-
erator) and configured to periodically perform File Transfer Protocol (FTP) transfers
in both, up-link and down-link. When finalizing an FTP data transfer, each phone was
set to stay idle for 10 seconds. To emulate a real operational behavior, the phones were
not restricted to any frequency nor technology. Moreover, the phones were allowed
to perform carrier aggregation (CA) operations where available.
Figure 5.3 shows the cumulative density function (CDF) of the measured han-
dover execution time split among operators. By the time the measurements were
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Fig. 5.3: CDF of the handover execution time measured during the drive tests, split among
mobile operators [3].
performed, two of the operators shared the same network infrastructure. Therefore,
the samples collected under the networks of those two operators were combined into
one. The measurements represent a combination of different LTE releases, handover
types (intra-/inter-frequency and intra-/inter-site), network deployments, and sce-
narios. Whereas the measured median values of the handover execution times met
the LTE design target of 30-60 ms, the analyzed networks were far from meeting the
5G requirements. As can be seen, an important percentage of the samples registered
times larger than 100 ms. Moreover, for 1 % of the samples the execution time is
found to be larger than 200 ms, reaching a maximum value of approximately 5-6 s.
These extreme cases represent handover failures.
The parametrization of the network was concluded to be the reason why it took
several seconds for the phone to declare the failure and initiate the connection re-
establishment. The analysis of the RRC messages revealed that the timer used for
detecting handover failures (T304) was configured to 1-2 s, depending on the operator
and target cell. Moreover, the timer for the connection re-establishment (T311) was set
to 3-5 s. Consequently, the operators allowed the UE to spend up to 6 s performing
the handover. This configuration provides the UE sufficient time for recovering from
problems during the handover (e.g. poor radio-conditions towards the target cell),
thereby reducing the handover failure statistics of the network. However, with this
parametrization the operators were also allowing a data interruption time up to 6 s.
These results indicate that apart from design requirements and standardized fea-
tures, the configuration the operators use in the network plays an important role in
the experienced handover execution time, the data interruption time, and in the over-
all mobility performance. Naturally, there is a trade-off between the maximum time
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allowed for the handover execution and the number of failures. Lowering the UE
timers constitutes a more aggressive option that may increase the number of han-
dover failures and signaling overhead in the network. Nonetheless, it also allows the
UEs to perform earlier re-establishments, thereby reducing the data interruption.
Measurement-based Evaluation of the Impact of Large Scale
Vehicle Shadowing on V2X Communications
(Collaboration 4)
The studies presented in Part II showed that the utilized system-level simulator was
not able to completely replicate the influence of surrounding vehicles in the signal
propagation. Although this was not a critical issue for studying the number of mo-
bility events relative to different simulation cases, the signal blockage produced by
vehicles is an important effect that cannot be disregarded for evaluating the absolute
number of events and their precise locations.
To understand the effect of surrounding vehicles in the signal propagation, this ar-
ticle presents measurements and ray-tracing predictions of the shadowing produced
by large vehicles in vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) com-
munications. The measurements considered several transmitters deployed at different
locations, emulating other vehicles and road-side-units (RSUs). The large scale vehicle
used for obstructing the signals was a truck. Samples of the received power from the
different transmitters were collected varying the position of the truck relative to the
receiver throughout an area that replicates a 4-lanes road scenario.
The obtained results showed that the impact of being obstructed by a large vehicle
was more significant for V2V communications than for V2I. For instance, for V2I the
minimum shadowing value was measured around 21-23 dB, while in the V2V case,
the minimum registered value was 27 dB.
The analysis of the measurements revealed that the height of the transmitters,
the materials used in the truck, the reflections in the ground, and the number of
lanes, produced a signal propagation footprint that should be considered for mobility
studies. The shadow produced by large vehicles changed the LOS conditions of the
scenario, modifying the received signal from the different cells, and also altering the
number and location of the mobility events.
This effect constitutes a challenge, particularly in the highway. For example, let’s
consider the dual connectivity scenario of Part III and a car that overtakes a convoy
of trucks. Due to the 21-23 dB of shadowing produced by the trucks, and the high-
speed of the vehicles, the user traveling in the car (or the car itself if considering self-
driving cars) will experience a fast degradation of the link served by the small cell.
This situation may lead not only to a large number of SeNB removals and additions,
but also to undesired RLFs that should be avoided by guarantying a fast transition
between cells.
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Conclusions
1 Summary of the Main Findings
The current development of the fifth-generation (5G) new radio (NR) calls for new
stringent and ambitious design requirements in terms of mobility performance. Con-
cretely, 5G networks should support seamless handovers between cells with zero-data
interruption time. This zero mobility disruption should be guaranteed for both pedes-
trian users in urban environments and for users in high-mobility scenarios moving at
speeds up to 500 km/h [1].
In order to understand and characterize what current networks can achieve, the
first part of this dissertation was focused on analyzing measurements of the mobility
performance under an operational LTE network deployed by a major Danish oper-
ator. The studies focused on an urban and in a highway scenario. The analysis of
the measurement results showed a good LTE macro mobility performance with a low
rate of failures. The results also revealed that current networks are far from fulfill-
ing the requirement of zero-data interruption at handovers. The measured median
handover data interruption time meets the maximum values of [40-60] ms set by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) for LTE [2]. However, a non-negligible
amount of samples revealed values larger than 100 ms, constituting the handover data
interruption time one of the main challenges to address in these studies.
The field-measurements were additionally used for calibrating and validating the
system-level simulator used during the entire studies. Therefore, it was necessary
to provide new features and capabilities to the system-level simulator in order to
model the exact real-scenarios where the measurements were performed. This mod-
eling included the capability of managing operational network parametrization and
buildings and street layouts. Furthermore, a three-dimensional (3D) version of each
analyzed scenario was replicated in a ray-tracing tool in order to predict the signal
propagation considering additional effects than statistical models can provide in the
studied environments. The generated path loss maps were also imported into the
simulator. A one-to-one comparison of the measurements and simulations results re-
vealed that the methodology for simulating real-scenarios provided trustful mobility
performance results comparable to what was experienced in the field.
After identifying the main issues in the LTE mobility performance and validating
the output of the system-level simulator, the next step was to analyze the mobility
in LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) scenarios with dual connectivity (DC). The evaluation was
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performed by means of a sensitivity analysis in 3GPP scenarios and in more sophis-
ticated urban areas. From the detailed analysis of the results, it was observed that
whereas simulations of generic 3GPP scenarios are a valuable technique for an initial
evaluation of features in a cellular network, the standardized scenarios do not in-
clude the explicit modeling of building and street layouts, thereby lacking of specific
radio-propagation conditions such as the street canyon and the corner effect that play
an important role in the mobility performance. Therefore, it is concluded that 3GPP
studies should be complemented with the explicit modeling of site-specific scenarios
for fully characterize the mobility performance.
The highway stretch studied in the field-measurements was selected for analyz-
ing the mobility data interruption time in LTE-A with DC. The scenario imported in
the system-level simulator was upgraded with an extra layer of small cells deployed
at both sides of the highway as road-units. Two different connectivity modes were
studied: single-node connectivity and DC. The analysis of the results showed that for
single-node connectivity a user traveling along the highway stretch suffered from data
interruption during approximately 5 % of the duration of the trip. For implement-
ing DC in the network, 3GPP standardized two user-plane architectures under the
name of secondary cell group (SCG) and split bearer. The system-level simulations
allowed the formulated hypothesis regarding the variability of the data interruption
time with the adopted architecture for DC to be validated. The results demonstrated
that whereas SCG architecture increased the overall interruption up to 7 % of the trav-
eling time, split bearer architecture offered all the benefits of aggregating additional
links with a data disruption that lasted only 0.8 % of the duration of the trip. How-
ever, the data interruption still persisted, leading to the conclusion that LTE-A DC is
not sufficient for meeting the upcoming 5G requirements. The benefits brought by
DC came also with the cost of an increased number of mobility events, and a higher
signaling overhead, constituting a new additional issue to be addressed in this the-
sis. This issue is particularly important in the highway scenario where the number of
mobility events is much higher due to the high-speed of the users.
To reduce the amount of signaling, this thesis analyzed the benefits of deviating
from traditional network-controlled mobility, towards a UE autonomous mobility ap-
proach for the small-cell layer in the highway. With this approach, the Radio Resource
Control (RRC) signaling for SeNB additions and SeNB changes was completely elim-
inated. For the SeNB release, the amount of RRC messages were reduced by 33 %
compared to the traditional implementation. Moreover, the amount of signaling in
the back-haul was reduced by 50 %, 42 % and 33 % for each SeNB addition, change
and release, respectively. The UE autonomous mobility for DC requires the small cells
to be prepared in advance. Instead of preparing all the cells in the highway, this thesis
proposed a method that takes advantage of the linear topology of the scenario, where
a window of prepared cells surrounds the UE and follows its movement. The results
proved that is not necessary to prepare a large number of cells at the same time to
reduce the overall signaling overhead. For instance, by setting up a window of 10 pre-
pared cells that follows the UE as it advances through the highway, the total amount
of signaling was reduced up to 30 % over the air and up to 82 % in the back-haul.
The thesis also studied the possibilities of the synchronous random access (RA)-
less handover and the make-before-break technique for completely eliminate the mo-
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bility data interruption time. The RA-less handover is designed for a time-synchronous
network where the RA at each handover can be avoided, reducing the data disruption
and the overall handover latency. The analyzed results indicated that due to non-
negligible UE and eNB processing times, UE reconfiguration delays and the required
signaling exchange, the zero interruption time requirement is not fulfilled. Moreover,
in the RA-less handover the data forwarding between the source and the target cell
takes place after commanding the handover to the UE. As the data forwarding is
affected by the latency of the interface that connects the eNBs, the UE could com-
plete the reconfiguration before the source forwards the content of its buffer to the
target, increasing the data disruption. To minimize this effect, this thesis proposed
an enhanced selective data forwarding where the source cell estimates the amount of
data that should be forwarded to the target based on channel quality reports. Conse-
quently, the data forwarding in the RA-less handover can be performed before com-
manding the handover to the UE, reducing the overall handover latency.
Furthermore, the thesis proposed an integration of the synchronous handover and
the make-before-break technique, where the UE receives data from both the source
and target cell simultaneously during the entire handover procedure. To avoid addi-
tional delays due to the radio-frequency (RF) retuning in an inter-frequency handover,
the thesis also proposed duplicated receiver chains at the UE, so it can still receive data
from the source cell while reconfiguring towards the target. The analysis showed that
the proposed synchronous make-before-handover fulfills the 5G design specifications
with independence of the handover steps, and the time each network entity takes for
executing a successful handover.
Finally, to increase the user experience for media-applications, a user association
algorithm that selects the most suitable target cell based on throughput estimates was
proposed. Two algorithms were evaluated by means of simulations of a 3GPP HetNet
scenario. The results showed minimum gains in the average user session throughput
of 32 %, 18 % and 7 % at low-, medium- and high-load network conditions with users
moving at a speed of 3 km/h.
Recommendations
The following recommendations can be made from the presented conclusions:
a) Complement the studies of standardized 3GPP simulations with the analysis of
site-specific scenarios to fully characterize the mobility performance.
b) When upgrading the network with DC, implement the user-plane with the split
bearer architecture to obtain all the benefits of aggregating additional links and
minimize the mobility data interruption time.
c) Also for DC, deviate from traditional network-controlled mobility and adopt
the UE autonomous cell management approach at the secondary cell layer to
reduce the signaling overhead while maintaining a stable anchor point with the
network at the MeNB.
c) For synchronous RA-less handovers, adopt the proposed enhanced data for-
warding technique during the handover preparation to avoid additional data
interruption.
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d) Implement the make-before-break technique with duplicated receiver chains
at the UE to perform the reconfiguration towards the target cell while receiv-
ing data from the source, thereby completely eliminating the data interruption
without increasing the overall handover latency.
2 Future Work
The work presented in this dissertation opens up many possibilities for future re-
search directions that were not able to be addressed due to the limited time of the
PhD study.
The thesis presented two different policies for preparing cells in the highway sce-
nario. However, these are not the only approaches that can be adopted. For example,
the network could utilize uplink measurements of the reference signals periodically
sent by the UE to follow its movement and update the set of prepared cells included
in the window. The presented studies can be complemented by analyzing the perfor-
mance with other cell preparation techniques.
The handover latencies and data interruption time studies have been performed
under a distributed architecture. A possible future research path is to investigate the
performance under semi- and fully centralized architectures. In these cases, the ex-
change of messages between the UE and the access points should be forwarded to the
centralized entity that implements the upper layers (RRC, PDCP, RLC...), modifying
the presented latency values. Moreover, it is recommended to study different data
forwarding approaches for avoiding data disruption in these architectures.
The make-before-break studies can be complemented with protocol and system-
level simulations to analyze non-ideal cases with packet loss during the data for-
warding, and cases where the source cell is not able to transmit data to the UE due to
degraded radio-link conditions. Furthermore, it is advised to evaluate performance
of a multi-connectivity solution in the highway scenario with split-bearer architecture
that integrates all the presented solutions. In particular, synchronous make-before-
break handover for the macro-layer and UE autonomous cell management operations
for the small-cell layer, eliminating the data disruption and reducing the amount of
signaling overhead.
As a final future research path, it is suggested to analyze the mobility performance
of the presented ideas and others considering a decoupled link, where the UE is
served by one node in the downlink and by a different one in the uplink, and a cell-
less design. In the later, rather than adopting traditional RRC procedures the mobility
could rely on physical-layer signaling, following an antenna-switching approach. The
decoupled link design opens the doors to new schemes where partly-independent
handover decisions for the two links can be implemented.
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Abstract
The next generation of cellular network deployment is heterogeneous and temporally chang-
ing in order to follow the coverage and capacity needs. Active Antenna Systems allows fast
deployment changes by cell shaping and tilt adaptation which have to be controlled in self-
organized manner. However, such kind of automated and flexible network operation require a
Self Organizing Network algorithm based on network performance parameters being partly de-
rived from the radio measurements. Appropriate radio propagation models are not only needed
for network planning tools but also for simulative-lab tests of the developed Self Organizing
Network algorithm controlling the flexible deployment changes enabled by Active Antenna
Systems. In this paper, an extension of the existing 3D propagation model is proposed in order
to incorporate the the propagation condition variation effects, not considered so far, by chang-
ing antenna beam orientation like antenna tilting or when users are distributed in the third
dimension (height) in multi-floor scenarios. Ray tracing based generated propagation maps
that show the realistic propagation effect are used as 3D real world reference for investigation
and model approval.
1 Introduction
Cellular system design requires an in depth understanding of the characteristics of
the propagation environment. Therefore, accurate and robust prediction models are
needed to be able to predict the characteristics of the physical radio channel where the
cellular system is going to be deployed. A very good prediction of the radio channel
ensures more reliability in delivering high system capacity with high efficiency and
provides more flexibility in further optimization. As the impact of the propagation
environment is determined by several factors, including the operating frequency the
radio signal and varying clutter type, its modeling is the most difficult task. Plenty
of propagation models and prediction scheme have been proposed for various case
scenarios and are being utilized in order to approximate all those effects and predict
the signal power loss in the course of propagation [1] [2] [3] [4].
The total propagation loss for a signal can be modeled as a distance dependent
path loss and an additional random variable component which depends on the nature
of the propagation environment characteristics. The path loss component L(x), also
known as distance dependent path loss, gives the average signal attenuation level and
it is exponentially proportional to the shortest distance r between x and the transmit-
ter antenna, L ∝ rβ. Where β is called the path loss component and its value depends
on the clutter type of the propagation environment, particularly in the vicinity of the
receiving mobile terminal, such as terrain, buildings, vegetation, etc. Different kinds
of path loss models are available in literatures that are derived based on analytical and
empirical approaches [2] [3]. The additional variability of the propagation loss com-
ponent is caused by different physical phenomenon that the radio wave undergoes in
the course of propagation; i.e., reflection, diffraction and scattering there by resulting
in a signal fading. The large scale signal fading which is known as shadowing is typi-
cally modeled as a random variation of a signal attenuation level around the path loss
caused by presence of obstructing objects on the path of the signal propagation [5] [6]
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and therefore, it is location dependent.
Proper radio propagation models are not only needed for network planning tools
but also in system level simulator being used to evaluate Self Organizing Network
(SON) algorithms designed for flexible deployment changes enabled by Active An-
tenna Systems (AAS). Antenna beam characteristics can be fast adapted from simple
tilt changes to more complicated beam shaping techniques like cell splitting [7]. Such
types of network operation changes are implemented in system level simulator or
network planning tool based the prediction of the expected network performances
like coverage, signal to interference level, etc utilizing propagation models [6]. Hence,
accurate propagation model that is able to reflect a very good approximation of the
realistic propagation effect is essential. The existing models and assumptions are fair
enough for application as used in non automated network planning tasks. However,
automated traffic dependent network adaptation and optimization of the 3D antenna
characteristics require a very high accuracy in the approximation of the realistic prop-
agation condition. Due to this fact, the performance of a developed algorithm in the
field is limited by the quality of the utilized models during the development phase to
approximate the effect of the changes in the reality.
Shadowing effect is modeled as a log-normal distributed random variable with
zero mean and a standard deviation 5 - 12 dB depending on the nature of the prop-
agation environment. For fixed deployment, shadowing is assumed to be a Gaussian
process that de-correlates exponentially with distance [5] [6]. However, in urban and
dense urban deployment, when the antenna beam orientation is changed, the radio
signal experiences a different propagation behavior for the same user location re-
sulting from changed path way of the radio wave. The received signal change does
not only result from changing antenna beam direction but also from a change in
shadowing effect [5] [6]. This variability of the shadowing effect and existence of its
dependency with respect to antenna tilt is presented in [8] and , therefore, a new tilt
dependent shadowing model approach is needed.
This paper provides more detailed study of the shadowing effect variability with
respect to antenna tilt changes and a new shadowing model is introduced that sta-
tistically approximates the tilt dependency of the shadowing process based on the
propagation statistics generated using a ray tracing based network planning tool that
employs 3D model for a typical European urban deployment scenario. Moreover, the
paper also investigates the height gain variation in the propagation loss associated to
difference clutter type experience for a signal at a different height level. This height
gain effect becomes necessary when considering in-door users in multi-floor building
scenarios. Thus a height dependent propagation model is also presented utilizing a
ray tracing based propagation maps generated at different floor height levels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the problem
and the proposed propagation models are presented in Section 3. The scenario de-
scription, site layout and other settings used in the ray tracing tool are described in
Section 4. Section 5 discusses and evaluates the performance of the proposed models
using propagation statistics from ray tracing. The impact of the tilt and height models
in planning and optimization is discussed in Section 6. And Section 7 concludes the
work.
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2 Problem Formulation
2.1 Tilt Dependency of Propagation Model
Assuming the antenna beam has a tilt setting of Θo, a pixel point in a network located
at x with respect to the base station site and at a height of ho above the ground, i.e.
xho , the total propagation loss from the transmitting antenna to xho is described by
Lt(xho , Θo). In the existing propagation model the Lt(xho , Θo) is given by:
Lt(xho , Θo) = L(xho )− Ga(xho , Θo) + S(xho ) (I.1)
where L(xho ) is the distance dependent path loss and S(xho ) is a log-normal random
variable with zero mean and standard deviation of σ, S(xho ) ∼ N (0, σ
2), that gives
the shadowing fading effect. The term Ga(xho , Θo) is the total antenna gain at xho and
it is given by the sum of the dBi gain of the antenna AdBi and the three dimensional
radiation pattern loss Bp(Φ, Θo, φ, θ) normalized to 0 dB value and given in terms of
the azimuth and elevation angular location of xo, (φ, θ), the antenna beam azimuth
orientation Φ and the elevation tilt Θo: i.e. Ga(xho , Θo) = AdBi + Bp(Φ, Θo, φ, θ).
When the elevation tilt configuration is changed from Θo to Θi the total propaga-
tion loss at xho with respect to the new tilt configuration Θi Lt(xho , Θi) is described by
the existing model as shown in Equation I.2.
Lt(xho , Θi) = L(xho )− Ga(xho , Θi) + S(xho ) (I.2)
According to the model, the associated change in the total propagation loss xho
due to the change in the tilt configuration is described by only by the difference in the
total antenna gain value ∆Ga(xho , Θi, Θo) experienced at the same location before and
after applying the tilt change where ∆Ga(xho , Θi, Θo) = Ga(xho , Θi) − Ga(xho , Θo).
Whereas the L(xho ) is not affected as it is dependent only on the distance and the
shadowing effect is assumed to be identical and hence always the same shadowing
is assumed independent of the tilt. Accordingly, the total propagation loss after a
tilt change is expressed in terms of the total propagation loss before the change and
the difference in the total antenna gain at xho associated to the applied tilt change in
Equation I.3:
Lt(xho , Θi) = Lt(xho , Θo) + ∆Ga(xho , Θi, Θo) (I.3)
However, in reality, in the presence of obstructing building environments, the
shadowing effect does not remain identical during tilt configuration change. The
variability of the shadowing with respect to tilt change is observed based on a propa-
gation map generated using a ray tracing tool that reflects the real propagation effect
changes by employing a ray based prediction in a real based 3D model scenario in [8].
The ray tracing scenario and further scenario description are discussed in the forth-
coming sections. Based on such propagation maps, it has been observed that the total
propagation loss change during a tilt change is not equal to only the total antenna
gain difference as described in the existing model in Equation I.3 but also on the
shadowing effect change associated with the tilt applied tilt difference. The paper [8]
also discusses the impact of tilt change on the shadowing process and it shows the
existence of dependency of shadowing with tilt configuration. In [8] only the prob-
lem is discussed and tilt dependent shadowing model S(xho , Θi) is required in order
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Fig. I.1: Please write your figure caption here
to properly include the shadowing effect change while carrying out tilt related sys-
tem level simulation. As a consequence, during a tilt configuration change, the new
propagation model should also include the corresponding variation with respect to
the tilt dependent shadowing.
2.2 Height Gain
In urban areas of high rise buildings, users are not necessarily at the ground rather
distributed at a different height level above the ground on different building floors
as shown in Figure I.1. During a multi-floor building scenario, prediction of the total
propagation loss for indoor users residing at different floors requires proper approxi-
mation of the outdoor propagation and the corresponding penetration loss. In many
existing planning tools and models, the common approach to estimate the indoor
propagation loss is to predict the outdoor propagation loss in the proximity of the
buildings and then add some additional constant penetration loss [9] [10]. The corre-
sponding outdoor propagation conditions is also dependent on the actual surround-
ing clutter type visible at that floor height level. Apparently, at a higher height levels,
the clutter type gets better leading to a higher probability of line of sight visibility be-
tween the transmitter and the receiver. Consequently, this clutter level variation leads
to a propagation gain with height. The existing propagation model approximates this
height gain effect by modeling a floor height gain H(xhi ,ho) and to include this value
for the height level change from ho to hi. Hence, the existing model prediction of the
total propagation propagation loss Lt(xhi , Θo) at hi height level is done by applying
the floor height gain to the the total propagation loss at ho as shown in Equation I.5
Lt(xhi , Θo) = Lt(xho , Θo) + H(xhi ,ho) (I.4)
In the existing models, H(xhi ,ho) is accounted and approximated with a constant
average floor height gain determined from different measurement statistics. In COST
231 [10], floor height gain of 1.5-2 dB/floor and 4-7 dB/floor has been reported for
buildings with storey heights of 3 m and 4 − 5 m respectively. The floor height gains
are translated to dB/m to be generally applied for floors with different floor height.
Currently, an average height gain of 0.6 dB/m proposed by COST and different litera-
tures is widely adopted [9] [10]. Previous studies [9] have also reported approximated
average height gain of 0.6 dB/m and the investigations have also indicated that this
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value is independent of the operating frequency and the relative distance from the
corresponding base station.
However, since all these models recommends a constant average values indepen-
dent of the type of the building scenario, in some cases this does not properly reflect
the actual gain variation per height relative to what is assumed at the ground level.
Hence, a height gain model that includes the floor height gain variation with respect
to the ground floor is required to better reflect the the non constant height gain level
in order to be able to predict an accurate propagation loss when dealing with a multi-
floor building scenario in network planning and system level simulation setups.
3 Derivation of Tilt and Height Dependent propa-
gation Model
3.1 Tilt Dependent Shadow Model
While an antenna tilt configuration tilt is changed from Θo to Θi, it is primarily in-
tended to direct the beam orientation in a desired direction in order to have change
in the total antenna gain with respect to each location x in a network. During the tilt
adjustment, the path loss component, however, is not affected due to the fact that it is
rather dependent only on the relative distance of x from the base station.
As stated in Section 2.1, the tilt setting change has an impact on the shadowing
effect of the propagation environment particularly in urban clutter type case. Thus,
the shadowing at a tilt Θi is modeled as tilt dependent, S(xho , Θo). In our shadowing
model derivation, we have a shadowing map S(xho , Θi) extracted from the propaga-
tion map generated from with a ray tracing at Θi.The shadowing statistics extraction
has been done for various tilt settings. In the case of a tilt configuration change the
new propagation model includes the effect of the the experienced change in the shad-
owing ∆S(xho , Θi, Θo), where ∆S(xho , Θi, Θo) = S(xho , Θi) − S(xho , Θo), accordingly,
the new total propagation loss L̂t(xho , Θi) after tilt change from Θi to Θo can be ex-
pressed as shown in Equation I.5.
L̂t(xho , Θi) = Lt(xho , Θo) + ∆Ga(xho , Θi, Θo) + ∆S(xho , Θi, Θo) (I.5)
Since the shadowing process is modeled as log-normally distributed, the shad-
owing difference, ∆S(xho , Θi, Θo), can be also approximated to follow a log-normal
distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation of σ
∆S
. Ray tracing based data,
to be discussed more in later section, have shown that, with the increase in the tilt con-
figuration difference, ∆Θ = Θi − Θo, the shadowing effect experience becomes more
different leading to a higher de-correlation between the shadowing values at a higher
∆Θ. The correlation between the shadowing statistics at two different settings,Θi
and Θo is given by the correlation coefficient value ρ
ΘiΘo and since the respective tilt
shadowing statistics are assumed as a zero mean, the correlation coefficient is by:
ρΘiΘo =
Exp{(S(xho , Θi)− µΘi)(S(xho , Θo)− µΘo)}
σ
Θi
σ
Θo
(I.6)
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On the other hand, it has been indicated in [8] and also will be will be justified later
that, the shadowing effect statistics standard deviation shows a very slight variation
that the over all shadowing map has closely the same statistical distribution. Hence,
it is reasonable to assume the same value of shadowing standard deviation at various
tilt, i.e. σ
Θi
≈ σ
Θo
. According to the ray tracing based data statistics, the shadowing
effect variability and statistical de-correlation of the shadowing values increases with
the amount of ∆Θ applied this in turn leads to an increase the standard deviation σ
∆S
of ∆S(xho , Θi, Θo).
The tilt dependent shadowing model proposes prediction a shadowing map of
Ŝ(xho , Θi) for Θi tilt configuration from a known shadowing map at a reference tilt
Θo. In our investigation, Ŝ(xho , Θi) is to be predicted from the S(xho , Θo) ray tracing
data extracted at tilt of Θo. In this case, the new shadow predicting model should also
maintain the correlation between the shadowing statistics at Θi and Θo tilt setting to
a reasonable level. Hence, the cross correlation coefficient of the predicted shadowing
statistics at Θi with the reference shadow map is given by ρ̂
ΘiΘo . In order to estimate
ρ̂ΘiΘo , the proposed model introduces a predictor function fs(∆Θ) that approximate
the corresponding correlation level between two shadowing statistics at whose tilt
setting difference is ∆Θ.
ρ̂ΘiΘo = fs(∆Θ) (I.7)
where fs(∆Θ) is going to be derived empirically by using ray tracing based extracted
tilt dependent shadowing statistics from a real world based 3D deployment scenario,
from several sectors. The cross correlation coefficient value is expected to drop lin-
early with the ∆Θ. As a result fs(∆Θ) can be approximated as a linear predictor with
coefficients a and b such that fs(∆Θ) = a · ∆Θ + b. The coefficients a and b are to
be determined empirically based on the cross correlation coefficient data values ρΘiΘo
found from the ray tracing scenario extracted shadowing statistics.
During the tilt change of ∆Θ, the proposed model estimates the shadowing ef-
fect Ŝ(xho , Θi) ∼ N (0, σ̂
2
Θi
) at Θi = Θo + ∆Θ from the shadowing value before the tilt
change S(xho , Θo) and an additional uncorrelated Gaussian random variable Ω(ΘiΘo) ∼
N (0, σ2
Ω
). Utilizing the predicted cross correlation coefficient ρ̂∆Θ, the resulting shad-
owing is modeled as:
Ŝ(xho , Θi) = ρ̂
ΘiΘo · S(xho , Θo) +
√
1 − ρ̂ΘiΘo · Ω(∆Θ) (I.8)
where:
ρ̂ΘiΘo =
Exp{(Ŝ(xho , Θi)− µ̂Θi)(S(xho , Θo)− µΘo)}
σ
Θi
σ
Θo
= fs(∆Θ) (I.9)
As discussed earlier, σ̂
Θi
≈ σ
Θo
. Thus, σ
Ω
can be derived from the variance relation-
ship as:
Var[Ŝ(xho , Θi)] = Var[S(xho , Θo)] (I.10)
Var[ρ̂ΘiΘo · S(xho , Θo) +
√
1 − ρ̂ΘiΘo · Ω(∆Θ)] = σ2
Θo
(I.11)
From the above expression the σ
Ω
is:
σ
Ω
=
√
1 + ρ̂ΘiΘo · σ
Θo
(I.12)
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Accordingly, the total propagation loss L̂t(xho , Θi) expression at Θi shown in
Equation I.5 can be rewritten by including the predicted shadowing effect change
∆Ŝ(xho , Θi, Θo) as,
L̂t(xho , Θi) = Lt(xho , Θo) + ∆Ga(xho , Θi, Θo) + ∆Ŝ(xho , Θi, Θo) (I.13)
where:
∆Ŝ(xho , Θi, Θo) = Ŝ(xho , Θi)− S(xho , Θo) (I.14)
∆Ŝ(xho , Θi, Θo) = (ρ̂
ΘiΘo − 1) · S(xho , Θo) +
√
1 − ρ̂ΘiΘo · Ω(∆Θ) (I.15)
The standard deviation of ∆Ŝ(xho , Θi, Θo), σ̂∆S , can be found by evaluating the
variance of equation above and using the relationship shown in above, and it becomes:
σ̂
∆S
=
√
2 · (1 − ρ̂ΘiΘo) · σ
Θo
(I.16)
3.2 Height Gain Model
In this paper height gain model investigation, the height gain is evaluated from a
a propagation map generated generated at a different floor height level using the
ray tracing tool. This investigation aimed at showing the floor height gain variation
statistics and compare it with the current average constant hight gain assumption of
0.6 dB/m [10] whereas in real case this constant gain deviates randomly. Hence, the
proposed height gain model approximates the effect of the clutter type with an a
better estimation of the height gain.
Accordingly, a non constant variable height gain of Ĥ(xhi,ho ) is determined by
subtracting the ray tracing propagation map generated at hi and ho floor height levels.
The total propagation value at L̂t(xhi , Θo) at hi height level can now be rewritten as
L̂t(xhi , Θo) = Lt(xho , Θo) + Ĥ(xhi ,ho) (I.17)
where Ĥ(xhi ,ho) = L̂t(xhi , Θo)− Lt(xho , Θo) gives the corresponding floor height gain.
The height gain model in this paper investigates the statistical variation of Ĥ(xhi ,ho)
and compares it with the existing model assumption by utilizing a ray tracing based
propagation map statistics generated for a multi-floor scenario in Section 5.
4 Ray Tracing Scenario Description and Statistics
Extraction
4.1 Ray Tracing Scenario
In this investigation, a network planning tool that employs ray tracing technique for
the propagation map prediction is used. A 3D city model and the urban clutter be-
havior of a typical European city is considered in the scenario. The scenario assumes
27 sectorized sites consists of 75 sectors where the site plan and system parameter
configuration settings are done based on realistic site deployment information. In the
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Fig. I.2: Munich Network Site Layout
ray tracing tool, Dominant path Prediction Model(DPM) is adopted where the prop-
agation effect at point is predicted from a ray path taken by the dominant ray which
brings most of the energy to the point of prediction. It has been shown in [11] [12]
that DPM has as high accuracy as the prediction technique that employs several rays.
The ray tracing technique along with the 3D models reflects the real propagation ef-
fects and an accurate prediction of the received signal at each pixel point using the
employed prediction techniques. The propagation prediction is done for each sector
antenna in a pixel based approach where the total network is divided in to a grid of
pixels of 5 m resolution with a total prediction area of 3.4 km by 2.4 km. The site
layout and the prediction area of the ray tracing scenario is shown in Figure I.2 and
basic system parameters settings are summarized in Table I.1.
Two set of outdoor propagation maps are generated via ray based prediction of
the received signal strength at each pixel point from each sector antenna. One set
of prediction is done for ground floor at a 1.5 m user height level for different tilt
settings varying from 4◦ to 14◦ in order to carry out the tilt dependent shadowing
investigation. The other set of prediction has been carried out at a different floor
height level and fixed tilt setting for the height gain study. The indoor propagation
is estimated from the outdoor maps by adding a 10 dB penetration loss and an ad-
ditional attenuation of 0.6 dB/m to the strongest ray detected around the building
being considered [9] [10] [13].
4.2 Statistics Extraction
The total propagation loss Lt(xhi , Θi) is obtained from the generated received power
map by subtracting the total transmit power level used in the prediction, i.e. 43 dBm.
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Table I.1: Basic Scenario Settings
Information Settings
City Munich
Network Size 3.4 km by 2.4 km
Site and Sector 27 sites, 75 sectors
Transmit power 20 W (43 dBm)
Antenna Gain 17.5 dBi
Radiation Beam Φ3dB = 62, Θ3dB = 5
Sector Orientation [10◦, 250◦, 130◦]
Mechanical Tilt 4◦
Electrical Tilt 0◦ to 10◦, step 1◦
Prediction Height Ground + 6 Floor
Floor height 3.1 m
The corresponding shadowing map statistics is extracted for each prediction setting
scenario of Θ◦i tilt and hi m height by using the empirical propagation model relation
ship described in Equation I.2. Accordingly, S(xhi , Θi) is:
S(xhi , Θi) = Lt(xhi , Θi)− L(xhi ) + Ga(xhi , Θi) (I.18)
However, since only Lt(xhi , Θj) is available from Equation I.18, the path loss com-
ponent L(xhi ) and the total antenna gain Ga(xhi , Θi) values need to be determined.
It is apparent that, L(xhi) is the mean propagation loss whereas the S(xhi , Θi) corre-
sponds to the rest of the large scale attenuation over the mean, thus, the path loss
plus shadowing statistics can be evaluated from Equation I.18 as:
S(xhi , Θi) + L(xhi ) = Lt(xhi , Θi) + Ga(xhi , Θi) (I.19)
In this case, the path loss is approximated by the empirical path loss model as
L(xhi) = α + β · log10(r) where α and β are the path loss loss coefficients and can
be determined via linear regression estimation from the the path loss plus shadow-
ing statistics and the coefficients correspond to the path loss offset and the path loss
exponent respectively [5] [6].
Proper extraction of the shadowing statistics requires estimating and excluding
the total antenna gain values with respect to each x in Equation I.19. And this needs
a beam pattern model that provides the antenna gain variation in the boresight direc-
tion. In this investigation, the beam pattern model from the 3rd Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) is employed where it approximates the two dimensional and total
three dimensional patterns as shown in Equation I.20-I.22 where the variables Φo, Θi,
Φ3dB and Θ3dB are the azimuth orientation, elevation tilt, azimuth and elevation half
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Fig. I.3: 3D City Building Layout
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Fig. I.4: Approximation of The Real Antenna Radiation Pattern
power beam-widths respectively [6] [14]. Whereas φ and θ are the angular position of
x. The 3GPP pattern model estimates the main lobe radiation patterns and approxi-
mates the side and back lobe effect with a constant value of Am known as backward
attenuation factor. Figure I.4 depicts the estimated and real antenna elevation pattern
behaviour for a typical value of Am = 25 dB proposed by 3GPP [6].
BH(φ) = −min
{
Am, 12 ·
(
φ − Φo
Φ3dB
)2}
,⇒ Azimuth (I.20)
BV(θ) = −min
{
Am, 12 ·
(
θ − Θi
Θ3dB
)2}
⇒ Elevation (I.21)
B3D(φ, θ) = −min
{
Am,−
[
BH(φ) + BV(θ)
]}
,⇒ Total Pattern (I.22)
However, the backward attenuation effect depends on the nature of the propagation
environment as it attributes to the various physical phenomena that the signal wave
undergoes during radiation like reflection, scattering and diffraction which deter-
mines the effective antenna gain behavior from side lobes [14]. As a consequence, Am
is characterized by the clutter type seen by each antenna and could have different val-
ues for each antenna in the same scenario. Hence, an exhaustive search optimization
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Fig. I.6: ∆S(xho , Θi , Θ0) Statistical Distribution
has been carried out for a range of Am values that will lead to a path loss plus shad-
owing statistics satisfying minimizing the standard deviation of the shadowing [8].
5 Model Coefficient Prediction and Performance
Evaluation
5.1 Shadowing Statistics and Predictor Coefficients
Shadowing Statistics
The shadowing statistics extracted for each tilt Θi from the ray tracing data, S(xho , Θi),
has been investigated for its statistical behavior and in-variability relationship along
with the applied tilt change. Statistics observed from each site antenna confirmed
that the extracted shadow map for each tilt settings have a Gaussian statistical distri-
bution with closely the same standard deviation independent of the tilt. This is also
illustrated in Figure I.5 where the shadowing map distribution is shown for a sample
site for different tilt case validating the same shadowing statistics standard deviation
assumption used in the Section 3.
As can be seen in the Figure I.5, the first and the second order statistical infor-
mation are not depicting significant variation of the shadowing process for various
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Fig. I.7: Mean and Standard Deviation of S(xho , Θi) at Different Θi
tilt. However, this does not guarantee the invariability of the shadowing effect with
respect to tilt change. Hence, further investigation is done by evaluating the cor-
responding shadowing map change, ∆S(xho , Θi, Θo), at each pixel x location in the
prediction area for the applied tilt setting change. Figure I.6 shows the distribution
of the shadowing value differences ∆S(xho , Θi, Θo) for various tilt differences evalu-
ated per pixel showing that the shadowing effect indeed changes while tilt setting is
varied. The figure confirms that ∆S(xho , Θi, Θo) also follows a Gaussian distribution
with a mean value around zero and standard deviation, σ
∆S
, which is increasing with
∆Θ indicating that the actual shadowing experience has dependency on the tilt and
the shadowing effect variation gets higher at a larger relative tilt change. Moreover,
the statistical mean and standard deviation of the shadowing map are not changed
considerably with tilt as discussed before and this behavior is more depicted in I.7 for
various tilt Θi
Shadowing Correlation and Predictor Coefficients
Due to its random behavior, the shadow fading effect at different locations are de-
scribed in terms of the statistical correlation between them. The correlation property
is also used in the existing shadowing model for system level simulations in order to
generate a shadowing map with respect to each site [6]. Thus, in our investigation, the
correlation statistical property is exploited in order to derive the relationship between
the random shadowing process at different tilt settings. In the existing shadowing
model, since the same shadowing effect is assumed irrespective the tilt setting, the
shadowing random process is seen as fully correlated before and after a tilt change.
In reality, however, the shadowing statistics extracted from the ray tracing propaga-
tion map data for different tilt settings show that the shadowing fading effect for any
two different tilt settings does not remain the same and the variation increases with
the increase in the tilt difference. This is illustrated in Figure I.8 where the shadowing
correlation coefficient value is shown for the shadowing at a reference tilt, Θo = 4◦ ,
and at a different tilt setting, Θi. This confirms the existence tilt dependency of the
shadowing fading with respect to the antenna tilt setting. The figure also depicts
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that the shadowing correlation level drops approximately linearly with the applied
tilt change.
As discussed in Section 3, the new model introduced in this paper defines a linear
function, fs(∆Θ) as shown in Equation I.23, to predict the corresponding statistical
correlation level of the shadowing effect at Θi and Θo, ρ̂
ΘiΘo , for a tilt change of ∆Θ
from Θo to Θi. The coefficients of fs(∆Θ) are determined from the shadowing cor-
relation coefficients, ρΘiΘo , evaluated from the ray tracing based shadowing statistics
for various tilt settings using a linear curve fitting approach as shown in Figure I.8.
The linear predictor function is given by Equation I.23 with coefficients a and b.
ρ̂ΘiΘo = fs(∆Θ) = a · ∆Θ + b (I.23)
The predictor coefficients approximation is done using a linear least square method
such that fs(∆Θ) fits the correlation coefficient data, ρ
ΘiΘo
k,i , calculated from each sec-
tor k for different tilt change values, ∆Θi, at N number of sectors in our ray tracing
scenario where ∆Θi = Θi − Θo. In this investigation, 19 sectors are randomly consid-
ered and at each sector, the tilt configuration, Θi, is changed from 4
◦ up to 14◦ with
1◦ step for a total of T = 11 tilt settings. Thus, the coefficients that linearly best fit the
data minimizing the error ǫ in Equation I.24 are calculated accordingly.
ǫ =
N
∑
k=1
T
∑
i=1
(ρΘiΘok,i − (a · ∆Θi + b))
2 (I.24)
Thus, based on the data from our ray tracing scenario, predictor coefficient value of
a = −0.035 and b = 0.96 are found with error ǫ = 2.3. The correlation coefficient
predictor function is then given by fs(∆Θ) = −0.035 · ∆Θ+ 0.96 and its slop indicates
that the shadowing correlation drops by approximately 3% per a tilt change.
Performance of The Proposed Model
In this subsection the performance of the proposed model is checked against with
the ray tracing data. In this case, a new shadowing map of Ŝ(xho , Θi) is generated
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Fig. I.10: ∆Ŝ(xho , Θi, Θ0) Statistical Distribution
for a sector at a tilt setting Θi from the ray tracing propagation extracted shadowing
map S(xho , Θo) of the same sector at the reference tilt, Θo = 4
◦ , by using the pro-
posed model described in Equation I.7-I.15 and the correlation coefficient predictor
function. The statistical correlation between the predicted Ŝ(xho , Θi) and S(xho , Θo)
is equal to ρ̂ΘiΘo and it is the same as the value of fs(∆Θ) evaluated for the respec-
tive tilt change. Thus, the correlation property is well approximated by the model as
already demonstrated in Figure I.8. The mean µ̂
Θi
and the standard deviation σ̂
Θi
of
the newly generated shadowing map,Ŝ(xho , Θi), at different tilt setting is also evalu-
ated for selected sites. The standard deviation of the normally distributed random
values, Ω(Θi, Θo), used while generating Ŝ(xho , Θi) is also determined as described
in Equation I.11 and in this case it is also assumed that independent random val-
ues are generated for pixel points separated by the same de-correlation distance as
S(xho , Θi) and the other values in between are evaluated using interpolation. Spatial
de-correlation distance of 40 m is assumed in our case during the generating the new
shadowing map while validating the performance of our model.
Results shown in Figure I.9 has indicated that the Ŝ(xho , Θi) has closely the same
statistical distribution with the shadowing map S(xho , Θi) extracted from the ray trac-
ing data. This is illustrated by comparing the corresponding mean and standard
deviation values for the extracted and the newly generated shadow map depicted in
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Fig. I.11: Ĥ(xhi,h0 ) Statistical Distribution With respect to the Ground Floor
Figure I.7 and Figure I.9 respectively at different tilt settings.
Moreover, it is also interesting to show how close the model predicts the cor-
responding shadowing effect change, ∆Ŝ(xho , Θi, Θo), that happens during the tilt
configuration change from Θi to Θo which is found by subtracting the shadow-
ing values at each pixel, xho , at the respective tilt settings, i.e. ∆Ŝ(xho , Θi, Θo) =
Ŝ(xho , Θi)− S(xho , Θo). Thus, this value is checked with the corresponding shadow-
ing difference values evaluated from the ray tracing data at the respective tilt settings,
i.e. ∆S(xho , Θi, Θo) = S(xho , Θi)− S(xho , Θo). The comparison between distribution
curves and standard deviation values shown in Figure I.6 and Figure I.10 demonstrate
that the proposed model predicts the shadowing variation with respect tile changes
closely to what is observed from the ray tracing data.
5.2 Statistical Behavior of Height Gain
The height gain effect is investigated by using the propagation maps generated using
a ray tracing tool for the considered 3D urban model scenario depicting a typical
European city clutter type as shown in Figure I.3. In this case the total propagation
loss L(xhi , Θo) is predicted at a different floor height level using the ray tracing tool
where the tool considers the propagation effects experienced in real life by using the
employed 3D model scenario during the propagation map prediction. Thus, various
propagation map is generated with the ray tracing tool for 7 different height levels, i.e.
ground floor at 1.5 m hight and 6 higher floors with 3.1 m height difference between
the them.
Accordingly, the height gain Ĥ(xhi,h0 ) at at each pixel points x at a floor height
level of hi with respect to the ground floor height ho is evaluated from the ray tracing
propagation maps, predicted for each floor height, as shown in Equation I.25.
Ĥ(xhi,h0) = L(xhi , Θo)− L(xhi , Θo); (I.25)
The evaluated Ĥ(xhi,h0 ) statistics from each pixel points are analyzed for different
sectors. Ĥ(xhi ,h0) statistical distribution is presented in Figure I.11 for one sample
sector from the ray tracing scenario. It can be seen from the figure that, the height
gain value is different at different location and this value even deviates significantly
from the corresponding average height gain value at the respective floor height level.
The deviation is due to the fact that the clutter effect experienced at various points at a
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certain floor height level different at different location. The average height floor height
gain level is also evaluated for various sector propagation cases and it is compared
with the exiting 0.6 dB/m gain in Figure I.12. The same kind of statistical distribution
behavior is observed for the height gain values evaluated with respect to various
sector from the ray tracing scenario. It has been also shown in Figure I.11 that this
height gain statistics follows a chi-square distribution and fits well in the figure with
a chi-square distribution curve for 4 degree of freedom, i.e. Ĥ(xhi,h0) ∼ χ
2
4, centered
at different mean for each floor height level.
As can be seen in Figure I.12, the average height gain found from the ray tracing
data fits quite well till the 4th floor and a height gain corresponds to the existing
model declines for higher floors. This could be a specific clutter nature of the scenario
considered in our ray tracing. However, the average height gain from different sites
shows quite similar trends.
6 Impact of Tilt and Height Based Models in Net-
work Planning and Optimization
The proposed tilt dependent shadowing model and the floor height gain investigation
results have shown that a more tunning is required in the existing propagation model
in order to accurately reflect the real time propagation effects. As discussed in earlier
section, in network planning and optimization tasks, the planning and optimization
tool should be able to properly estimate the changes that occurs in reality due to any
applied change in network parameter. The antenna tilt is one of the significant radio
parameters which is used in order to ensure network coverage and also to control the
co-channel interference level in the system. In dynamic and flexible cell lay out de-
ployment, supported by the AAS features, the antenna beam orientation is adapted to
the traffic situations in the network. Hence, developing and evaluation such network
operation mechanisms and algorithms in system level simulators and network plan-
ning tools, respectively, should include the impact of tilt and corresponding clutter
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type variation experience.
In the case of multi-floor building scenario, using a constant floor height gain,
as proposed by the existing model, always leads to a gain in that increase with floor
height level as depicted in Figure I.12. However, in real case, the floor height gain
value is highly dependent on the relative position of a user location with respect to the
corresponding transmitting antenna and also the the line of sight probability for the
signal reception at respective floor height level. Consequently, the height gain is not
always experienced and could disappears after a certain height level. In this paper,
this is illustrated in Figure I.13 where the height gain is exhibited in the Reference
Signal Received Power (RSRP) level cdf indoor statistics taken from the ray tracing
scenario. Thus, the floor height gain is observed up to 3rd floor in some cases and
disappears after that, and at the lower percentile the CDF, it can be seen also that
the height gain does not disappear but stops showing further gain while increasing
the floor level. This is due to the fact that, the line of sight probability and the clutter
experience of some locations gets worse with height due to their geographical location
with respect the transmitting antenna. The presence of various height gain experience
in real network results in a different RSRP level reception at each floor. This will lead
a different cell coverage and serving cell dominance per floor.
According to the the existing floor height gain model, however, the signal received
from any transmitting antenna will have the same amount of height gain, therefore
it predicts the same server map plot for each floor at certain location. However,
the best server map plot found from the ray tracing data and shown in Figure I.14
demonstrates that, due to the random variation of the height gain value, a certain
location could experience different floor height gain on the RSRP value detected from
different transmitting sector antennas. As a consequence, a user could experience a
different serving sector at the same 2D geographical location but at different floor
heights. It is also well illustrated in Figure I.14 that while changing the floor a new
sector could merge and dominate and other sectors also changes either their coverage
dominance area or disappear.
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7 Conclusion
In this paper, a new tilt dependent shadowing model is proposed as an extension
to the existing propagation model. The tilt dependent shadowing model predicts the
shadowing effect variation that could be experienced in real propagation environment
while a tilt change is applied. During when a tilt is changed, the proposed model
predicts and generates a new shadowing fading process from the shadowing effect
assumed before the tilt with a certain statistical correlation level and the amount
of tilt chance applied. The level of the shadowing effect change with the applied
tilt difference and the corresponding de-correlation of the shadowing process can be
also predicted by the the proposed tilt dependent shadowing model. The model is
derived and validated with a ray tracing based generated propagation maps that for
a 3D model of a typical European city urban clutter type. Though a sample site
results are presented in the paper, the investigation has been carried out randomly
for 75 different sectors and closely the same prediction performance is observed for
the proposed model.
Furthermore, the floor height gain variation and its effects has been investigated
and discussed in this paper. It has been found out that the height gain variation is
deviates from the mean value with an increase in height level. Moreover, it has been
demonstrated that, in real deployment, the floor height gain does not actually exist
and it leads a different server map experience for a service area depending on the
its relative location with respect to the transmitting antenna. This suggests to use
a random variable floor height gain than a deterministic gain value as stated in the
existing model.
The proposed tilt dependent model, is derived based on the propagation map data
from the considered typical scenario. The scenario dependent parameter introduced
here is the correlation prediction function fs(∆Θ) whose coefficients are evaluated
based on this specific scenario. Therefore, there could be deviation on the coefficient
values. Hence, the authors would like to put this limitation as an outlook.
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Verification of 3G and 4G Rx Power Meas. in a Crowdsourcing Android App
Abstract
Many crowdsourcing Android applications are available for measuring network Key Perfor-
mance Indicators such as received power, latency, and throughput. The data is useful for
end-users, researchers, and Mobile Network Operators, but unfortunately the applications’
accuracy are rarely verified.
In this paper we verify the crowdsourcing Android application NetMap’s ability to measure
LTE Reference Signal Received Power by analyzing the Root Mean Squared Error, being 2-
3 dB, and cross-correlation coefficient, being above 0.8, with measurements obtained by use of
a professional radio network scanner and measurement phones. In addition, the application is
applicable, but less accurate, for 3G Received Signal Code Power measurements. The studies
are made for various device speeds and in different scenarios including indoor, urban, and
highway, where the NetMap application is showed to perform well.
1 Introduction
Obtaining Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), such as received power, latency, through-
put, and mobility performance for mobile networks is of interest to the end-user, re-
searchers, and Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) [1]. The end-user can use the KPIs
when selecting MNO subscription, while access to the KPI data enables researchers to
study network problems and develop potential solutions. Finally the KPIs can assist
MNOs in optimizing their network deployment and setup.
The KPIs can be measured using drive tests, dedicated test beds, network-side-
only tools, or user-deployed applications, [1]. The first 3 solutions often rely on pro-
fessional tools, only cover a limited area, and require many man-hours of work to be
conducted. On the contrary the user-deployed applications enable both the end-user,
researchers, and MNOs to obtain the KPIs, reflecting the real end-users experience
and mobility, at a low cost. Many applications, e.g. [2–6], have started using crowd-
sourcing i.e. spreading the applications among many users to gather as much data as
possible.
The aforementioned applications are able to measure a large number of param-
eters including received power, latency, throughput, location, mobility performance,
and energy consumption. In addition, they are able to cover a larger geographical
area as compared to what drive tests and dedicated test beds can, but unfortunately
the developers rarely verify whether the measurements are accurate. In [2] the au-
thors study how accurate the latency and energy consumption measurements are,
while [4, 5] compare what they termed "manual measurements" and subsets of their
own data without giving further details. In [6] the authors focus on the energy con-
sumption of running the application, which is of high importance as crowdsourcing
will be difficult if the application has a reputation of excessive energy consumption.
The quality of the received power measurements is discussed in [3] which observed
that measurements are averaged by the phone and that some phones seem to report
inaccurate numbers. Related to that, the authors of [7] state that it is likely that dif-
ferent phones report with different level of resolution, but the authors don’t examine
it in further detail.
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The received power is important for understanding other network KPIs such as
latency and throughput, because it will affect the applied modulation and coding
scheme, and the number of retransmissions. However, according to the survey in [1]
only 14 of 29 surveyed tools are able to produce coverage maps or report the received
power. In fact, the conclusion of [1] specifically mentions that the accuracy of the tools
is difficult to compare. This entails a root cause analysis of the observed network KPIs
may be difficult to perform.
The contribution of this paper is to verify the received power measurement ac-
curacy of our crowdsourcing Android application, named NetMap, which uses the
Android API [8]. Having verified and accurate received power measurements enables
researchers and MNOs to understand other KPIs such as latency and throughput in
further detail. We perform the verification by comparing the NetMap measurements
with 2 professional measurement phones and a radio network scanner in 4 differ-
ent scenarios including indoor, urban, and highway at speeds from pedestrian to 110
km/h.
The paper is structured as follows; first the NetMap application is described in
Sec. 2 with focus on how received power measurements are made, then the verification
methodology including tools, scenarios, data processing, and evaluation is presented
in Sec. 3. Selected results are presented together with a discussion and future use of
the application in Sec. 4 and 5 respectively, followed by the conclusion in Sec. 7.
2 The NetMap Application
The NetMap Android application is designed to capture network performance on the
application layer and Radio Access Technology (RAT) specific parameters that affect
the end-user experience [9]. The application captures information for 2G, 3G, and 4G
while also logging user position via GPS.
The default NetMap application logs throughput, connectivity, network context
state, Round Trip Time (RTT) and received power [9]. In this work, a simplified
version logging the two latter parameters was applied. Both the RTT and received
power measurement are collected with a frequency of approximately 1 Hz, which
entails the mobile terminal is always expected to be actively connected to the serving
cell. In between the measurements the application is in a sleep state to reduce the
effect on battery life and general resource usage.
The RTT measurement is initiated when the application sends a UDP packet, with
a payload containing a packet ID of a maximum of 1024 bytes, to a server at Aalborg
University (AAU). When the response is received at the application layer the total RTT
is logged. This is implemented using the DatagramPacket and the DatagramSocket
APIs in Android [8]. A timeout of 1 s is set on the socket to capture long RTTs.
Every time a RTT measurement is performed the received power is also sampled
as illustrated in Fig. J.1. When 60 measurements are completed a report is generated
after which 60 new measurements are initiated as soon as possible. Depending on
the RAT it varies how the received power is calculated and which Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API) must be used. Furthermore, depending on the state of the
phone’s screen the APIs act differently, and in addition, different APIs are available
in different versions of the Android operating system.
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Fig. J.1: NetMap activity chart.
There are two APIs that can be used for extracting the received power values;
SignalStrength and CellInfo [8]. The SignalStrength API has been available since An-
droid SDK version 7 (Android 2.1). This API offers a wide range of received power
related information, and for 3G measurements NetMap reads the GsmSignalStrength
via the call getGsmSignalStrength(). The 3G received power is reported via this API
because Android decided it is convenient that the received power for different RATs
is reported in the same place. The call returns an Arbitrary Strength Unit (ASU) value
representing the 3G Common Pilot Channel Received Signal Code Power (RSCP), and
valid values are (0-31, 99) as defined in [10]. The conversion to RSCP is defined as:
RSCP = ASU − 120 [dBm] (J.1)
For Long Term Evoloution (LTE) the call LteRsrp returns the Received Signal Ref-
erence Power (RSRP) defined as: [10]
RSRP = ASU − 140 [dBm] (J.2)
Unfortunately the SignalStrength API only report updates while the screen is
ON, and therefore the CellInfo API is used while the screen is OFF. The CellInfo
API was made available in Android SDK version 17 (Android 4.2), but the subclass
CellInfoWcdma was not added until SDK version 18 (Android 4.3) [8]. For 3G the
CellInfoWcdma is used to extract received power values via the call .getCellSignal-
Strength().getDbm(). For LTE the subclass CellInfoLte is used with the call .getCellSig-
nalStrength().getAsuLevel() which returns an ASU value defined between 0-97, and
where 99 is unknown [10].
During development and measurements we have observed that the behavior of
received power values from the CellInfo API varies from phone to phone from differ-
ent manufacturers in terms of update frequency and availability. This indicates that
different manufacturers implement the received power reported to the Radio Interface
Layer from the network modem differently, as also observed by [3, 7].
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3 Methodology
The purpose with this work is to verify that NetMap, using the Android APIs on a
commercial smartphone, is able to accurately measure 3G RSCP and LTE RSRP re-
ceived powers. Our methodology is to compare the NetMap measurements, made in
4 different scenarios, with quality references obtained by use of professional measu-
rement tools consisting of a Rohde & Schwarz radio network scanner, from now on
referred as the scanner, and 2 Qualipoc measurement smartphones from SwissQual.
The details of the tools and scenarios are given in the following Sec. 3.1. This allows
for the following three comparisons:
i Radio network scanner vs. NetMap
The scanner has the best measurement resolution and sampling time, but it is
a passive device unable to connect to a specific network. The scanner is often
favored for drive tests due to its ability to monitor multiple carrier frequencies
at once. However, it will not reflect the end-user experience, including handover
settings, traffic steering, and cell load conditions, as NetMap will.
ii Qualipoc vs. NetMap running on the same phone
Running NetMap on the measurement phone entails NetMap and the Qualipoc
software should report the same received power, because they have the same ori-
gin. However, the measurement phone is rooted and the Qualipoc software op-
timized to provide better resolution and sampling time as compared to the com-
mercial phone.
iii Qualipoc vs. NetMap running on a different phone
Running NetMap on a different phone is expected to result in received power
differences, because the two phones will not experience the same fast fading. In
addition, the Radio Frequency (RF) front ends and application layers are different.
However, since both phones are connected to the same MNO the measurements
should be comparable and reflect the accuracy that can be obtained in practice.
3.1 Tools and Scenarios
The list of phones and measurement tools as well as their key characteristics are given
in Table J.1. To illustrate NetMap’s potential to crowdsource coverage, latency, and
other network KPIs the application was installed on 3 identical, commercial phones
(A,B,C), which were connected to 3 major MNOs (X,Y,Z) in Denmark. The measu-
rement phones (D,E) were connected to operator X, while the scanner (F) passively
monitored the received power from all 3 MNOs simultaneously.
As indicated in Table J.1 NetMap’s resolution is 10-100 times worse than the pro-
fessional tools (D-F), and therefore it especially interesting to analyze whether the
received power measurements are comparable, because NetMap will then provide a
cheap and easily deployable alternative. NetMap’s sampling time is also lower than
Qualipoc’s and the scanner in LTE mode. For 3G the scanner, used in high accuracy
mode, has a sampling time similar to NetMap because it monitors a large number
of bands. NetMap’s lower sampling time and resolution may be more of an issue in
some scenarios than in others and therefore the 6 devices were deployed in 4 different
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Table J.1: Key parameters for the phones and measurement tools. RAT specific parame-
ters are given as 3G; LTE.
ID Model Software Android Operator Sampling Resolution
version & bands time [s] [dB]
A Google NetMap 5.1.1 X: 900,2100; 1; 1 2; 1
Nexus 6 800,1800,2600
B Google NetMap 5.1.1 Y: 900,2100; 1; 1 2; 1
Nexus 6 800,2600
C Google NetMap 5.1.1 Z: 2100; 1; 1 2; 1
Nexus 6 1800,2600
D Samsung Qualipoc 4.1.2† X 0.32; 0.52 1; 0.1
GS3 13.0.0.25
E Samsung Qualipoc 4.4.4† X 0.29; 0.53 1; 0.1
GS5 15.0.0.53
F R&S TSMW Romes - passive 1.1; 0.11 0.1; 0.01
radio scanner 4.82 X,Y,Z
† SwissQual provided a modified version of Android to run Qualipoc
Table J.2: Scenario details with specific parameters averaged from Qualipoc phones
(D,E). RAT specific parameters are given as 3G; LTE.
Scenario AAU AAU Aalborg Highway
Parameter indoor outdoor city center E45
Fig. reference J.2a yellow J.2a green J.2b J.2c
Device speed [km/h] 6 (pedestrian) 6 30 110
Distance [km] 0.44 0.35 2.7 5.7
Observed cells [-] 2; 1 2; 1 14; 12 9 ; 6
Minimum power [dBm] -100; -110 -87; -96 -96; -114 -106; -117
Maximum power [dBm] -61; -72 -62; -79 -41; -56 -47; -62
scenarios; indoor & outdoor at AAU campus, in Aalborg city center, and on the local
highway. The details of the scenarios are listed in Table J.2 and they clearly provide
different propagation conditions as reflected by the device speed, number of observed
cells, and dynamic range of the received signal. The number of observed cells and
received powers are based on reports from the Qualipoc phones (D,E). Fig. J.2 illus-
trate the measurement routes in the 4 scenarios. Note that the yellow line in Fig. J.2a
corresponds to the indoor scenario, while the green line is the outdoor scenario.
In order to eliminate effects of the devices moving differently or experiencing
different gains due to hand grip effects [11], the devices were mounted in a measu-
rement rack and then moved either by use of a trolley (in the AAU scenarios) or car
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(a) AAU scenarios (b) City center (c) Highway
Fig. J.2: The measurement routes in the 4 scenarios.
Scanner
incl. anten-
nas (F)
Nexus
phones
Qualipoc
phones
A
B
C
D E
(a) The trolley (b) The car
Fig. J.3: The measurement tools and transportation devices.
(city center and highway) as illustrated in Fig. J.3.
3.2 Data Processing and Evaluation
After the measurements are completed they are post-processed in Matlab to deter-
mine how well NetMap’s measurements match those of the Qualipoc phones and the
scanner. The processing procedure is as follows:
1. data from the Qualipoc phones and the scanner (devices D-F) are filtered to remove
any fast fading effects, because the purpose is to verify whether NetMap captures
the overall coverage (mean path loss level) and shadow fading (slow variations of
the path loss).
2. data from devices D-F is downsampled (if necessary) to fit the sampling rate of
NetMap.
3. comparisons according to the methodologies (i,ii,iii), described in Sec. 3, are per-
formed as follows:
i NetMap phones (A-C) are compared with the scanner (F) capturing all 3 MNOs
(X,Y,Z). The results are averaged across operators for each of the 4 scenarios.
The scanner measures the received power of all cells within its dynamic range
while NetMap only measures the received power of the current serving cell. The
NetMap measurements are therefore compared with the maximum received
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power of the scanner, which is determined sample by sample. A hysteresis of
5.5 dB and 3 dB is used for 3G and LTE respectively, to emulate a handover
margin between the current serving cell and a stronger neighbor cell.
ii NetMap measurements of phones D and E are compared with the Qualipoc
measurements of the same phones. The results are averaged for the two Qualipoc
phone D and E connected to MNO X.
iii NetMap in phone A is compared with Qualipoc measurements of phones D
and E. The 3 phones are connected to the same operator (X), but they may
experience small differences in fading, in addition to the different RF front end
and antenna gains.
4. the comparisons are based on a parameter search to determine the time- and
power-offset between NetMap and reference data. This is necessary because the 6
devices were not started simultaneously and due to the devices’ different antenna
and RF front end gains.
5. the best fit, depending on the time- and power-offset, is the one resulting in the
lowest Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and the highest cross-correlation coeffi-
cient ρ. Definitions of these metrics are given in the appendix.
Fig. J.4 illustrates the original data after it is time-aligned (thin line) and af-
ter it has been filtered (thick line), but not compensated for power-offset. The Fig.
also illustrates a potential handover case, where carrier 2 observed by the scanner is
stronger than carrier 1. However, during the measurements (not illustrated in Fig. J.4)
it was observed that NetMap and Qualipoc phones may be connected to a carrier with
lower received power as compared to the maximum value observed by the scanner.
The reason is traffic steering and handover policies implemented by the MNO to suit
the specific scenario, and differences in antenna and RF front end gains.
The power-offset calibration coefficients for NetMap on phone A vs Qualipoc
phone D and E are given as an example in Table J.3. In order for the measurements
to be valid the power-offset should be constant across the scenarios when compared
with a specific device for a specific RAT, because the power-offset only depends on
antenna and RF front end gains. The results in Table J.3 reflect this as the standard
deviation is around 1 dB for 3G, while it is only about 0.2 dB for LTE i.e. a very
constant offset is applied for all scenarios in LTE. In the city center scenario phone
A, connected to operator X, performed a handover from LTE to 3G shortly after the
measurement was initiated. Therefore the result, marked with italic, is unreliable and
not included in the calculation of average values. It is not possible to force the phones
to LTE, because Voice over IP is not fully implemented in Denmark yet and therefore
it would make voice calls to the specific LTE-only phone impossible.
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Fig. J.4: Data processing steps. Thin lines are original, time aligned data. Solid lines are filtered
and downsampled data. The scenario is indoor LTE.
Table J.3: Calibration coefficients for NetMap on phone A vs Qualipoc phones D and E.
Values in dB.
Scenario 3G LTE
Phone D E D E
Indoor -8.5 -4.8 -0.8 0.7
Outdoor -8.3 -5.2 -0.5 1.0
City center -6.2 -5.9 2.5 1.6
Highway -8.5 -4.5 -0.9 0.8
Average -7.9 -5.1 -0.73 0.83
Standard deviation 1.12 0.61 0.21 0.15
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Table J.4: NetMap 3G measurements compared with scanner and Qualipoc.
Comparison i (scanner) ii (same phone) iii (different phone)
Scenario RMSE ρ RMSE ρ RMSE ρ
Indoor 4.1 dB 0.52 2.1 dB 0.88 3.7 dB 0.68
Outdoor 4.8 dB 0.57 1.8 dB 0.73 3.3 dB 0.44
City center 6.1 dB 0.72 2.3 dB 0.97 7.0 dB 0.66
Highway 6.8 dB 0.71 4.3 dB 0.92 4.6 dB 0.87
Average 5.4 dB 0.63 2.6 dB 0.88 4.6 dB 0.66
4 Results
In this section the RMSE and cross-correlation coefficient ρ results are presented for
the 3 comparisons defined in Sec. 3. The 2 KPIs: RMSE and ρ are defined in the
appendix.
The results for the 4 scenarios when using 3G is given in Table J.4. As expected
comparison ii (NetMap and Qualipoc on the same phone) results in the best fit with
an average RMSE close to NetMap’s resolution of 2 dB (see Table J.1), and a high
cross-correlation coefficient of 0.88. The comparisons i and iii with the scanner and
Qualipoc running on a different phone yield less accurate results for 3G as the corre-
lation on average is below 0.7 while the RMSE is above 4 dB.
The indoor and outdoor AAU scenarios show the smallest dynamic range of the
received power according to Table J.2, and this is reflected in the results in Table J.4
where those scenarios result in the lowest RMSE. However, on average the smaller
variations also entail a lower cross-correlation coefficient as compared to the city cen-
ter and highway scenarios.
The results for LTE are given in Table J.5. As in 3G the comparison ii provides the
best results, but for LTE the comparisons i and iii also provide accurate results with
an average cross-correlation coefficient around 0.8 i.e. a good match between NetMap
and the professional tools.
Fig. J.5 illustrates the filtered, downsampled, and time- and power-offset results
for Qualipoc and NetMap measurements on phone E compared with NetMap mea-
surements on phone A i.e. all connected to the same operator (X). The scenario is
indoor LTE. The NetMap measurement on phone E seems to vary slightly more than
the NetMap measurement on phone A. Since NetMap was configured to provide one
measurement per second for both phones, see Table J.1, the difference is expected to
be due to the model and configuration of the chipset and processor.
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Table J.5: NetMap LTE measurements compared with scanner and Qualipoc.
Comparison i (scanner) ii (same phone) iii (different phone)
Scenario RMSE ρ RMSE ρ RMSE ρ
Indoor 3.0 dB 0.83 2.1 dB 0.88 2.6 dB 0.87
Outdoor 3.0 dB 0.72 0.8 dB 0.93 2.0 dB 0.67
City center 5.8 dB 0.80 1.9 dB 0.99 4.5 dB 0.85
Highway 7.3 dB 0.74 1.8 dB 0.99 4.5 dB 0.91
Average 4.7 dB 0.77 1.7 dB 0.95 3.4 dB 0.83
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Fig. J.5: NetMap measurements from Qualipoc phone E and commercial phone A compared
with the Qualipoc measurement. The scenario is indoor LTE.
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5 Discussion
The results, presented in the previous section, verified that NetMap, running on a
commercial smartphone, is able to measure LTE RSRP with sufficient accuracy to track
shadow fading and path loss. It provides a cheap alternative to the professional tools
even though the resolution and sampling time are significantly lower. In addition,
NetMap reports the measurements of a connected phone as opposed to the scanner,
which in some cases may overestimate the coverage, because it is not able to capture
phenomenons caused by MNO traffic steering. NetMap’s 3G measurements are less
accurate, partly due to the Android API, but still reliable. The RMSE of 3-5 dB (see
Table J.4) is not critical when considering that empirical path loss models and ray-
tracing tools compared with received power measurements may result in RMSEs of
4-6 dB [12].
The NetMap measurements were calibrated towards either the scanner or the
Qualipoc phones and therefore the power-offset is relative to the antenna and RF
front end gain of these devices. This entails the absolute values are not accurate,
while the relative measurements are calibrated. This is especially important for the
crowdsourcing results, because as the measurements show the average power-offset
in Table J.3 is as high as 8 dB between phones A and D. Thus, there may be significant
differences in crowdsourced data from different phones, which must be compensated
in the final analysis. This variability was also observed by [3, 7].
Having verified the NetMap received power is an important achievement, because
it enables the further analysis of statistics such as latency and throughput, and why
those parameters in some cases are worse than expected. In addition, the received
power measurements can be used to study and compare the coverage of various
MNOs. As an example Fig. J.6a shows the Cumulative Distributive Function of the
received power for phones A-C connected to operators X, Y, and Z respectively. The
measurements are made for LTE in the indoor AAU and highway scenarios. Opera-
tors X and Y seem to benefit from having a sub-GHz carrier in the highway scenario,
while operator Y in general provides the best coverage for both scenarios. Fig. J.6b
illustrates the combined NetMap LTE RTT measurements for each of the 3 operators
averaged across the 4 scenarios. Significant variations can be observed and if low
RTT is of importance to the end-user, operator Y seems like the best choice. Future
work includes a correlation analysis of the RSRP and RTT measurements. In addi-
tion, the authors of [7] also noted that the use of the signal-to-interference-and-noise
ratio metric can be useful, when correlating RTT and throughput measurements with
coverage.
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Fig. J.6: NetMap LTE measurements.
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6 Conclusion
NetMap is an Android application developed for crowdsourcing Mobile Network Op-
erator statistics as observed by the user, e.g. received power, latency, and throughput.
The purpose of this work, being a measurement campaign, was to verify the ability
of NetMap to correctly measure received power in 3G and LTE cellular networks.
Received power is important when analyzing metrics such as latency and throughput
because it affects the modulation and coding scheme that can be applied and the
number of retransmissions.
The measurements were performed by connecting commercial smartphones run-
ning NetMap to 3 operators in Denmark, while also monitoring the received power
using professional measurement phones from SwissQual and a Rohde & Schwarz ra-
dio network scanner. The diverse measurement scenarios included indoor & outdoor
pedestrian speed traces, and driving on the highway and in the city center of Aalborg.
The results show that NetMap yields accurate LTE measurements with a Root
Mean Squared Error of 2-3 dB and cross-correlation coefficient above 0.8, even for
high speeds. The 3G measurements result in an error of 3-5 dB and a cross-correlation
coefficient of 0.6-0.8, partly due to lower measurement resolution in the Android API.
Furthermore, the results show a constant power-offset between NetMap and the pro-
fessional tools and thus indicate consistent measurements.
Future work includes recording the cell ID concurrently with received power mea-
surements, and presenting the measurement results to the end user, e.g. a coverage
map. This will help attract new users, which is vital for crowdsourcing.
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Appendix
The Root Mean Squared Error is defined as:
RMSE (x, y) =
√√√√ 1
N
N
∑
i=1
(xi − yi)
2 [dB] (J.3)
where x and y are the signal of interest and reference, respectively i.e. a NetMap
measurement and a scanner or Qualipoc measurement. The length of the signals is
N.
The cross-correlation coefficient ρ is defined as:
ρ (x, y) =
cov (x, y)√
σ2x σ
2
y
[−]
=
E
[
(x − µx)
(
y − µy
)]
√
E
[
(x − µx)
2
]
E
[
(x − µx)
2
] [−] (J.4)
where cov (x, y) is the covariance of x and y, σ2x is the variance of x, E is the
expectation, and µx is the mean defined as µx =
1
N ∑
N
i=1 x for discrete values.
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From LTE to 5G for Connected Mobility
Abstract
The Long Term Evolution, 4th generation of mobile communication technology, has been com-
mercially deployed for about 5 years. Even though it is continuously updated through new
releases, release 13 or LTE Advanced Pro being the latest one, the development of the 5th
generation has been initiated. In this article, we measure how current LTE network imple-
mentations perform in comparison with the initial LTE requirements. The target is to identify
certain Key Performance Indicators which has suboptimal implementations and therefore lends
itself to careful consideration when designing and standardizing next generation wireless tech-
nology. Specifically we analyze user and control plane latency, handover execution time, and
coverage, which are critical parameters for connected mobility use cases such as road vehicle
safety and efficiency.
We study the latency, handover execution time, and coverage of four operational LTE
networks based on 19.000 km of drive tests covering a mixture of rural, suburban, and ur-
ban environments. The measurements have been collected using commercial radio network
scanners and measurement smartphones. Even though LTE has low air interface delays, the
measurements reveal that core network delays compromise the overall round trip time design
requirement. LTE’s break-before-make handover implementation causes a data interruption at
each handover of 40 ms at the median level. While this is in compliance with the LTE require-
ments, and lower values are certainly possible, it is also clear that the break-before-make will
not be sufficient for connected mobility use cases such as road vehicle safety. Furthermore, the
measurements reveal that LTE can provide coverage for 99 % of the outdoor and road users,
but the LTE-M or NarrowBand-IoT upgrades, as of LTE release 13, are required in combi-
nation with other measures to allow for additional penetration losses, as e.g. experienced in
underground parking lots.
Based on the observed discrepancies between measured and standardized LTE performance,
in terms of latency, handover execution time, and coverage, we conclude the paper with a
discussion on techniques that need careful consideration for connected mobility in the 5th
generation mobile communication technology.
1 Introduction
The 3rd and 4th generations (3G and 4G) of mobile communication technologies are
widely deployed, providing voice and mobile broadband as their main services. How-
ever, due to the increasing demand for higher data rates and larger system capacity [1]
in addition to the emergence of new Internet of Things use cases, the 5th generation
(5G) is currently being discussed. The 5G is expected to be standardized and deployed
in 2018 and 2020, respectively. A key scenario for 5G is connected mobility, which uti-
lizes vehicular communication for e.g. infotainment, safety, and efficiency [2]. The
two latter use cases impose new and challenging requirements in terms of low la-
tency, zero handover interruption time, and ultra-high radio signal reliability [3].
While these requirements are already in the scope of 5G standardization, the abil-
ity to meet the requirements in practice is more important than ever in view of the
criticality of the safety-oriented connected mobility use cases. These cases rely on
vehicular communication for e.g. platooning, cooperative awareness, and self-driving
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cars [2]. In this sense, there are learnings to be made from network testing on the
already established 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) infrastructure, to see if the orig-
inal LTE requirements are met in practice, and if not, evaluate whether the current
5G developments are likely to minimize the gap between requirements and commer-
cial implementation. In this paper, we look at the initial design requirements of 4G
LTE and the observed performance in terms of user and control plane latency and
LTE handover execution time. In view of this, we discuss how 5G may be designed
to address the latency and handover requirements of connected mobility use cases
such as vehicular communication for safety and efficiency. Our analysis is based on
an extensive measurement campaign of LTE performance in four cellular networks
in Northern Jutland, Denmark. The campaign included 19.000 km of drive test with
commercial radio network scanners and specialized measurement smartphones. Fur-
thermore, we use the measurements to calibrate a radio wave propagation tool to
study radio coverage, because it is a prerequisite for good latency and handover per-
formance.
The LTE latency and handover performance has previously been studied e.g.
in [4], [5], [6], and [7]. However, the scope of our measurement campaign in terms of
number of studied operators, network configurations and topologies, device speeds,
and scenario areas is unprecedented to the best of our knowledge. Specifically we
study 4 commercial operators covering both rural, urban, and suburban areas, totaling
19.000 km of drive test at speeds from 30 to 130 km/h using specialized measurement
smartphones, which provide information on not only application layer performance
but also Radio Resource Control (RRC) messages. This is a significant statistical im-
provement compared to [4], which is based on 3 days of measurements in a single,
lightly loaded, urban network with line-of-sight connection; [5], which is based on 35
km of urban drive test; and [6], which is based on field trials, where the Core Network
(CN) was located close to the trial area to reduce the latency. The report [7] relies on
data collected in the Nordic countries from 22.000 users via a smartphone applica-
tion in January through March 2016, but it only provides information on data rates
and user plane latency. Therefore, the statistical representation of our measurement
data and the availability of network parameters ensures a solid comparison with the
design requirements, enabling us to identify any discrepancies.
The article is structured as follows: first we describe the extensive measurement
campaign. Then the latency and handover performance observations are presented.
Next we present the LTE coverage and discuss how it can be extended. Then we
identify discrepancies and areas for improvement by comparing the LTE requirements
with the observed performance, and discuss how the 5G development can address
these issues.
2 Measurement Campaign
The extensive measurement campaign was conducted in the region of Northern Jut-
land in Denmark. The region has about 585.000 inhabitants over an area of 8000 km2.
A large part of the region is rural area with small villages and farmland, and only few
larger cities with population size in the 10-20.000 range and one major city of 130.000
inhabitants. The wireless infrastructure in the region is well developed. As it was re-
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vealed in the measurement campaign, at least one operator provides all technologies
over the full region. If two operators are required for 3G/4G coverage, about 60 small
areas (of 0.5-4 km radius) experience limited or no coverage.
Fig. K.1: Overview of measurement locations in Northern Jutland. The red rectangle indicates
the area, which is examined in the coverage study.
The drive test measurements were made using two cars covering about 19.000
kilometers of city roads, rural roads, and highways within the region, and therefore
includes measurements in the range 30-130 km/h. During the drive test, samples
of received signal power, data rate, round trip time (RTT) and radio access network
(RAN) specific parameters were collected simultaneously for the four main operators
in Denmark. The road coverage, based on more than half a million collected data
points, is illustrated in Fig. K.1. The measurements were made during the daytime
Monday through Friday in the period from November 2015 to May 2016. Note that
the status of the four networks may have changed during the long measurement
campaign, both in terms of deployed base stations and equipment, but also in terms
of number of users and network load. However, this information is not publicly
available and therefore the measurement campaign reflects the performance at the
specific time of measurement.
Each car, moving according to local traffic rules, was equipped with a roof box
containing a Rohde & Schwarz FreeRider III system. The system consists of four
Samsung Galaxy S5 Plus smartphones, running specialized QualiPoc measurement
software, and a TSME radio network scanner. The smartphones reflect the user ex-
perienced performance and, in addition, they are able to record relevant network
parameters such as RRC messages. Each phone was connected to one of the four
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main mobile network operators of Denmark using either 3G or 4G depending on the
current signal levels and operator traffic steering policies, while the scanner was pas-
sively monitoring the allocated frequency bands for 2G, 3G and 4G communication
from 700 MHz to 2.7 GHz. We only report results for 4G in this work. The smart-
phones and the scanner measured the received signal power from the serving cell
and all observable neighbor cells, respectively. The scanner was equipped with an
external, omni-directional Laird TRA6927M3NB-001 antenna, which was mounted in
the roof box on a separate ground plane. In addition the position was logged per
measurement sample via GPS, and used to generate averages of the received signal
power over 50 m road segments.
Each smartphone was continuously performing a series of data measurements
consisting of four fixed duration File Transfer Protocol (FTP) transfers in uplink and
downlink (alternating link directions i.e. eight transfers in total), each 20 seconds long
to estimate the broadband coverage. The FTP transfers were followed by a 10 s idle
period and preceded by two ping measurements occurring with 1 s separation. The
ping and FTP measurements were made towards a server located at Aalborg Uni-
versity (AAU). The server was connected via 10 Gbps fiber to the Danish Research
Network, which is connected to the Danish Internet Exchange Point via another 10
Gbps fiber, and thus the link between the Internet and the server is expected to have
minimal impact on the measurements. Ping measurements made from a computer
located at AAU towards the server, passing through the Danish Research Network,
result in average RTTs of 7.5 ms with a standard deviation of 0.6 ms. Figure K.2
emphasizes the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) considered in this paper; RTT,
handover execution time, and received signal power, and how the KPIs relate to the
network configuration in the measurement campaign. Notice that each of the opera-
tors have a direct link to the Danish Internet Exchange Point. Furthermore, two of the
operators share their networks and therefore their measurement results are combined
in this work.
Fig. K.2: The measurement configuration including network connectivity and KPIs.
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3 Latency Performance
Latency or RTT performance is a KPI for user Quality of Experience. The emergence
of the connected mobility use cases for safety makes it even more critical to deliver
data and responses with low latency [2]. Latency can be divided into control plane
latency that is the time it takes the device to transfer from the RRC Idle state to the
RRC Connected state and be able to transfer data; and user plane latency, which is
equal to the RTT of a data packet and its associated acknowledgment from the target
layer, assuming the device is connected with the network. In LTE the control plane
latency target is 100 ms, while the user plane latency target is 20 ms [8].
Figure K.3 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the two ping
measurements performed using LTE. The second ping, performed 1 s after the first
ping, is a good measure of the user plane latency, because the 1 s delay allows suf-
ficient time for entering an RRC Connected and schedulable state. According to [6]
the RTT of LTE, excluding the CN delay, is approximately 19 ms when the UE does
not have pre-allocated resources, and therefore a scheduling request in uplink is trig-
gered. During high network load and/or poor radio signal conditions this value will
increase due to scheduling delays, low data rates, and retransmissions. As mentioned
previously, the AAU server to Danish Research Network RTT, illustrated in Fig. K.2
was measured to be 7.5 ms, and furthermore the RTT between the Danish Research
Network and the Danish Internet Exchange Point is estimated to be 1 ms. The to-
tal latency, excluding the CN is thus about 27.5 ms, which fits with the observation
of Fig. K.3a where the lowest observed RTT is 28 ms. Scheduling delays, low data
rates due to network load and insufficient coverage, and retransmissions contribute
to the 95-percentile being 67, 160, and 120 ms for operators A, B, and C, respectively.
However, even the best 5-percentile experience latencies 7.5, 33.5, and 21.5 ms above
the expected 27.5 ms for operators A, B, and C, respectively. Clearly the CN latency,
which is the time it takes the packet to transfer from the S1 interface between eNB
and the Serving Gateway through the operator’s backhaul to the Danish Internet Ex-
change Point, is a major limitation, especially for operator B whose best 5-percentile
users experience latencies more than 100 % higher than the expected 27.5 ms. The
observed delays are significantly longer than [4], which noted an average LTE user
plane latency of 36 ms and CN latency of 1-3 ms. However, those measurements
were made in a network with limited number of users and from a static, line-of-sight
measurement position. The average user plane latency was noted to be 45 ms in [7],
but it is not clear how the users were distributed geographically (and whether they
were indoor or outdoor) as the coverage was claimed to be less than 80 % even for the
best operator. This is in contrast with our finding of approximately 99 % outdoor LTE
coverage, which is described later.
In general operator A provides the lowest user plane latencies and this is corre-
lated with the fact that operator A provides the best LTE coverage in the area. The
standard deviation of the latency of operator B is 69 ms, and significantly larger than
operators A and C, being 22 and 33 ms respectively. The reasons for the latency jitter
may include varying load across the network and thus varying scheduling delays and
data rates, but also a less consistent routing of packets in the CN. Independently of the
reason it is an issue for safety-critical connected mobility, which requires predictable
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and steady latency performance.
The first ping, which is performed after 10 s of idle time and illustrated in Fig.
K.3b, is a measure of the control plane latency combined with the user plane latency
of Fig. K.3a. After the first measurement the smartphones have a cached Address Res-
olution Table with the AAU server’s MAC address. The measurement smartphones’
default Address Resolution Table renewal timer is 60 s and since a new FTP or ping
measurement is initiated every 20 s the timer will always be reset before expiry, and
therefore, the Address Resolution Protocol does not cause additional delays. Further-
more, the Domain Name System service is not used because the server is addressed
via IP.
The inactivity timer of LTE, that is the time between the last data transfer and until
the network moves the UE to RRC Idle, is in the order of 5-10 s for most networks and
this explains why some UEs in the CDF of ping 1 in Fig. K.3b experience performance
similar to ping 2. Excluding the UEs who seem to be RRC connected when ping 1
is initiated, and subtracting the average RTT observed in Fig. K.3a the lowest control
plane latency is in the order of 120 ms for operators A and B and 80 ms for operator C.
Some users experience longer latencies, which may be due to a failed Random Access
(RA) procedure in addition to the aforementioned RAN contributors. Independent of
the operator there are some distinctive steps, which occur with intervals of 40 and 80
ms. This corresponds well with the periodicities of System Information Block 1 and
2, which are needed by the UE to perform cell access and RA [9]. Similar to the user
plane latency result in Fig. K.3a operator A performs best in Fig. K.3b, but when the
user plane latency is subtracted from the measurements the three operators perform
very similar.
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Fig. K.3: The LTE ping measurement results. Note the AAU server RTT is 7.5 ms, which must
be added to the LTE requirement line for result interpretation.
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4 Handover Execution Performance
LTE implements the break-before-make handover, where the UE breaks data exchange
with the serving cell before establishing the connection towards the target cell. As a
result, the UE experiences a service interruption at each handover for a short period
of time. Upon the reception of the handover command or the RRC Connection Recon-
figuration message that includes the mobility control information [9], the UE proceeds
to reconfigure Layers 2 and 3, terminating any data exchange with the network. Af-
terwards, it performs the radio frequency retuning and attempts the RA towards the
target cell. When completed, the UE sends the RRC Connection Reconfiguration Com-
plete message to confirm the handover, informing the target cell that the data-flow can
be restored. The stage that encloses the procedures in between both RRC messages is
called handover execution [6]. In order to detect problems during the handover exe-
cution, the UE initiates the timer T304 after receiving the handover command. If the
MAC layer successfully completes the RA procedure, the UE stops the timer. How-
ever, if the timer T304 expires before the handover has been completed, a handover
failure is declared and the UE shall perform connection re-establishment [9].
Ideally, the time it takes to perform the handover execution is a lower-bound of
the handover service interruption time. In practice, there are additional delays such
as UE and eNB processing times and propagation delays that may increase the overall
service interruption. Current 3GPP studies on LTE latency report a typical handover
execution time of 49.5 ms [10], while the ITU target is 30-60 ms [8].
The QualiPoc measurement smartphones collect the RRC signaling exchanged
with the network. Therefore, the handover execution time is determined by analyzing
the time-stamp of the RRC messages at each handover. Figure K.4 depicts the CDF
of the handover execution times measured on each of the analyzed networks. The
number of registered handovers differ between networks: 161313, 46517, and 148011
handovers for operator A, B, and C, respectively. However, the measured handover
execution times are similar across them. As illustrated in Fig. K.4 the extracted
times are below 75 ms in 90 % of the cases with a median value of approximately
40 ms, which is in line with the expected typical value of 49.5 ms reported by the
3GPP [10] and the 30-60 ms target of ITU [8]. The average handover execution time
is reported to be 30 ms in [5], but the measurement only covers 35 km of urban drive
test. Similarly [6] reports average times around 25 ms, but for a field trial where the
CN was located close to the trial area.
Figure K.4 also illustrates handover execution times larger than 200 ms, and
some are due to unsuccessful handovers (approximately 1 % of the total number
of samples). In these cases, a handover failure is declared and the connection re-
establishment increases the data interruption time up to several seconds. These ex-
treme values show that the LTE handover execution with a break-before-make imple-
mentation may become an issue for the safety-critical connected mobility use cases
with stringent latency requirements.
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5 Coverage Performance
The requested latency and handover performance cannot be achieved without suffi-
cient radio coverage. As mentioned earlier the 4G coverage is good in the region, but
since the measurements are performed as drive tests they only indicate road coverage.
However, the connected mobility use cases focused on vehicular communication for
safety and efficiency also require indoor coverage, e.g. for underground parking lots
and integral garages. Therefore the extensive measurement campaign was used for
calibration of a radio wave propagation tool, in order to estimate the received signal
power for a selected rural area of the region. The area under study is approximately
800 km2 and is based on a local operator’s commercial deployment of 71 eNB sectors
operating in LTE band 20 (∼800 MHz). The area is illustrated with a red rectangle
in Fig. K.1. An elevation map, obtained from Kortforsyningen [11], is imported to
account for terrain variations and combined with a log-normal shadow fading of 8.7
dB variance, which was estimated using the received power values from the measure-
ment campaign. The area is divided into 50x50 m pixels and the coupling loss is then
determined between each pixel and the 71 eNB sectors. The coverage is evaluated for
different users groups, which are assigned to specific pixels based on public database
information. The first set is outdoor users, located in pixels that contain a house
number based on Open Street Map, and road users, located in pixels that contain a
road segment [11]. The other group consists of indoor users, which are also identified
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Fig. K.5: Coverage performance for LTE, LTE-M, and NB-IoT. Based on Fig. 3 of [11].
by house numbers. The indoor users are divided into 3 subgroups, experiencing 10,
20, and 30 dB penetration loss in addition to the observed coupling loss. The indoor
groups are generated to study a light indoor scenario, where a user e.g. is located
close to a window and thus only experience 10 dB additional loss, and deep indoor
scenarios, where a user for example is located in a basement such as an underground
parking lot and therefore suffers 20-30 dB additional loss [12]. For further details on
the simulation setup refer to [11].
Figure K.5 shows the coupling loss between the UE and the serving cell, which
is selected based on the strongest received signal. The three dashed, vertical lines
indicate the supported Maximum Coupling Loss (MCL) for LTE release 8 (140 dB),
LTE-M release 13 (156 dB), and NarrowBand-IoT (NB-IoT) release 13 (164 dB) [13].
The two latter technologies achieve the higher MCL by applying repetitions in time
(at the cost of latency!) and Power Spectral Density boosting in smaller transmission
bandwidths of 1.4 MHz for LTE-M and 200 kHz for NB-IoT. Note that NB-IoT does
not apply handovers, but only cell reselection. Figure K.5 also contains road mea-
surements obtained in the area indicated by the red rectangle in Fig. K.1. The curve
shows a good fit with the simulation of outdoor and road users, and the minor dif-
ference is attributed to remote houses, in the area, that are located far from the road
measurements.
The results in Fig. K.5 indicate that LTE release 8 provides sufficient coverage
for 99 % of the outdoor and road users. If indoor coverage is needed LTE release 8
provides coverage for only approximately 90 % of the light indoor users, experiencing
10 dB additional penetration loss. For deep indoor users NB-IoT is required and can
provide coverage for about 95 % of the users. However, for most of the safety and
efficiency use cases the outdoor and road users can rely on LTE release 8, and thus
also benefit from the larger bandwidth and lower latency of this technology.
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6 Enabling Connected Mobility in 5G
The connected mobility use cases, focused on road vehicle safety and efficiency, de-
mand low latency, high reliability, and zero handover execution time [2, 3]. These
parameters were also defined for LTE, but using different values since mobile broad-
band and voice applications were mainly targeted. In Table K.1 the LTE requirements
are compared with the results of the extensive measurement campaign, which repre-
sents what is achievable in commercially deployed networks. In addition, the current
5G targets are listed together with highlights of ongoing 5G research on how the
mobile communication system can improve as compared to LTE and address the dis-
crepancies between standardized and measured performance. These comparisons are
important in order not to experience similar performance discrepancies, when 5G is
deployed.
The measured LTE user plane latency, see Fig. K.3a, is significantly higher than
the 20 ms target, [8], for all operators. However, the key observation is that there is an
even larger difference (51 vs 121 ms) between two operators. Since the air interface is
the same and assumed to have comparable loads it is clear that RAN setup, routing,
and CN architecture have a major impact on user plane latency. When designing 5G,
it is therefore important to minimize the probability and impact of poor RAN and
CN implementations on the envisioned new and optimized air interface. In addition,
5G research is targeting a reduction of the user plane latency to 1 ms, [3], by use of
shorter Transmit Time Intervals (TTI), bundling of scheduling request and data, de-
creased processing times obtained due to technology improvements, and potentially
semi-persistent scheduling. Fortunately, work is also ongoing to optimize the RAN
and CN. For example the use of Mobile Edge Computing, where processing and de-
cision making is moved towards the eNB is studied. Moreover the 5G network is
expected to rely on a flexible slicing of the RAN and CN, and splitting of tasks be-
tween edge and central clouds to accommodate the requirements of the different use
cases [14]. The control plane latency of LTE was targeted to be 100 ms or less, [8],
and one operator fulfills this, achieving 80 ms on average, while the two other oper-
ators require approximately 120 ms as illustrated in Fig. K.3b. However, subsequent
access attempts are delayed significantly due to the 80 ms or higher periodicity of
the System Information Blocks, which provide the information the UE needs in order
to access the network. The 5G target is 10 ms, [3], and therefore the required access
information must occur more frequently at the cost of increased control overhead.
Additionally, work is ongoing to develop new RA and registration methods to enable
the UE to connect faster and with more consistent performance. The control plane
latency will also benefit from the use of network slicing, e.g. by applying faster RA
schemes to time critical applications and by using different control channel modu-
lation and coding schemes for different applications; and Mobile Edge Computing,
e.g. by letting the eNB handle some of the tasks currently performed by the Mobility
Management Entity in LTE.
The LTE handover execution time target is 49.5 ms [10]. The measurement results
in Fig. K.4 show that the operators on average fulfill this target with a median of 40
ms. However, a Radio Link Failure occurs in approximately 1 % of the measurements
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and the subsequent connection re-establishment procedure extends the handover ex-
ecution time to several seconds. The connected mobility use cases targeting safety
and efficiency require 5G to provide zero service interruption time and therefore a
significant amount of work is needed in this area [3]. One proposed solution is to
apply make-before-break connectivity where the UE connects to the target cell before
disconnecting from the serving cell. In 5G this may be expanded to multiple con-
nections due to the expected use of multi-cell connectivity. The cost is increased UE
complexity and simultaneous utilization of resources in multiple cells. This concept
is similar to the Dual Connectivity Split Bearer Architecture of LTE, which potentially
can be combined with the UE autonomous cell management. The latter concept allows
the UE to autonomously add and release different radio-links, reducing the control
signaling overhead. Finally, 5G may also utilize synchronized handover which is a
Random Access-less procedure where the synchronized UE and cells agree on when
the handover shall occur.
The supported MCL of a mobile communication system defines the radio signal
availability together with the network deployment and load. The LTE release 8 MCL
is 140 dB and the calibrated simulation in Fig. K.5 of a rural area showed that a
commercially deployed network would provide coverage for approximately 99 % of
the outdoor and road users. However, the connected mobility use cases focused on
safety must also work in deep indoor scenarios such as underground parking lots with
higher coupling loss [12]. Therefore, a certain slice of 5G must support a higher MCL,
potentially similar to the 164 dB of NB-IoT. Similar to NB-IoT the 5G design can thus
rely on TTI bundling that is repetitions of transmissions in the time domain, which
however will harm the latency, and use of Power Spectral Density boosting, which
may harm the Signal-to-Interference ratio of other users. Therefore, 5G will preferably
utilize the expected network of ultra-dense small cells, macro cell densification, and
micro and macro diversity to improve the received signal power and reliability [15].
7 Conclusion
In this study we examined the performance of four LTE operators in an extensive
measurement campaign of 19.000 drive test kilometers. The goal was to identify
gaps between LTE requirements and achievable performance in order to avoid similar
discrepancies when 5G is standardized and deployed. The 5G will be able to support
connected mobility use cases focused on vehicular communication for road safety and
efficiency, but improvements are needed in the areas of user and control plane latency,
handover execution time, and radio signal availability.
The LTE user plane latency is observed to be twice as long as the requirement due
to core network latencies, and thus diminishes the effect of an optimized air interface.
For 5G it will be of key importance that the operators focus on the latency of the core
architecture in order to achieve the 1 ms RTT target. The studied networks roughly
achieve the LTE control plane latency requirement, but since 5G requires it to be 10
times lower the amount of Random Access, connection and security setup signaling
must be reduced. For both latency targets the use of mobile edge computing and
network slicing will be beneficial.
The LTE handover execution time requirements and observed performance are
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similar, but since the connected mobility use cases targeting safety and efficiency re-
quire zero service interruption time the 5G design must utilize new mobility methods
such as make-before-break, multi-cell-connectivity and synchronized handovers.
The simulated LTE outdoor and road coverage is sufficient for 99 % of the users
but in order to ensure the connected mobility operation it is suggested that 5G target
a significant cell densification and use of macro and micro diversity to improve the
radio signal availability.
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Abstract
Upcoming applications, such as autonomous vehicles, will pose strict requirements on the
vehicular networks. In order to provide these new services reliably, an accurate understanding
of propagation in the vehicular scenarios is needed. In this context, this paper presents a
measurement-based evaluation of large vehicle shadowing at 5.8 GHz in V2X scenarios. The
receiver antenna height is fixed to average vehicular height (1.5 m), while the transmitter
antennas are located at different heights (1.5, 5, and 7 m) in order to investigate both V2V
and V2I scenarios. A truck was used to obstruct the LOS between transmitter and receiver,
and a large number of geometrical combinations of the scenario were explored. The statistical
analysis of the measurement shows how in the V2V case, the experienced shadow levels are
approximately 5 dB higher than in the V2I scenarios, where the shadow levels depend on the
transmitter antenna height, reaching maximum values of 21-23 dB. The statistical analysis
also shows that the differences in shadow level due to the non-symmetries of the obstacle truck
are in the order of approximately 2 dB. A simple 3D ray-tracing simulation is validated against
the measurements, showing a good match with a RMSE of 4.1 dB. Based on both measurements
and ray-tracing data, a simple deterministic shadowing model, useful for implementation in
system level simulators, is presented, as a first step towards a more dynamic and scalable
shadowing model.
1 Introduction
Autonomous vehicles and safety-improving driving applications, such as warnings
of hazardous road conditions and overtaking vehicles, expected in the near future,
are to be enabled by vehicular communications. These new use cases impose strict
requirements to the communication link in terms of reliability of 99.999 % and latency
below 5 ms [1]. The vehicular communication will rely on both vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication, combined termed as V2X.
Due to the reliability and latency requirements of the V2X communication and the
criticality of the use cases, even the shortest obstruction of the communication link is
an issue. Therefore, the characteristics of the communication channel and, especially,
the shadow loss due to large vehicles, are of renewed interest for many researchers.
Until recently, dedicated short range communication radio access technologies
(RATs) such as 802.11p have been the key focus area for vehicular communication.
These technologies mainly rely on V2V communication and, therefore, channel mod-
els where both transmitter and receiver are mobile and have similar heights, have been
studied extensively. In previous works, large scale propagation is modeled by single
and dual slope log-distance path loss models, geometry-based models or ray-tracing
techniques [2]. Specifically addressing the shadow fading caused by large vehicles,
previous studies, based on both real measurements and ray tracing predictions [3, 4],
reported an additional loss of 12-20 dB depending on the distance between transmit-
ter, receiver, and the vehicle obstructing the line-of-sight (LOS).
Nowadays, the V2I scenario is under discussion. As opposed to V2V case, this
scenario may benefit from a higher transmitter position and thus be less prone to
large vehicle shadowing. Unfortunately, this temporary shadowing condition has
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not been as extensively investigated as in the V2V case [2]. Due to the stringent
reliability and latency requirements, critical to vehicular communications, an accurate
characterization of the shadowing phenomena is still needed in the unexplored V2I
scenarios, in order to determine whether, for example, autonomous vehicles can be
supported by the infrastructure. In this direction, existing ray-tracing studies have
examined road side unit (RSU) scenarios with blind corners [5] without providing
specific results for large vehicle shadow loss. Measurements have also been conducted
in real RSU scenarios, however the focus was done on small scale fading models [6],
and packet delivery rate evaluations [7]. These evaluations show that non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) conditions caused by large vehicles, buildings and vegetation, are the
most critical issue for vehicular communication, thus underlining the necessity of
understanding V2I large vehicle shadowing. This is also evident from the recent V2X
surveys [2, 8, 9], which identify large vehicle shadowing as a key area for future
research.
In this context, this paper complements the previous work by presenting a mea-
surement based evaluation of large vehicle shadowing in a controlled scenario. An
extensive measurement campaign was performed for different combinations of trans-
mitter positions and heights (1.5, 5 and 7 m), with a receiver located at 1.5 m, emu-
lating both V2V and V2I links in a 4-lane road scenario at 5.8 GHz. This particular
frequency band is the selected band for road safety and traffic efficiency applica-
tions [10]. A truck was placed in different positions obstructing the LOS between
transmitters and receiver, creating many different shadowing situations. A statistical
analysis is performed over the measurement data in order to quantify and compare
the different shadow levels and dynamics expected in the diverse V2V and V2I scenar-
ios. The measurements are compared to ray-tracing simulations, providing valuable
input for accurate modeling of V2X communication scenarios. Based on both the
measurements and the ray-tracing simulations, an initial version of a deterministic
shadowing model, useful to be used in system level simulations, is presented. The
future research directions towards a complete realistic dynamic shadowing model are
presented in the paper as well.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the different as-
pects related to the measurement campaign. Section 3 presents the statistical analysis
of the measurement results and the discussion based on the different V2X scenar-
ios. Section 4 introduces the ray-tracing simulations and the comparison with the
measurements. Section 5 presents the road-map towards a complete realistic and dy-
namic shadowing model, including an initial version of a deterministic large vehicle
shadowing model. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Measurement Campaign
2.1 Measurement Scenario
The measurement campaign was performed in a driving school located a few kilo-
meters north from Aalborg, Denmark. A dedicated V2X propagation scenario was
reproduced over a rectangular flat pavemented area of approximately 45x95 m. The
layout of the considered scenario is an 80 m long section of a 4-lane road, resembling
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Fig. L.1: Overview description of the measurement scenario.
the typical wide-street vehicular case in any mid-sized European city, with 2 lanes per
driving direction. Each of the lanes was marked by using traffic cones, considering a
lane width of 3.5 m (which is the European average width for all types of pathways:
urban, rural and highways [11]). A set of 6 transmitter (TX) antennas was deployed at
different heights (h) on a mast (7, 5 and 1.5 m), a van (7 and 5 m) and a trolley (1.5 m),
emulating different RSUs, and re-deployed several times by swapping them across
the 11 different positions illustrated in Figure L.1. A single receiver (RX) antenna was
mounted on a trolley at average vehicular height (1.5 m) [12], emulating a car roof
antenna. By considering this setup, various V2X combinations are explored. This
includes both the V2I and V2V cases, as detailed in Table L.1.
The V2X link measurements were performed by driving the RX trolley at walking
speed (5 km/h in average) along each of the 4 lanes, recording simultaneously the
signal strength from the 6 different transmitters, each of which was transmitting an
independent narrow-band continuous wave (CW) signal. The selected orthogonal
frequencies of operation ( fc) are detailed in Table L.1.
The different V2X links were obstructed by placing the large vehicle (truck), shown
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Fig. L.2: Obstacle truck (in the foreground), and mast/van containing part of the transmitters
(in the background).
in Figure L.2, in the central part of the road section as depicted in Figure L.1. The
dimensions of the truck were approximately 8x2.6x3.6 m (length x width x height).
Diverse shadowing conditions were created over the different lanes, depending on
the geometry of the scenario: dimensions of the obstacle, position of the obstacle (e.g.
lane number over which the truck is placed), height of the TX, distance of the TX to
the first lane (droad), height of the RX, position of the RX (e.g. lane number over which
the RX is located), and interaction angle (α) between TX and obstacle (defined as the
angle relative to the direction of normal incidence on the left side of the truck).
In order to make the study more statistically significant, a large number of dif-
ferent scenario situations were created. Each of the aforementioned re-deployments
across the 11 different TX positions was independently performed for the obstacle
truck located on lanes 1, 2, and 3. All in all, by considering the 3 different truck posi-
tions, 3 antenna height combinations, 11 TX positions, and 4 lanes covered by the RX,
the measurement examined a total of 176 different geometrical combinations.
2.2 Setup, Calibration & Data Processing
At the TX side, NI USRP-2953R devices were used to generate each of the CW signals
with a constant output RF power (PTX) of 10 dBm. These signals were fed into the
correspondent TX antenna by using coaxial cables of different lengths depending on
the TX antenna height. All the TX antennas were standard dipoles with a gain (GTX)
of approximately 3.5 dBi. Only vertical polarization was explored.
At the RX side, an omnidirectional antenna H+S SWA 0859/360/4/10/V of ap-
proximately 6 dBi of gain (GRX) was used. A jumper cable was used to transfer the
received signals into the receiver. A R&S TSWM universal radio network analyzer
was used as RX, recording the signal strength of all the different CWs simultaneously
at a sampling rate of 10 Hz. An average of approximately 576 received power (PRX)
samples were recorded per driven lane. In order to remove fast-fading effects, the
received power samples were averaged over chunks of 1 m distance (20 wavelengths),
resulting in 80 samples per lane.
The combined cable loss (Lc) was measured and calibrated, resulting in 3.7 dB for
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the links with TX antenna at 1.5 m, 8.4 dB for the links with TX antenna at 5 m, and
9.5 dB for the links with TX antenna at 7 m. The sensitivity of the scanner used in
the measurement was -115 dBm, which combined with the previous values according
to (L.1) leads to maximum measurable path loss (PLmeas) of 138-144 dB.
PLmeas = PTX − PRX,meas + GTX + GRX − Lc [dB] (L.1)
To characterize the shadowing effect, excess path loss (∆PL) is defined in (L.2)
as the difference between the measured path loss and free space path loss (FSPL).
In the scenario explored, with only the obstacle truck obstructing the line-of-sight
(LOS) between TX and RX, a negative excess path loss (∆PL < 0) would indicate
favorable contributions to the received signal, most likely due to reflections on the
truck. While, on the other hand, positive excess path loss (∆PL > 0) would indicate
negative contributions to the propagation, mainly due to the obstruction by the truck
and suggesting that the RX is in a shadowed area. The latest is the main focus of this
paper.
∆PL = PLmeas − FSPL [dB] (L.2)
In order to further calibrate the system and the calculations, a LOS measurement
(without the obstacle truck) was performed along all the 4 lanes (+3 extra, in order to
enlarge the calibration range) with the transmitters in re-deployment configuration 6.
In the end, the calibration measurement covered distances between 5 and 120 m,
including a large number of both elevation and azimuth angles. From the result,
it was possible to verify that the calibrated LOS path loss obtained matched quite
well the theoretical FSPL with an average root mean square error (RMSE) of 4.4 dB,
considering data from all the different TX antenna heights. This result validates the
use of the FSPL as a correct reference for the excess path loss calculation, over the
entire measurement area defined.
3 Measurement Results
All the measurement cases were independently post-processed using (L.1) and (L.2)
to obtain the excess path loss in the different situations. A statistical analysis was
performed on the entire set of resulting empirical data.
First, the overall excess path loss per scenario was explored. Figure L.3 presents
the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the measured excess path loss for the
different V2I scenarios with TX antennas at 5 and 7 m, V2V scenarios with TX antenna
at 1.5 m, and the combined V2X scenario that includes all the measurement data from
all the different TX antenna heights. These empirical distributions are taken to model
the probability of large vehicle shadowing being above or below a certain threshold.
As it can be seen, the probability of being above any particular threshold value is
higher for lower TX antenna heights. This means that, in case of being shadowed by
a large vehicle, the impact is more significant for the V2V scenario than for the V2I
scenario. For example, in the V2V scenario, the probability of experiencing a shadow
level higher than 10 dB is 50%, while in the V2I scenario this probability is reduced
to 35% and 20% for TX at 5 and 7 m, respectively. The maximum shadowing values
experienced in the measurement were 21-23 dB for the V2I scenario and 27 dB for the
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V2V scenario. In the case of considering the entire V2X scenario as a whole, without
distinguishing between different TX antenna heights or type of links (V2V/V2I), it
can be seen, how the resulting shadow level probability is very similar to the one for
the intermediate TX antenna height.
The extensive measurement campaign, performed with transmitters in different
positions, allowed to analyze other geometrical characteristics of the shadowing. Fig-
ure L.4 presents the same distributions as before, but separated for positive and neg-
ative interaction angles (α). These results allow to understand what is the impact of
the non-symmetrical structure of the obstacle truck. As it can be seen, for the V2I
scenario at both TX antenna heights, higher shadow levels are in general experienced
for negative interaction angles (α < 0). This is due to the fact that, for these angles, the
container is the closest part of the truck to the TX, which is approximately 0.5 m taller
than the cabin and, therefore, causes larger shadowing. In average, the differences
in shadow level due to the non-symmetry of the obstacle truck are found to be in
the order of approximately 2 dB. In the case of the V2V scenario, the non-symmetry
impact is even smaller.
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Fig. L.3: Shadow level probabilities for the different V2V, V2I and combined V2X scenarios.
Fig. L.4: Shadow level probabilities for the different V2V and V2I scenarios classified per inter-
action angle.
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Fig. L.5: Simple 3D ray-tracing model of the obstacle truck.
4 Comparison with Ray-tracing
In order to gain further insight on the different possibilities for large vehicle shad-
owing characterization, the measurement campaign was reproduced in a commercial
ray-tracing tool [13]. Figure L.5 shows the simple 3D model of the measurement
scenario composed of a flat surface of dimensions 100x60 m and a simplified block
model of the obstacle truck. Both the ground surface and the truck were modeled
with standard materials available in the tool database: medium dry floor and metal,
respectively.
The simulations for computation of path loss were performed with 3D standard
ray-tracing, with a resolution of 0.25 m and basic simulation settings: LOS path loss
exponent of 2, reflection and diffraction losses based on default permittivity and con-
ductivity values of the different materials, and maximum 2 ray interactions.
Figures L.6 and L.7 show two examples of measurements (M) compared to ray-
tracing (RT) predictions. They are similarly arranged in 4 sub-figures. Sub-figure a)
displays the averaged excess path loss with a resolution of 1 m (80 samples per lane),
computed from the measurements by following the procedures previously mentioned
in Section II. Sub-figure b) contains the processed ray-tracing results, and it is directly
comparable with Sub-figure a). In this case, the averaged excess path loss per lane has
been computed by translating the original ray-tracing predictions with a resolution of
0.25 m, displayed in Sub-figure c), to the lane resolution of 1 m by applying exactly
the same averaging procedures as to the measurements. In practice, the processed
results are more representative of the shadow levels that a car would experience in
the real world, due to potential RX antenna pattern irregularities and the different ray
contributions to the received signal. Finally, Sub-figure d) presents an individualized
comparison of the measurement and ray-tracing data per different lane, including
RMSE values and cross-correlation coefficients (xcorr), giving a numerical indication
on how good is the match between measurements and simulations.
With focus on the results now, in Figure L.6, one of the V2V cases with the obstacle
truck placed on lane 1 is presented. The 1.5 m height TX antenna was located at
position [-2,0], with an interaction angle of zero, which means that the incident angle
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is perpendicular to the left side of the truck. As it can be seen from all sub-figures
a), b) and d), the ray-tracing predictions show a good match to the measurements.
For this particular case, an average RMSE of 3.6 dB and xcorr coefficient of 0.77 were
obtained. This was the explored case with the strongest shadowing conditions, and
some details can be observed. One of them is that, by looking at the data from lane 2
in sub-figure d), it can be seen how both the measurement and ray-tracing excess path
loss present a small valley (reduction of approximately 6 dB) at the central position.
This is due to the positive contribution of reflections of the signal on the ground
below the truck between wheel axes. This also appreciable in the heatmaps. The
second detail that is worth to be mentioned is that, especially in the measurement
data from lanes 2 and 3, it is noticeable that, in shadowed areas, the excess path
loss is slightly smaller for lane positions with positive ordinate (y > 0). This is due
to the aforementioned fact that the obstacle truck was not symmetric, and the cabin
shadows a few dB less than the container. Under this particular V2V configuration,
cars driving on shadowed areas of the lanes would experience maximum shadow
levels of approximately 22-27 dB.
The second case, in Figure L.7, presents a V2I example. The TX antenna was lo-
cated at 5 m in position [-5,+40]. The obstacle truck was still placed on lane 1, as
in the previous V2V example. In this case, the average RMSE was 2.5 dB, with a
xcoor coefficient of 0.79. While in the previous case shadowing on the first lane was
negligible, meaning that a car will experience no shadow impact by driving close
in-front/behind the truck in the same lane. In this case, due to the larger interac-
tion angle, some shadowing is created over the lane on which the obstacle truck is
positioned (lane 1). The results illustrate the benefit of having elevated TX antenna
positions in the V2I scenario. Even though larger areas are shadowed, the shadow
levels, measured in excess path loss, are smaller than in the previous V2V scenario. In
this case, the maximum shadow levels experienced per lane were in the range 0-18 dB.
It is nontrivial to present individually all the different cases considered in the
study, but the conclusion is that with very simple ray-tracing simulations, with not
very detailed 3D models or material characterization, it is still possible to achieve a
quite accurate level of prediction of both geometry and shadow levels. Considering all
the different combinations explored, the overall RMSE was 4.1 dB, while the average
xcorr coefficient was 0.65.
5 Dynamic & Scalable Shadowing Model
The results and observations presented in this paper are part of the initial study to-
wards the development and calibration of a dynamic and scalable shadowing model
for system level simulation of V2X communications. As a first step, it is possible to
propose a stochastic model based on the empirical distribution in Figure L.3, or the
corresponding sample-based distribution from ray-tracing simulations. The approach,
illustrated in Figure L.8, can be useful for simple static snap-shot based system level
simulations where one wants to ignore the geometric detail, and instead apply the
shadowing state by probabilistic means. It is envisaged here that the state of be-
ing shadowed can be determined probabilistically based on the traffic density, since
denser traffic implies a higher probability of being shadowed. If shadowed, the ac-
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Fig. L.8: Overview of the intended future dynamic and scalable shadowing model for V2X
communications.
tual fading state (∆PL) can be determined from the distributions in Figure L.3 using
the inverse percentile transformation method, and added to the overall link path loss
(PL).
A more deterministic model, based on the actual geometry of the link and the
obstructing vehicle, can be computed from more detailed information extracted from
the measurements. For instance, based on the different combinations of V2V and V2I
TX antenna height (hTX), distance from the TX to the first lane of the road (droad),
interaction angle between the TX and the truck (α), target lane (#lane,RX), and lane
where the obstacle truck is located (#lane,truck), the model output can be summarized
in terms of the shadowing path loss (fading state) over a particular lane, and the
spatial length over which this occurs (fading state duration). Such a model can be
tailored for time-dynamic system level simulations.
The model output, defined in (L.3), is given as a look-up table in Table L.2 in
terms of shadow amplitude (SA, in dB) and shadow length (SL, in m), relative to
the central position (ref) defined by the intersection between the target lane and the
interaction angle (α) - see lane 4 on Figure L.1 for visual reference. The pairs of values
have been determined by applying a 6 dB reference threshold on the data, from either
measurements (M) or ray-tracing (RT) simulations, so that a bounded region results
for the shadowing length. Each corresponding pair (SA,SL) is defined over the length
of the lane where measured or simulated data exceeds this threshold, as depicted in
Figure L.9.
(SA, SL) = f
(
hTX , droad, α, #lane,RX, #lane,truck
)
(L.3)
As an example on how the SA and SL coefficients have been calculated, the 6 dB
shadow threshold has been plotted as a reference in Figures L.6.d and L.7.d, and the
corresponding output values have been highlighted in Table L.2. The reference value
for the threshold was selected due to the fact that, for the explored scenario, diffraction
on the truck wedges is the main propagation mechanism into the shadowed areas, and
6 dB is the minimum knife-edge diffraction loss when half of the TX antenna beam
is blocked by the truck [14]. A sensitivity analysis was performed on the selected
reference threshold value, finding very similar values for 0 dB and 3 dB thresholds,
with small average SA differences of 0.2 dB and slightly larger (1.2-2.5 m) SL values.
It should be noticed that the interaction angles in Table L.2 have been classified
as 0, ±60 and ±90 degrees. Each of them encompass the different TX positions with
ordinate (y) 0, ±6 and ±40 m, respectively. This has been done for simplification of
the model, to make a clearer distinction in interaction angle (normal incidence, in-
termediate condition, and grazing angle). This initial look-up approach of the model
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Fig. L.9: Initial deterministic shadow model: calculation of the SA and SL coefficients and
application example.
has some limitations, due to the size of the scenario explored. In this respect, shadow
lengths may be larger in reality than what is given in the table, for TX positions at
large interaction angles. However, a minor error is expected in shadow amplitude.
This can be easily understood from, for example, the V2I example presented in Fig-
ure L.7, where the shadow would be further extended on lanes 2-3 for positions with
ordinate smaller than -40 m. The average difference between the coefficients calcu-
lated over the measurement data or the ray-tracing data is approximately 0.4 dB in
shadow amplitude, and smaller than 1 m in shadow length.
With this initial version of the model, it is possible to simulate only very basic V2X
scenarios and situations (e.g. a car overtaking a truck). However, for that particular
situation, it would be already possible to perform a sensitivity analysis of different
V2I deployment configurations considering, for example, different RSU inter-site dis-
tances and antenna heights, for various car speeds. This will provide some initial
insights on how the shadowing due to large obstacles may affect the reliability of the
link, even though it is only for a short period of time. The future model will, of course,
consider more complex situations, including more dynamic aspects of the scenario.
6 Conclusions
This paper presented a measurement-based evaluation of the impact of large vehicle
shadowing on V2X scenarios at 5.8 GHz. An extensive measurement campaign was
performed by considering several V2V and V2I configurations in a practical 4-lane
road section scenario. The RX antenna height was fixed to average vehicular height
(1.5 m), and the TX antenna heights were fixed to 5 and 7 m for the V2I scenarios, and
1.5 m for the V2V cases. Different shadow conditions were created by placing a large
truck at different positions, obstructing the LOS between TX and RX.
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The analysis of the measurement data shows how, in case of being shadowed
by a large vehicle, the impact is more significant in the V2V scenario than in the
V2I scenario, which benefits from the elevated TX antenna position. The maximum
shadowing levels experienced were 27 dB in the V2V scenario, 23 dB in the V2I sce-
nario with TX antenna height at 5 m, and 21 dB in the V2I scenario with TX antenna
height 7 m. The empirical distributions are given in the paper, and are useful for
statistical characterization of the V2X scenario. The impact to the shadow level due
to non-symmetries of the obstacle truck was also evaluated, finding small average
variations of approximately 2 dB.
The measurements were compared to 3D ray-tracing simulations, showing a good
match with a RMSE of 4.1 dB. From these results it can be concluded that ray-tracing
simulations, based on 3D models with limited details and material characterization,
can still result in accurate levels of predictions of both geometry and shadow levels.
The future work was also introduced in the paper, presenting the roadmap to-
wards a dynamic and scalable shadowing model suitable for simulation of V2X com-
munication systems. As an alternative initial approach, a look-up table-based deter-
ministic shadowing model was presented. The different coefficients of the model,
computed from both the measurements and the ray-tracing simulations, can be used
to characterize the areas shadowed by a truck inside a 4-lane road scenario.
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A Simple Statistical Signal Loss Model for Deep Underground Garage
Abstract
In this paper we address the channel modeling aspects for a deep-indoor scenario with extreme
coverage conditions in terms of signal losses, namely underground garage areas. We provide
an in-depth analysis with regard to the path loss (gain) and large-scale signal shadow fading,
and propose a simple propagation model which can be used to predict cellular signal levels in
similar deep-indoor scenarios. The measurement results indicate that the signal at 800 MHz
band penetrates external concrete walls to reach the lower levels, while for 2000 MHz wall
openings are required for the signal to propagate. From the study it is also evident that the
shadow fading between different levels of an underground garage are highly correlated. The
proposed frequency-independent floor attenuation factor (FAF) is shown to be in the range of
5.2 dB per meter deep.
1 Introduction
The telecommunication industry is adopting new radio technologies, moving from
2G/3G to 4G systems, and within next 10 years the first commercial 5G networks are
also expected to be available [1–3]. This technology evolution is heavily driven by the
introduction of new services and a steady increase of the number of mobile users. In
addition to mobile voice and broadband (MBB) services, new emerging applications
based on Machine Type Communications (MTC) will increase significantly both the
number of devices connected to the mobile radio network and also the geographical
area which requires service coverage [2, 3]. For this reason, Mobile Network Opera-
tors (MNOs) are planing their radio networks to provide close to 100 % (probability)
service coverage across the different frequency bands, cell types (macro, micro, pico)
and technologies (2G, 3G, 4G, WLAN) deployed. To achieve this target, the required
radio network planing has become a very complex task in recent years and will re-
main an important part of the 5G network deployments optimization as well. Further,
the network deployment scenarios not sufficiently investigated in past for 2G/3G/4G
systems due to their infrequent occurrence in real-life MNO deployments, will need
to be analyzed and characterized in terms of radio channel propagation conditions.
A typical example for this is the case of growing MTC services where applications
rely on the large scale deployment of devices such as, environmental sensors, remote
controlled units, industrial actuators, which were not available in the past or were not
operating connected to wireless networks. [1].
In this paper we address the channel modeling aspects for a deep-indoor scenario
with extreme coverage conditions in terms of signal losses, namely underground
garage areas. Typically today, in these use cases, MNO provide voice services by
means of a combination of cell types (macro and micro, indoor) and/or technologies,
tailored for the expected traffic load. Although penetration loss and indoor attenua-
tion models have been studied widely in the literature [4–9], to the best of our knowl-
edge none of them discusses the rate of attenuation across floor for underground
structures.
In this paper, our investigations are based on radio channel measurements of
deployed (live) urban 3G and 4G networks, which provide radio coverage outside
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Fig. M.1: The layouts of the two deepest underground parking garages in Denmark: (a) Friis,
level -3 and (b) Dalgashus, level -1.
and inside selected underground garage locations. We provide an in-depth analysis
in terms of path loss (gain) and large scale signal shadowing and, propose simple
propagation models which can be used to predict cellular signal levels in similar deep-
indoor scenarios. Our study also highlights the indoor radio coverage limitations of
current network deployments.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the scenarios, measurement setup
and procedures are discussed. The results are analyzed in Section 3, and finally the
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
2 Measurement Campaign
2.1 Scenarios
The measurement campaign took place at the two deepest underground car parks
in Denmark, which belong to Friis and Dalgashus Shopping Center. Located at the
heart of Aalborg city, Friis is a modern building complex consisting of a shopping
center, hotel, offices, business center and car park. Its parking lot is built over an
area of approximately 60 x 70 meters and has 4 levels with the capacity of 850 park-
ing spaces. The first level is around 4 meters underground, while all remaining are
approximately 2.5 meters deep each. This makes the garage almost 12 meters be-
low ground. Dalgashus is a shopping center and residential building in the center of
Herning city. Its parking lot is also 4 levels deep, but the last level is for its residents
only and hence inaccessible during our measurement. Dalgashus car park is smaller
than Friis’, approximately 50 x 60 meters in size and can accommodate around 480
cars. The average floor height of the garage is 2.2 meters; however its first level is
half-submerged with small open windows along one side of the building, near its en-
trance. Figure M.1 shows the layouts of the two garages, which is very similar across
levels of each garage. Both garages are constructed with thick concrete walls and
floors. Visitors can access the garage via exits / entrance marked in red in the figure.
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2.2 Measurement Setup and Procedures
A Rhode & Schwartz TSMW Universal Radio Network Analyzer is used to record
all radio signals from surrounding live Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) cells at the frequency bands of interest, i.e.
800 and 2000 MHz. The device is connected to a Global Positioning System (GPS)
antenna for marking outdoor locations, and two omni antennas with 0 dBi gain for
receiving the signals. The antennas are placed on top of our car, which is traveling
at an average speed of 10 km/h. For indoor locations we relied on a set of markers
placed at every turn the car made. The radio signal strength is measured differ-
ently between LTE and UMTS: The LTE power measurement is extracted from the
Secondary Synchronization Signal (S-Sync), which is transmitted every 5 ms on 62
sub-carriers. The sensitivity for the LTE power measurement is -127 dBm. The UMTS
power is based on Received Signal Code Power (RSCP) measurement and has sensi-
tivity of -123 dBm. The RSCP measurement is performed every 10 ms on Common
Pilot Channel (CPICH).
Being at the heart of the city, next to the pedestrian and shopping streets, gives the
two car parks the advantage of having very good cellular coverage. As a result, during
the measurement we are able to identify signals from at least 10 macro cells inside
both garages. To make it easier for plotting together the different power levels due to
non-identical cell location, transmitting power, antenna pattern and technology, the
indoor received power is normalized to its maximum value and hereafter is referred
to as the indoor attenuation. Let PRx,i(x, y, z
′) be the received signal power in dBm from
the ith macro cell at the indoor location defined by [x, y, z′] coordinates:
Γi(x, y, z
′) =PRx,i(x, y, z
′)− PRx,i(xr , yr , z
′
r) (M.1)
PRx,i(xr , yr, z
′
r) =max
[
PRx,i(x, y, z
′)
]
(M.2)
where Γi(x, y, z
′) is the indoor attenuation in dB and the reference point, [xr, yr , z′r],
is the location where the maximum received signal power is observed indoor. It is
important to note that such normalization does not change the distribution of the ob-
served power samples, nor the slope of the Least-Square (LR) analysis presented in
the next section. To ensure a reasonable deep indoor coverage during the measure-
ment, we discarded all cells whose maximum indoor received signal power was lower
than -80 dBm. This guarantees that we have at least around 50 dB of dynamic range
for deep underground indoor attenuation measurement. In order to model the rate of
attenuation across floors, we also normalize the absolute depths z′ to the depth of the
reference point z′r :
z =z′ − z′r (M.3)
From this point onwards all reference to depth means the relative depth z, unless
otherwise stated.
In general, the total path loss, PLtotal, between an outdoor cell and a deep under-
ground user equipment (UE) can be expressed as follows:
PLtotal = PLout + W + PLin − z × LFAF (M.4)
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Fig. M.2: The received signal power outside Friis from cell A at 800 MHz.
where PLout is the loss up to the external wall, W is the penetration loss due to the
external wall(s) and PLin is the additional loss from the outer wall to the indoor
location. All these terms are in dB. The term LFAF is the Floor Attenuation Factor
(FAF), which is measured in dB/m and represents the additional loss due to the
increasing depth z. The main focus of this paper is to derive the LFAF statistically
from measurement.
3 Result analysis
3.1 Propagation into Underground Building Structure
The COST 231 [4] assumes that radio waves penetrate building’s external wall that is
in direct view of the base station, while in [6] the authors argue that the outdoor-to-
indoor paths are possible only through wall openings such as door or windows. In
this section, we look into how the signal propagates from outdoor to underground
building structure.
Figure M.2 shows the received signal power from the LTE cell A at 800 MHz out-
side Friis Shoping Center. The area highlighted in pink is the Friis’ building, and
the black triangle marker is the cell’s location. The cell points directly towards Friis,
illuminating the area between the two black lines. The square and diamond marker
denote the two potential entries for the signal into the underground parking lot: The
first is the building corner closest to and in direct view of cell A. The latter is the en-
trance to the underground parking lot. In Figure M.3 the indoor attenuation from cell
A is plotted in 3D. The diamond and square marker in this figure corresponds to the
same markers in Figure M.2. Warm colors indicate strong received signal strength,
and cold ones mean that the signal is weak. We observe that the signal has penetrated
the concrete wall at the square marker, and the received signal strength here is higher
than that of the triangle marker. At the square marker, the signal is measured -43
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Fig. M.3: The measured indoor attenuation in Friis from cell A at 800 MHz.
Fig. M.4: The measured indoor attenuation in Dalgashus from cell D at 800 MHz.
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Fig. M.5: The measured indoor attenuation in Dalgashus from cell G at 2 GHz.
dBm outdoor, and -68 dBm indoor, putting the estimated outdoor-to-indoor penetra-
tion loss at 25 dB. Typically, the penetration loss for concrete walls is less than 10 dB
at 800 MHz [5, 9], but in this case the signal has to penetrate also 4 meters under-
ground. Similarly, in Dalgashus the main propagation path is through the concrete
wall, marked by the black square in Figure M.4, which is in direct view with the
cell under measurement, and the outdoor-to-indoor penetration loss is approximately
20dB. However, as the frequency increases in Figure M.5, the penetration loss of the
concrete wall also rapidly increases [5, 9], and the path going through the garage
entrance becomes dominant.
Before the measurement campaign, we expected that the stairs and elevator shafts
inside the two building complexes could be paths for signal to propagate down to the
underground levels. However, there is no clear evidence supporting this assumption
from the measurement data. The reason might be that the stairs and elevator shafts
are surrounded by concrete or glass walls, and/or they are located too deep inside
the complexes, making it difficult for the signal to propagate down to the lower levels
via these paths.
From Figure M.3 and M.4, the shadowing maps seem to be highly correlated over
floors. To measure this, we extract data separately from the driving routes on three
levels (L-1, L-2 and L-3), matching them point-by-point across levels, and then com-
pute the correlation coefficient between them. The correlation coefficient is between
[-1, +1], where +1 indicates a perfect direct correlation, -1 in case of a perfect anti-
correlation, and other value showing the degree of linear dependence between the
variables. The results are presented in Table M.1, with value ranging from 0.66 to
0.91, confirming the high correlation between floors.
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Table M.1: Correlation between levels
Description Correlation coefficient
L-1 vs L-2 L-2 vs L-3 L-1 vs L-3
Friis: A (LTE) 0.91 0.76 0.73
Dalgashus: D (LTE) 0.66 0.69 0.83
3.2 Floor Attenuation Factor
In this section we derive the FAF statistically from all valid data sets from our measu-
rement campaign, as shown in Table M.2. Each row of the table represents data from
an unique macro cell, identified by its location (Friis or Dalgashus), cell’s pseudonym,
frequency band (800 or 2000 MHz) and technology (LTE or UMTS). The "Samples"
column indicates how many indoor samples were collected during the measurement,
and the "Min. z" is the deepest level relative to the reference point that the signal can
still be observed. In order to extract the FAF, the Least-Square LR is applied separately
to each data set using the following equations:
β =
∑
N
i=1(Γi − Γ̄)(zi − z̄)
∑
N
i=1(Γi − Γ̄)
2
(M.5)
α = z̄ − β × Γ̄ (M.6)
ǫ =
√√√√ 1
N
N
∑
i=1
[Γi − (β × zi + α)]2 (M.7)
where Γi is the indoor attenuation value and zi is the depth of the i
th measurement
point (i = 1, 2, ...N). Γ̄ = 1N ∑
N
i=1 Γi and z̄ =
1
N ∑
N
i=1 zi is the average indoor attenua-
tion and average depth of the entire data set, respectively. The term β and α are the
slope and the intercepting point of the least-square LR fitting curve, respectively. The
root mean square error (RMSE), or ǫ, between the measurement data and the LR fit-
ting curve is also computed and shown here, because it serves two purposes: first, it is
an indication of how well a model fits with the measurement data, and secondly it rep-
resents the fluctuation due to obstacles and other random propagation effects, which
can be useful for establishing the shadow fading model for underground garages.
Figure M.6 shows the dependency between the indoor attenuation and the depth
from cell A, D and G, which has the most number of indoor samples for each pair
of location and frequency band. The slopes of the fitting curves indicate the rate at
which the loss increases with the decrease of the relative depth, or the FAF. From
Table M.2 we observe that the FAF values extracted from different cells are similar
if they are measured in the same environment: In Friis the FAF value ranges from
3.8 to 4.3 dB/m, while in Dalgashus it is from 5.5 to 5.8 dB/m at 800 MHz band.
The reason for higher FAF in Dalgashus is that its first garage level is not completely
underground, and therefore the mean indoor attenuation of that floor is lower than
those of the other floors. This affects the slope of the fitting curve. Another interesting
observation is that the 2 GHz measurement in Dalgashus shows similar FAF values
as those measured at 800 MHz, indicating that the FAF does not seem to change sig-
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Fig. M.6: Example of measurement data and linear regression fitting curves.
Table M.2: Deep underground indoor attenuation in Friis and Dalgashus
Description Samples Min. z Linear Regression
Location: Cell (Tech) [m] β α ǫ
800 MHz band
Friis: A (LTE) 1,037 -7.50 4.3 -24.9 9.4
Friis: B (LTE) 360 -9.58 4.1 -13.7 6.6
Friis: C (UMTS) 222 -8.87 3.8 -19.4 8.6
Friis, combined 4.1 9.4
Dalgashus: D (LTE) 591 -4.40 5.5 -17.4 7.2
Dalgashus: E (UMTS) 247 -4.40 5.7 -23.4 5.9
Dalgashus: F (UMTS) 231 -4.40 5.8 -24.0 7.2
Dalgashus, combined 5.7 7.2
2000 MHz band
Dalgashus: G (LTE) 382 -3.99 6.3 -28.4 8.6
Dalgashus: H (LTE) 374 -3.81 5.8 -29.9 8.1
Dalgashus, combined 6.1 8.6
nificantly with the increase of frequency. This is somewhat coherent with the findings
in [8], where the in-building attenuation rate in horizontal plane is also frequency-
independent and measured at 0.6 dB/m for frequencies ranging from 800 MHz to 18
GHz.
By averaging all slopes from the data sets measured in Friis at 800 MHz, we
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obtained a FAF of 4.1 dB/m for this scenario. Similarly, FAF values of 5.7 and 6.1
dB/m are derived for Dalgashus at 800 and 2000 MHz, respectively. Combining all
cases, regardless of different scenario and frequency band, gives an average FAF of
5.2 dB/m. The attenuation rate in the z dimension therefore is much higher than the
0.6 dB/m in-building attenuation in the x and y dimension, and also the 0.6 dB/m
height gain [8]. The RMSE is 9.4 dB for Friis and 7.2 dB for Dalgashus, which is in
agreement with the WINNER II model C4 NLOS outdoor to indoor macro cell with
shadow fading’s standard deviation of 10 dB [10].
4 Conclusions
A measurement campaign was carried out at two deepest underground garages in
Denmark to investigate the feasibility of using outdoor cellular network to serve deep
underground devices, such as in the future MTC. Our study shows that the signal at
800 MHz band is able to penetrate the external concrete wall to reach the lower levels,
while at 2000 MHz band it would require wall openings such as door or windows for
the signal to enter the lower levels. There is evidence that the shadowing at different
levels are highly correlated. We propose a simple signal loss prediction formula that
is derived based on the measurement results. The proposed FAF is shown to depend
mainly on building structure, not frequency. The average FAF is approximately 5.2
dB per meter deep, which is much higher than the horizontal indoor attenuation or
the height gain, which are approximately 0.6 dB/m as measured in the literature. In
the worst scenario, more than 60 dB of additional loss was observed at 12 meters
deep, which indicates that outdoor-to-underground coverage can be challenging at
such depth.
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